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HowTheLightGetsln 
HAY 2024 

Howl helightGetsin is unique in combining a great music and comedy lineup that 
runs throughout the day and evening on eight stages, with world leading thinkers 
in debate and conversation on the hottest topics of the moment. This year is no 
exception. The programme includes the world's most renowned philosophers, 
Nobel prize winning scientists, top politicians, Mercury Prize nominees, legendary 
bands, headline comedians and every evening our celebrated parties. 

Each year we choose a theme as a focus for the debates and talks. The future is 
always uncertain and the world and our lives unpredictable. But it is surely the 
case that the current outlook economically, geopolitically, environmentally and 
technologically is more precarious, and carrying greater risk than we have faced 
for a generation if not a lifetime. So it is that this year's festival theme 'Danger, 
Desire and Destiny' seeks to identify the dangers we face, and looks for ways 
forward that might deliver our desires. 

In the years since the first How/helight@etsln festival, not much more than a decade 
ago, the world has become a very different place. At the time we highlighted 
fault lines that were appearing in the Enlightenment dream. The assumption that 
the Western approach to knowledge would carry all before it and lead us to a 
better society was starting to look increasingly precarious in the light of relativistic 
and postmodern concerns. Now, just a little more than a decade on, those doubts 
have been made concrete by a divisive culture, and a deeply unstable world. 

HowThelighiGetsln Hay 2024 shines a spotlight on the decade to come and 
asks: what are the dangers we have overlooked, what are the ways to overcome 
the threats that trouble us? Do we need to think differently and change our goals 
so that we can evolve desirable destinies, or must we act now to confront the 
many divergent risks facing us? Speakers from around the world put forward 
their ideas and strategies to overcome the dangers we face on a hugely wide 
range of issues, from Al technology to geopolitics, cosmology to romantic love. 

Thanks to the support of festivalgoers, artists, performers and thousands of 
volunteer staff and traders, the festival is growing every year, and each promises 
to be more spectacular than the last. We are excited to welcome you back to 
our favourite tents = including the unique Inner Circle tent where you can meet 
and talk to renowned speakers over a meal and a glass of wine. Also returning 
this year is the Long Table Banquet - a fabulous multi-course meal, hosted in 
the Waterfront. Elsewhere the Hat Sessions during the day offer a range of 
new events with one-on-one debates, headline talks, and 'ife ond Philosophy' 
biographies. We are also growing our programme for children which is free 
for those up to 1Z accompanied by an adult, and a special range of lectures 
for pre-university pupils with some tips for their university applications at the IAl 
School. See the relevant sections in this programme and bring the family to the 
festival with something for everyone, 

Our partners are vital to the success of the festival. So a big welcome to our 
partners including Scientific American, The Conversation, The Guardian, Foreign 
Policy, and a huge thank you to our philosophy partners like the Royal Institute 
of Philosophy, the Essentia Foundation, Theos and Audio Note. And thank you 
also to Waters#ones for joining us once again as our bookshop partner = do 
make sure to check out their tent for signings, performances and to meet all of 
your favourite speakers. 

How/helightGefsln is a festival unlike any other. Discover original ideas from 
those at the very top of their field and fresh ground-breaking perspectives from 
new voices. Be transported by exciting bands, remarkable soloists, award 
winning comedians and sensational cabaret acts. Above all, share your thoughts, 
your dance moves, your company, and magic is sure to come your way. 

Welcome to How/helighiGetsln Hay 2024. 

howthelightgetsin.org a 
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The Institute of 
Art and Ideas 

Our Philosophy 

Great ideas, great 
debates, insights 

across every 
critical issue. 

Fantastic. 

( 
While there is little of the future that we can be certain about, we can nevertheless be 
confident that a time will come when our current beliefs and assumptions are seen 
as mistaken, our heroes = like the imperial adventurers of the past = are regarded 
as villains, and our current morality viewed as bigoted prejudice. In this light, the IAl 
was founded to challenge the notion that our present accepted wisdom is the truth, 
Its mission to uncover flaws and limitations in current thinking in search of new ways 
of seeing that provide alternative and better ways of understanding. 
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The IAl's primary vehicle for change is the ideas and educational platform IAl.tv, 
with daily updates adding to thousands of debates, talks, interviews, articles, courses 
and podcasts, In addition to members of the public, universities, colleges and schools 
subscribe on behalf of their students. IAl content is first realised at Howl helightGetsln 
or at monthly online events and later released on the platform. IAl's content is currently 
watched by more than three million unique viewers a month, 

ea 
' Fiona Hill, 

presidential 
advisor 
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When the IAl was founded, some fifteen years ago, philosophy seemed to many on 
the brink of irrelevance. Locked in an ivory tower arguing over the meaning of words, 
it resembled to some the technical disputes of the medieval church with a similar level 
of relevance to lives and culture. IA's goal then and now is to return philosophy to big 
ideas and put them at the centre of our culture. Not in the belief that there is a single 
definitive truth to be found but in the belief that there are new frames to be uncovered, 
new lands to explore that might help to address the troubles and potential of our time. 

! 
We must all make sense of the strange experience of being alive whether we choose 
to focus on it or not. To give some account of the world we find ourselves in, to decide 
how to intervene and what to pursue. Some fall back on authority, be it a scientific 
expert, guru or sacred book to give direction. Some follow the views and behaviour 
of their tribe, be it family, social group, political party or religion. Yet philosophy is 
most truly itself when there are no authorities that are accepted without challenge, 

no beliefs that are endorsed without question. Philosophy is not a technical exercise. 
[t is instead an urgent call to examine where we are, in order to determine what can 
and should be done. 

A radical rethinking is necessary because the traditional modernist notion that we 
ore gradually uncovering the one true account of reality has been undermined by an 
awareness that ideas are limited by culture, history and language. In an internet age in 
which alternative and competing perspectives are vividly apparent, the divisiveness of 
this postmodern culture has left many lost and confused, not knowing what to believe 
or how to find the answers. 

IAl research and editorial teams face up to this predicament by identifying the key 
challenges in any given field and searching out fresh responses and ways of thinking 
that might take us forward. We look not only to philosophers, but to scientists, novelists, 
politicians and artists. For the big questions are present in every field, and new 
philosophical ideas are at least as likely to appear in literature, history or science as 
they ore in philosophy. 

IAl is driven by ideas, not by status or celebrity. We are pleased to host Nobel Prize 
winners, leading politicians, award winning authors and cutting edge commentators. 
But we do not invite our speakers because of their fame. Instead we develop and 
construct debates that we assess are at the edge of contemporary thought, and seek 
out those who have the most interesting and challenging things to say. 

It has been encouraging to see that since we began, we hope aided by our efforts, 
philosophy has undergone something of a resurgence in public life. For philosophy 
and big ideas are not an optional add-on to our everyday lives, but an essential 
determinant of who and where we are, and of what is possible, 

7+= 
Hilary Lawson 
Editorial Director, IA 
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Join our Patron Circle • r a8 

Change how the world thinks 

By joining our Patron Circle, you enable 
ideas to flourish and increase access to 
ground-breaking theories and educational 
resources. ZEA . . gr r ~- . ET falgtivglgpokstop ~l~c1ahon'w1tli Waterstone s 

Yearlong VIP benefits include: 
4g 
go .. 

• Complimentary tickets to HowThelightGetsln festivals 
• Exclusive access to Festival Artists & Speakers 

evening reception 

• Priority booking: for Hay accommodation as well as 

Inner Circle events 

• Fast track tickets: no queues and reserved seating 

• Daily pass for official Festival car park in Hay 
• Full 'Premium Live' subscription to IAl.tv: access to 

3000+ debates and talks online 
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4 www.waterstones.co.uk 

Book Signings 
Find us in the Stage tent. Continue the debate at our author signings. See selected signings 
below. More book signings will also be toking place after speakers' debates and talks. 
These will be listed on the board outside the bookshop of the festival. 

Our Patrons are changing how the world thinks. 
Step inside our circle to join us. 
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Full details on the website: 
www.iai, tv /support-the-iai/patrons 
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Sign up today: 
partnerships@artandideas.org 
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6.20 pm Amy Chua 11.35 am Paul Bloom 11.35 am Abby Innes 11.3.5 am Denis Noble 

8.05 pm John Ralston Saul 12.35 pm Frank Tallis 2.20 pm llan Pappe 12.20 pm Rowan Williams & 

8.20 pm John Lennox 1.05 pm Harry Cliff 2.50 pm David Petraeus 
Lyndsey Stonebridge 

2.50 pm Jenny Kleeman 3.35 pm Peter Singer 
1.3.5 pm Peter Singer 

Lynne Segal 
3.50 pm Christina Lamb 

5.05 pm 3.50 pm Paterson Joseph 

6.3.5 pm Bernard-Henri Levy 
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Benedict Mulcare 
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% [3] 4:30 pm 

Ella Clayton 
Chosen by George Ezra to play on his stage at Latitude las 
year, and coming oft the back of three sell-out headline shows, 
singer·songwriter Ella Clayton has evoked comparisons to Bon 
lver and Adrienne Lenker, 

THE HAT 

"Speaks right into your heart. = Left\ion 

5 00 PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[4] 5:00 pm 
Fran Minney 

STAGE 

Mop: Festival Site 

Map: Local Area 

p 85 
p. 87 
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INNER CIRCLE 
Liven up your afternoon with a gloss of prosecco, cake and 
conversation with some of the world's great thinkers. 

[S] 5:00 pm from£18 INNER CIRCLE 

Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy with 
Priya Natarajan 
How did the universe begin? What is Dark Matter# And what was 
the universe like in the period jut alter its origin? Join renowned 
mapper of dark mater, Priya Naarajan, as she explores the 
mysteries of the cosmos, 

FESTIV Al TICKETS FESTIVAL FLEXI TICKET 

fe,tival idco!J prov,d• occo., lo IIVl!Mh ,nduding De bales I 
Talks, Munce, DJ, Parties, Performance, Comedy, Dokbox hf», 
and Al Academy Courses throughout the weekend. { 

Drop into the feshvol to see a how @vents on different days. The 
Floxi Ticket provides access to 4 headline events listed on our 
website Programme page. Add a Hexi Day Pass for tho doy/s 
you want lo attend the festival 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[6] 5:15 pm 
Jupiter Guitar Duo 

5 30 PM 

I 
A limiked number of Fosival Day Tickets are also available 
Festival tickets are available on the website or during the 
fefisalat the Bo Ofer 

inner Circle events are your chance to discu ss ideas with our 
speakers. Toking place over breakfa st, lunch, tea, dinner, or a 
gloss of wine and nibbles in the evening you'll have your chance 
to have your say on the day's ideas. 

Festival hicket holders can purchase Fast Passes or any debate 
or alk. Fat Par helders do not have lo quye and have o prime 
seol erg@fr herb the v@rug 

You can oho join a spectacular four course Leng Table Banquet 
in the Waterfront; relax with a Spa Session in Bohemia courtesy 
of Aurum; enjoy pottery sessions in Mindrcft; or join a free» 
wheeling round table discussion with nibbles and a gloss of wine 
in our Philosophy Salon. 

You do not need lo specify your four headline events in advare, 
just turn up and docide what event you want to amend. If you 
want to guarantee priority entry purchase a Fat Pa 

See website for details. Please note FHexi Day Passes aro only 
available to Fhexi Tell holders. 

TICKET PRICING 

s! 

BLUE MOON 

TALK 

[7] 5:30 pm 

Ode to Outsiders 
Amy Chua 

BLUE MOON 

THE RING 

Yale Law Professor and author of the internationally best selling 
'Bonte Hymn of the Tiger Mother', Amy Chua is renowned for 
her controversial views on parenting, global aflains, and political 
tribalism. Join Professor Chua to discover how her challenging 
views shaped the development of her debut novel, 'The Golden 
Gate , and how the rejections outsiders receive are olten a lessing 
in disguise. 

"Chua's work strives to traverse the no-go areas around which 
others usually tip-toe.= The New York Times 

5 30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[8] 5:30 pm 

Toni Sancho 

THE HAT 

Named 'One to Watch' by The Guardian, Trinidad -born London 
based Toni Sancho is a potent songwriter and capturing attention 
with her riveting honesty, incorporating the R&B emotion ol 
D' Angelo , the theatre el Florene + The Machine, and the ambition 
ol Frank Ocean, 

"Genius.. The Guardian 

INNER CIRCLE 

[9] 5:30 pm from £18 INNER CIRCLE 

Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy with 
Rana Mitter 
Chino sees itself as the future of the global order. But is this 
confidence deserved? Join Harvard historian, Rana Mitter, to 
explore China's rise and whether it really will be the leaders o! 
the New World Order 

6 00 PM 

DEBATE 

[10] 6.00 pr ARENA 

The Riddle of the Beginning 
Scott Aaronson, Marika Taylor, John Lennox, 
Joscha Bach. Shini Somara hosts. 
The mystery ot how the universe began, and why there is soreling 
rather than nothing, is a puzzle that has perplexed scientists, 
philosophers, and theologians from the outset of thought. Even 
Hawking declared science 'cannot answer why there should be 
a universe'. But is there a risk that we have failed to recognise 
the wider significance of this deep puzzle? The hugely influential 
philosopher lrnaruel Kant argued that the ideas that the universe 
has a beginning or has no beginning, are equally incoherent. 
He concluded that human thought is not capable of describing 
what he called 'transcendent reality'. 

Should we see our failure to provide an answer to the beginning 
of the universe as evidence of a fundamenta l limitation of thought 
As a result, are our accounts gf the world and science itself mere 
versions of a reality that in the end hies beyond our comprehension? 
Or was Kant wrong, and a solution to the my#ery conceivable 
even if it has not yet been framed+ 

MIT complexity theorist Scott Aaronson, theoretical physicist 
Marika Taylor, mathematician John Lennox, and Al researcher 
locha Bach debate the puzzling mystery of the origin of the 
universe, 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[11] 6:00 pm 
Danielle Lewis 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[12] 6:15 pm 
Mr H 

TALK 

[13] 6.30 pr 

The Laws of Physics are Not Fixed 
Joo Magueijo 

STAGE 

BLUE MOON 

6 30 PM 

THE RING 

We think that the laws of physics are unchanging and cannot be 
violated. Join pioneering physicist, Joo Magueijo, as he argues 
that everything we thought we knew about the laws of physics 
is wrong. They do change. And they can be violated. What's 
more, a new understanding of these laws could help solve the 
mystery of dark matter. 

Familiarising his readers with the hippiest ideas in modern 
science.= The Observer 

LIVE MUSIC 

[14] 6:30 pm 

Eve Appleton Band 

THE HAT 

Green Man Rising 2023's crowned champions come with Bible» 
black parables, nursery rhymes and ballads. Expect to hear 
echoes of 60s Folk Revival, Americana, and Alternative Foll, 

"Compelling progressive folk songs. = NME 

howthelightgetsin.org a 



Friday 24 May IDEAS & CULTURE ®l" HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN OPENING PARTY Friday 24 May 

7 00 PM 

DEBATE 

[1.5] 7.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

The Tyranny of the Pen 
John Ralston Saul, Joanna Kavenna, Ruth Padel. 
Rana Mitter hosts. 

'If you want to change the world, pick up your pen and write' 
declared Martin Luther King. For writing is central to our culture 
and seen as the vehicle of precision and accuracy. Theories, 
contracts, treaties all need to be written to be taken seriously. Buf 
there is a hidden danger in our reliance on writing, for it can give 
the illusion of precision and truth. From Wittgenstein to Deida, 
philosophers have argued that precise meaning is elusive, as legal 
disputes over contracts testily. In an internet age, we increasingly 
use text to communicate, but as many discover it can hequerhy 
derail rather than enhance understanding. 

Have we mistaken written text or the truth when it is often a reach 
for control, an attempt to impose your story on others? Are we 
undermining meaning and diminishing our reality by spending 
me framing emails and texs when we should be using the fluid 
potential of speech instead? Or are we night to be dazzled by the 
timeless quality of writing and its capacity to change the world? 

Best selling author Joh Ralston Saul, poet and novelist Roth Padel, 
and award-winning author Joanna Kavenna, debate whether the 
written word has been mistaken for truth, 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[16] 7.00 pm 
The Hedgesong Collective 

STAGE 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[17]7:15 pm 
Mo.lam 

BLUE MOON 

7 30PM 

TALK 

[18] 7:30 pm 

The Promise ond Peril of Al 
John Lennox 

• 
THE RING 

There has been an explosion in the development of artificial 
intelligence, a technology thought to bring both promise and peril, 
Join mathematician ond bioethicist John Lennox os he reveals the 
mechanistic world-view of the creators of this dangerous technology, 
and argues for a clear separation between man and machine. 

"Considers the best, most recent science and demonstrates the picture 
looks far different fem what we've been told.= Michael Behe 

8 00 PM g . ' . 
. 
. 

DEBATE 

[19] 8.00 pm ARENA 

Faster Than Light 
Joio Magueijo, Claudia de Rham, Tim Maudlin. 
Bjorn Ekeberg hosts. 
Ever since Einstein's special theory in 1905,it has been a central 
pillar sf science that the seed of light is an absolute fixed limit and 
the same in all circumstances, But critics argue this is a mistaken 
assumption that prevents physics from making progress. They 
maintain the period of cosmic inflation that in the standard picture 
of cosmology followed the Big Bang has to toke place at many 
orders of magnitude foster than the speed ol light. Moreover, 
researchers argue that Einstein's general theory never prohibited 
faster-than-light travel in the first place 

Should we abandon the sacrosanct idea nothing can exceed 
the speed of lght as a flawed assumption that derails physics? 
Should we be less attached to Einstein and more open to new 
and alternative theories? Or are these dangerous proposals 
that threaten to undermine the remarkable successes of science 
over the last century? 

Portuguese cosmologist Joio Magueijo, philosopher of physics 
Tin Mauldin, and award-winning physicist Claudia de Rham, 
debate the speed of light., 

800 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[20] 8:00 pm 

Pushpin 

"Brimming with energy and rhythmic momentum. 
=Apocalypse Music 

THE HAT 

Green Man Rising finalists Pushpin are one of the mast exciting 
bands on London's new music scene. 'The charismatic showmen 
have been described as having the vocals of Miko, the sublime 
harmonies of Fleet Foxes, and the amphibious, compelling sound 
of Animal Collective. 

BANQUET 

[21] 8.00 pm fo £a2 

Long Table Banquet - Friday 

WATERFRONT 

Our exclusive Long Table Banquets offer you the unmissable 
opportunity to tuck into a lavish four-course meal with lle -minded 
festival goers. Expect delicious hood, award-winning wine and 
stimulating conversation in the Waterfront, overlooking the River 
Wye. Book early to avoid disappointment = numbers ore sticky 
limited. 

INNER CIRCLE 

Join a freewheeling roundtable discussion kicked off by the wold's 
leading thinkers on the biggest ideas. Enjoy a glass of wine and 
tasty nibbles in an intimate candlelit space. 

[22] 8:15 pm ho £28 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy Salon: Can literature change 
the world? 
Frank Tallis, Janne Teller and Justine Kolata 
Can literature save your life? Join critically-acclaimed author 
Frank Tallis, revolutionary novelist Joanne Teller, and philosophical 
salon host Justine Kolata, as they debate the power of literature's 
influence on the sell, class and poles 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[23] 8:15 pm 
Howk Howard 

BLUE MOON 

8.30 PM 

COMEDY 

[24] 8:30 pm STAGE 

Katie Green 
Come watch Katie, seen on Comedy Central and tout support 
tor Jonathan Van Ness, figure out her hle, and next show, out on 
stage. Topics include: being awkward, dating, her Quince aiiera, 
adapting to lle in the UK, and probably being stressed out about 
a guy not texting her back, 

"Her razor-sharp wit and subversive humour led us to unexpected 
places. = Funny Women 

9-00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[2.5] 9:00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Ayanna Witter-Johnson 
Aler impressing at the MOBO awards and wowing with a 
soaring performance at the Royal Albert Hall, soulful singer 
and cellist Ayanna Wiater-lohnson makes her triumphant return 
to HowThelightGetshn. She is musical proof that classical and 
alternative R&B music can and should coexist, It's no wonder 
that Gilles Peterson calls himself her biggest fan, 

Ike anst of sur time. she is fre." » The Guardian 

COMEDY 

[26] 9.00 pm THE RING 

Alex Kealy 
The 'almost sexily cerebral' (Daily Telegraph), Alex Kealy, present 
a show about fear, after 2022's 'breakneck pace..,, wonderful 
new hour' [The List}. As heard on BBC Radio 4's The Now Show, 
and writer for Mock 'The Week and Have I Got News Fer You, 

"Excellent.. dynamite, interstellar routine which I wish I had 
written! Mark Kermode 

900 PM 

TAIL] 
[27] 9.00 pm ART & CINEMA TENT 

Your 100 Year Life 
All around the world people are living longer than ever before. But 
can we afford it? In our wealthiest nations, old age homelessness 
is on the rise and so is the number of pensioners using food banks. 
This documentary uncovers the root of the problem and what we 
can do fo solve it. 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

[28] 9:00 pm to late RIVERSIDE DISCO 

Max Galactic presents Hay Pride 
Max Galactic, Boo La Croux and Cwm Rag 

Hay Pride toke over the night's proceedings alongside Welsh 
party starters Cwm Rag, who'll be adding a large dash of queer 
anarchy and Valley's dazzle. Expect high jinx and hedonism al 
hosted and overseen by the delectable Boo\aCroux. DJ Max 
Galactic will be on hand to provide the party bangers! 

9 15 PM 

j 1 Music & Acoustic Sessions 

~ 
3 

[29] 9:15 pm 
Ceri Ridge Hillbillies 

BLUE MOON 

9\30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[30] 9:30 pm 

Richard Dawson 

ARENA 

His album, Peasant, was chosen as 2017 Album of the Year by 
the Gluietus and he has recently sold out shows at the Barbican 
and played Berghair. Northumbrian contemporary songwriter 
and storyteller, Richard Dawson, has risen to international acclaim 
with his combination of exquisite lyricism and virtuoso performance 
style drawing on a wide range of influences hem folk to p/og rock 

"Thrilling."= The Guardian 

3 
4 
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Friday 24 ° May l" HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN OPENING PARTY HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN OPENING PARTY 
I 

Friday 24 May 

9.30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[31] 9:30 pm 

Mr Tea & The Minions 

THE HAT 

Established favourites Mr Tea and The Minions have played well 
over a hundred UK festivals, including Glastonbury, Boomtown, 
WOMAD, Beaulul Days, Secret Garden Party and Belladum, 
led by Elle's powerful vocals and Lucy's vibrant fol fddle, the 
band hove built a reputation for extravagantly colourful, theatrical 
live performances, 

"The Minions seamlessly weave Balkan eats with ska, dub 
and swing to create a bouncing set. I's impossible not to gel 
involved.= The ndependent 

1000 PM 

COMEDY 

[32] 10.00 pm STAGE 

Burt Williamson 
Wth multiple critically acclaimed runs at the Edinburgh Fringe 
Festival and a comedy hour special available onlire, you might 
be thinking what's next for the comedian, and Bristol favourite, 
Burt Williamson? The answer is simple, more comedy. 

"Unexpectedly hilarious at every urn and a great joy. 
The Scotsman 

IEL,LIE] 
[3.3] 10.00 pr ART 8 CINEMA TENT 

In Search of Frida Kahlo 
Fila Kahle is one of the mast iconic artist of all tme Thy Flin 
follows one of her biggest fans, international acclaimed musician 
Fmeli Sande, as she retraces the life behind the legend. With rare 
archive footage and exclusive access, this parsenal fl is a unique 
look at the lle of the artist, 

• 

1015PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
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COMEDY 

[3.5] 10.30 pm 

John Tothill 

age,<Y> 

i! 

What a treat. 'The Guardian 

n 
1 0.30 PM 

THE RING 

Coming lesh hen a sold-out run at Soho Theatre, John 'Tohill is 
equal parts bon vivant, social commentator and gossip spreader 
all rolled into comedy. Winner of the ZNorthdown new act 
award, John is described as one of the most "personable and huhy 
bonny talents" on the comedy scene by The List Magazine, and 
os "the first comedian ever to reference Hobbesian economics 
on stage" by Chortle. 

11.00 PM 
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[36] 11:00 pm 

Mod Professor and Sister Audrey 

THE HAT 

legendary dub icon Mad Professor is one of the biggest names 
in the genre. His innovative music has been instrumental in dub's 
transition to the digital age, and anyone who hears it can't help buf 
dance. A longs#anding collaborator of the likes of Massive Atack, 
Grace Jones, and Lee "Scratch" Perry, at How'ThelipghiGetln 
Hay 2024 he's joined by established roots reggae favourite, 
Sister Audrey. 

"Mined-mmelting.= 'The Independent 
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11.00 PM 

IETLIJ3 
[37] 11:00 pm ART & CINEMA TENT 

Burnout: The Truth About Work 
We are busier than ever, working longer hours, with 24/7 
communication access and striving to meet increasing orgels. This 
raises the fundamental question Why do we even work? This file 
delves into how excessive working is harming us and destroying 
the planet, and reveals whot we can do about it. 

11 15 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[38] 11:15 pm 

Hercules and Love Affair (DJ) 

Phenomenal, Pichlork 

ARENA 

Awarded 2022 Album of the Year by The Arts Desk, Hercules 
and Love Altair are dance music legends. Pitchfork ranked their 
chart-hitting anthem 'Blvd' {with frequent collaborator ANOHNI] 
among their top twenty songs of the decode. Project mastermind 
Andy Butler brings his unique sound to How'ThelightGetsln. 

11 15PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[39] 11:15 pm 
Charlie James 

11 30 PM 

CABARET 

[40] 11.30 pm 

Amber Topaz 

BLUE MOON 

STAGE 

A fierce, lemme, fabulous, musical comedy show lom the multi» 
award-winning, international cabaret sensation Amber Topaz. 
This arlul linguist hilariously morphs her way through a medley ol 
musical milestones, highlighting the absurdity of human behaviour 
under the influence of hormones. Celebrating ard advocating 
the lusty libido. Prepare for a standing ovulation, Not for the 
prudish or easily offended. 

"An explosion of charisma and loge presence. = GQ 

1 2.00 AM 

IESE3 
[41] 12.00 am ART & CINEMA TENT 

Indigiqueer 
Sarain Fox examines the pas#, present and huture of queerness 
for the indigenous [GBTQ+ community. Dive into the his tory ol 
Canada's queer indigenous population and explore the nature 
cf bwa-Spirit identities with the help of knowledge-keepers, 
community leaders, and even Drag Race's lllona Verley. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[42] 12:15 am 
Delphis 

BLUE MOON 

iai : :::.: howthelightgetsin.org a 



Friday 24 May l EXPERIENCES 

RIDES 

• 
3.00pm RIVERSIDE 

Vintage Rides 

Our vintage rides aren't only for children. 'Tole in the wonderful 
views of the Black Mountains from the Fenix Wheel. We're sure 
Wittgenstein would approve. 

, 
SPA & WELLNESS 

Escape the hustle and relax for a moment at the serene Avrom 
Spa including Meditation, Massage and Yoga for all ages, 

3:00 pm BOHEMIA 

Spa events are booked and paid for separately online or in 
person, 

FAYRE 

3.00pm 

FAYRE 

FAYRE 

The maker is foll of surprises. Artisan food producers, vintage 
clothes, cocktails and sequins, as well as some truly original 
workshops. 

• 

FRONT ROOM & RIVERSIDE DISCO 

3.00 pm to late 

The People's Front Room 

A team of wonderfully talented musicians create a truly unique 
vibe as they extemporise classic tracks of every genre along 
with their own wicked tunes. Throughout the day and to close 
ol play in the evening. 

9:00pm to late 

Riverside Disco 

FRONT ROOM 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

Opening up onto the river bank, you can dance inside the tent or 
under the stars te the hottest Dhs, Find the secret entrance -there's 
a cale area open all day hidden inside and the big tunes star 
from 9pm and don't stop until the early hours, 

INNER CIRCLE 

[5] 5:00 pm Fon£18 INNER CIRCLE 
Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy 
with Priya Natarajan 

[9] 5:30 pm from£18 INNER CIRCLE 
Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy 
with Ran Mitter 

Liven up your afternoon with a gloss ol prosecco, cake and 
conversation with some of the world's great thinkers, 
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Sa turday 25° May IDEAS & CULTURE IDEAS & CULTURE ' Saturday 25° May 

9 00 AM 

INNER CIRCLE 
Start your day with a shot of inspiration from your favourite 
speakers. Expect stimulating ideas along with fresh pastries 
and coffee, 

[4519:00 am from£20 INNER CIRCLE 
Philosophy Breakfast with Dominic Wolliman 
The public gains profound insights from science. But few consider 
the wisdom scientists themselves gain when they share their 
work with the public. Asward-winning science communicator, 
Dominic Walliman explains how communication changes the 
way scientists think, 

[46] 9:00 am Fom£20 INNER CIRCLE 
Philosophy Breakfast with Myriam Francois 
We tend to think of documentaries as a representation of the facts, 
But not se argues award-winning filmmaker Myriam Francois, 
Key perspectives ore often left out and we need a proposal for 
how we get them back into the discussion., 

10 00 AM 

TALK 

[47] 10:00 am 

The Dark Energy Delusion 
Claudia de Rham 

THE RING 

Physicists have spent decodes looking for evidence of the force 
kc»vwras'dark energy'. It makes up two thirds of the universe and 
is put forward to explain the accelerating expansion ol the universe. 
But might this be mistaken? Join groundbreaking physicist, Claudia 
de Rham, as she argues we have a better candidate to explain the 
accelerating expansion: quantum vacuum energy. 

"de Rham has pioneered a radical theory. = Hannah Devlin 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[48] 10.00 am- 12.30 pm 

The Politics of the Body 
Matthew Beaumont 

• 
ACADEMY TENT 

We normally think of our bodies aesthetically or biologically. Bof 
there is much to be learnt about the phenomenology and philosophy 
of our physique, and how it interacts with, reflects, and is part of 
our experience of the world. Join Professor of English at UC 
Matthew Beaumont, as he guides us through the philosophy of 
Franz ranon and William Reich, and argues that our bodies impact 
the sway we seethe world, our social and political experience, and 
our sell-perception, 

See page 58 for Part One and hw, 

1 0:30 AM 

DEBATE 

[49] 10.30 am ARENA 

The Democracy Show 
S.Y. Quraishi, Amy Chua, Sophie Scott-Brown. 

There can be little doubt, judging from wall-to-wall media 
coverage, that we assume elections profoundly affect our lives. 
But there's a risk they have far less impact than we imagine, A 
recent wide-ranging study of Weter governments over the 
last thirty years remarkably showed no relation between the 
ideological outlook of citizens and actual social policy. Moreover 
critics hrom tight and leit argue that it is unelected officials ad 
corporations that primarily determine policy. Meanwhile, long 
standing political challenges hike social ae cdwelt#ireqvclihy 
remain unaddressed for decades despite charging governments, 

Should we conclude that leaders and governments rarely make a 
significant difference ta core policy? Are elecions largely ab 
a show of democracy rather than the actuality? Could and should 
we change this state of affairs and if so how? Or is the belief that 
elections are important essential to democratic nation-stales© 

Yale law professor and 'Tiger mom' Amy Chua, anarchist 
philosopher Sophie Scot#-Brown, and former Indian election 
commissioner $ Y, Quraishi, lock horns over the effectiveness 
of elections., 

DEBATE 

[50] 10.30 am INTERNATIONAL 

Belief, Value and Superstition 
Paul Bloom, Fellipe do Vale, Catherine Rowen), 
Winston Marshall. Rana Mitter hosts. 

Religion hos been on a decline in the West far the last fly 
years, with recent numbers falling rapidly in the US, Fen 
decades the youngest generation was the least likely to 
believe in God. But in a 2020 YeuGav survey Generation 
Z was shown to be 25% more likely to believe in God than 
millennia\s. Meanwhile the so-called New Theists argue for the 
adoption of Christian beliefs not on the grounds that they are 
true but they are the means to create a stable and successful 
culture. While secular critics argue the return of belief risks a 
new age ol superstition, bigotry and intolerance. 

ls the rise in new age and traditional+eligiousekel in he young 
a dangerous return ol unsupported fantasy? Should we double 
down on the need for atanalism and a careful ±cenfic assess+en 
of evidence? Oris it a welcome sign of a desire for an agreed 
moral framework in response to the chaos col a pos-truth weld? 

Trail-blazing psychologist Paul Bloom, Mumford & Sons git@u 
and Spectator columnist Winston Marshall, professor of ethics 
and theology Fellpe do Vale, and philosopher and former Green 
MEP Catherine Rowett, debate the new era of belief, 

10 30 AM 

HAT SESSIONS 

[51] 10.30 am 

Philosophy of the Senses: Touch 
Barry C. Smith 

THE HAT 

Touch is one of our universal human experiences. It's how we interact 
with the world, show affection, and nourish the soul, but what ideas 
lie behind the magic of touch? In this informative and entertaining 
workshop, The Centre for the Study of the Senses will offer a range 
ol sensory experiences to explore how our senses work and pul 
us in deeper touch with our surroundings and ourselves. Expect to 
see the world differently when you leave. With philosopher of the 
sense Barry C. Smith, 

"Well up to the task in questions about taste and perception, 
subjectivity and objectivity, > The TS 

3 ; 

11 00 AM 

TALK 

[52] 11:00 am THE RING 

The Theory of Quantum Politics 
Armen Sarkissian 

As the multi-polar world of global politics becomes ever more 
complex, who better to cast light on its workings than a physicist 
turned President? Join Armen Sarkissian, former President of 
Armenia, as he argues for his new theory cl quantum politics, in 
which individuals are necessarily connected across space and our 
world is dominated by randomness, uncertainty and possibility, 

"Sarkissian clarifies the important role small sates play in upholding 
world order. = Henry Kissinger 

I1 00 AM 

Children's Programme 

[53] 11:00 am 

Discover your superpower! 

MINDCRAFT 

(See p.60] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[54] 11.00 am 
Troi 

11 30AM 

DEBATE 

[55] 11 :30 am 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[56] 11.30 am 
Gareth Rees 

BLUE MOON 

THE HAT 

The Real Me 
Steve Taylor, Frank Tallis, Susan Schneider, 
Jack Symes. Joanna Kavenna hosts. 

Many identify themselves with their inner voice » the silent voice in 
our heads we can use to think, plan and ponder. But from Lacan 
to Nietzsche many have wared this inner voice is not ourselves, 
nor is it innocent or harmless. Studies hrom Durham University 
and Trinity College Dublin link the inner voice with increased 
anxiety, While others show those that take their own lives are 
often tortured by a subliminal voice. Furthermore, research a 
Imperial, and the University of Michigan found evidence tha 
when our inner voice is reduced mental health improves, 

Should we conclude the inner voice is not the "real me", and 
its voice should be treated with caution? Should we seek to 
quieten the inner voice using techniques like psychotherapy, 
and meditation, and would doing so help combat the mental 
health crisis? Or did we evolve an inner voice for a reason, and 
should we see it as our conscience, a problem solving tool and 
as a guide in our lives? 

Psychologist and author Steve Taylor, American philosopher 
Suon Schneider, award-winning author and psychologist Frank 
Tolls, and Durham philosopher Jack Symes, debate whether the 
inner voice is he sell, 

STAGE 

12 00 PM 

DEBATE 

[57] 12.00 pm ARENA 
The Creativity Crisis 
Judith Donath, Martha Fiennes, John Ralston Saul. 
Niki Seth-Smith hosts. 

Creativity is often seen as a uniquely human quality. But with 
generative Al competing with and rivalling human skills, is this 
core facet of humanity under threat? As machines demonstrate 
an increasingly sophisticated ability to generate art, music, and 
literature, the once-sacred notion of human exclusivity ir creativity 
is being questioned. 7 5% incorrectly identify Al artworks as man 
mode, while creatives globally are fearful of cuts to earnings and 
jobs as they face off with the new technology. 

Do we have lo accept that there is nothing special about the 
originality of humans, and creativity once so prized is a skill 
machines can also master? Do we need to reoses what it means 
to be human end with it the future of innovation, and invention? 
Or are the skills and qualities al generative Al overhyped and 
in fact no more than the dumb and repetitive combination o 
insights initiated by humans? 

Film director Martha Fiennes, computer scientist Judith Donath, 
and award-winning essayist John Ralston Saul, explore how Al 
affects what it means to be human. 

Ir Partnership with New Humanist 

DEBATE 

[58] 12.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Mystery in the Making 
Bjorn Ekeberg, Claudia de Rham, Harry Cliff. 
Shini Somara hosts. 

We have the impression that science unravels the mysteries of the 
universe. But with every mystery solved, a new mystery emerges, 
The Big Bang gave us an explanation for the expanding universe 
but left the mystery of how it came about. Quantum mechanics 
accounted for the strange behaviour of subatomic particles, buf 
led to the puzzle ol its conflict with relativity. Dark energy made 
sense of an accelerating universe but led to the mystery of why we 
have no evidence for it. Is there a danger that we are making a 
fundamental mistake in imagining science can eradicate mystery, 
and do we need to think of science differently as a consequence? 

Do we need to abandon the idea that science has the potential to 
provide a complete explanation? Should we not expect science 
to eradicate mystery and instead simply require that its theories 
work well enough for our current aims and purposes? Or is the 
ability to overcome mystery essential to the effective operation 
of science and a core idea responsible for its success 

Philosopher of science and writer Bjorn Ekeberg, theoretical 
physicist Claudia de Rham, and CERN physicist Harry Cliff, 
debate the mysteries of the universe, 

TALK 

[59] 12.00 pm THE RING 

Stoicism Reimagined 
Nancy Sherman 
We think that stoicism is defined by a rugged sel-reliance and 
indifference to events. Join distinguished philosopher; tNarcy 
Sherman, as she argues this is radically mistaken, and that building 
deep emotional connections with the world, and the people in 
it, is as important for the stoics as it is for everyone else. Prepare 
for stoicism to be reimagined. 

"A sure-footed and appealing guide. = Martha Nussbaur 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[60] 12.00 pm 
Hay Climate Choir 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[61] 12.30 pm 
Fran Lusty 

STAGE 

Children's Programme 

[62] 12:30 pm 

ettery Extravaganza 

MINDCRAFT 

(See p.60] 

TALK 

[63] 1:00 pm 

The Politics of Time 
Guy Standing 

THE RING 

Time is political. Throughout history, how we use our time has been 
controlled by the rich and powerful, and today is no exception. 
Even outside of work, we're almost always 'on the clock'. Join 
pioneering economist, Guy Standing, as he shows us how to 
reclaim our most valuable asset: time. 

"Guy Standing's Politics of Time is a splendid addition to his 
important work. = Yanis Varoufakis 

In Partnership with Audio Note 
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Saturday 25 May IDEAS & CULTURE 

I 00 PM 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series of events that offer visions of the future. 

[64] 1:00 pm 
The Future of Music 
Flo Gallop 

THE HAT 

Music has been profoundly changed by streaming. Algorithms 
direct discoveries, track preferences, and shape our desires. Are 
we controlling the algorithm or is the algorithm controlling us? 
Will the immediate availability of almost everything gradually 
remove the desire for the new and will a relative handful of artists 
dominate our listening for the foreseeable future? Artist Flo Gallop 
and a special guest, debate the future of music, and the value 
and threat of the technology. 

INNER CIRCLE 

Tuck into a delicious lunch with our inspiring speakers and a 
glass ol award-winning wine, 

[65] 1:00 pm fom£22 INNER CIRCLE 

HowThelight@Getsin Lunch with Scott Aaronson 

Join world-leading computer scientist, Scot Aaronson, as he 
expounds on how the Al age will be forever changed by the 
introduction of quantum computing 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[66] 100 pm 
Ella Clayton 

i 

BLUE MOON 

DEBATE 

[67] 1:15pm ARENA 
The Indian Century 
Meghnad Desai, S.Y. Quraishi, 
Kate Sullivan de Estrada. Rana Mitter hosts. 
The world's largest democracy, India, is seen as the Wed's obvious 
ally against the growing might of China. But might there be a risk 
that India is not the stalwart ally the West has assumed? Question 
marls have been raised about India's attachment to freedom and 
democracy, In the last 20 years they fell from 27th to 108th in 
democracy rankings and to 161sf out of 180 in press freedom. In 
foreign policy India is at best ambiguous. Ignoring sanctions on 
Russia, Inchia is the third largest buyer of Russian oil. And in 2017 
joined Russia and China i the economic and defence group, SCO, 

ls it time to recognise that Modi's Indio, with the largest population 
in the world and the lashes) growth, has its own agenda independent 
of the Wet? Will lnckea be central to a future world where the We g 
and its values are a sideshow? Or will history and culture bind Indio 
o Weter values in the long term? 

Economist and life peer Meghnod Desai, former Chief Election 
Commissioner of India SY. Quraishi, and Oxford Director of 
Contemporary South Asian Studies Kate Sullivan de Estrado, 
debate India's role in the future of the wold. 

DEBATE 

[68] 1:15 pm INTERNATIONAL 
Lost in Stories 
Matthew Beaumont, Ruth Padel, 
Thangam Debbonaire. Myriam Francois hosts. 
Our narratives enable us to make sense of the wold. From s@ting 
the scene and providing a means lo understand what is happening 
to placing ourselves at the centre of our own bile's story, narratives 
help structure our goals and our lives. But there is a risk that rather 
than helping us understand the world, narratives can hide realty 
from us providing delusional states of mind in its place. From witch 
hunts to cults, from war propaganda to religious honour killings, 
people are prepared to kill and de for stories they believe in, that 
others see as wildly false illusions 

Should we see ourselves as trapped by our narratives as much 
as we are dependent on them to make sense of the world? Car 
we ovoid becoming absorbed in narratives that are dangerous to 
ourselves and others? Or is it possible to escape the limitation ol 
our own narratives to see the world as itis, and if so hew? 

Key member of the Shadow Cabinet Thangham Debbonaire, 
award-winning author Matthew Beaumont, and renowned poef 
Roth Padel, debate how narratives affect our minds, 

INNER CIRCLE 

[69] 1:15 pm from £24 INNER CIRCLE 

HawThelightGetsln Lunch with Denis Noble 
The idea that genes are central to natural selection hos been 
dominant for decades. Join outspoken critic of Richard Dawkins 
and his theory of the selfish gene, Denis Noble, to explore the 
limitations of a neo-Darwinist approach, 

1 30 PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[70] 1:30 pi 
Johanna Warren 

STAGE 

IAl ACADEMY COURSE 

[71] 1:30 pm- 400 pm ACADEMY TENT 
The Ethics of Human Extinction 
Emile P. Torres 

At the time of writing the doomsday clock -a metaphor for how 
near we are to catastrophe -stands at 90 seconds to midnight, the 
closest it has ever been. The capacity for humanity o destroy itself 
is relatively new. For centuries Christianity emphasised survival and 
eternal salvation, leaving us ill-prepared for a post-apocalyptic 
world. In its place, philosopher and writer £mile P. 'Tores charts 
a history of apocalypse and proposes a radically new theoretical 
foundation for humanity to face the possibility of 'omnicide', the 
death of all human lhe, 

See page 58 for Part One and we, 

2 00 PAM 

TALK 

[72] 2.00 pm 
The Price of Life 
Jenny Kleeman 

THE RING 

We say that lle is priceless. Yeti our data-hilled world, it has become 
possible to calculate the cost of almost anything -arguably, including 
lle itself. Join journalist and broadcaster, Jenny Kleeman, as she 
argues that putming a price on lile might paradoxically help us save 
more of then. 

"tile Louis Theroux channelling Margaret Awood .= New Slate sman 

HEAD TO HEAD 

[73] 2.00pm THE HAT 
Trouble with Language 
Hilary Lawson and Tim Maudlin. 
Hosted by Joanna Kavenna. 
For centuries we imagined that language was transparent. The 20th 
century changed all that. Philosophy, with the so-called linguistic 
tum, came to see language as central to our understanding cl reclhy 
and set out to make it precise. But a hundred years on, the project 
is widely seen to have run aground. Critics argue that the danger 
now is that, because the problems ol language and the world are 
so intractable, we have imagined they con be ignored. For how 
can we make sense of widely held metaphysical claims, such as 
the existence ol parallel universes, or that we are all living in a 
simulation, or everything is consciousness, if we don't understand 
what our words mean and how, or whether, they describe reality? 

Should we return to the positivist notion that all general claims obouf 
the nature of realty are empty theoris ing and should be abandoned? 
Can we find an alternative account al language that will enable 
us to make sense of such theories? Or was the linguistic turn an 
error and is it now time to return to the common sense nolion thal 
language is transparent and all can be said? 
Philosopher and longstanding critic of realism Hilary Lawson, and 
leading philosopher of physics Tim Maudlin debate the nature of 
language and reality. 

Children's Programme 
[74] 2.00 pm 

Freedom Inside Out 
MIND CRAFT 

(See p.60] 

IIAIES 
[75] 2.00 pm ART & CINEMA TENT 
Doing it in Public 
Challenging the notion that art is only for the elite, with Jell Keons, 
Marina Abramovic and Gilbert & George. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[76] 2.00 pm 
Andy Gront 

BLUE MOON 

FP 
The daily magazine for people 

interested in the world. 
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2 30 PM 
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DEBATE 

[77] 2.30 pm 
Journey to Other Dimensions 
Roger Penrose, Marika Taylor, 
Avshalom Elitzur. Giines Taylor hosts. 

{Si 

A stunning event ... 
so engaged, 

so well informed, 
so switched on. 
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Shoshana Zuboff, 
psychologist 
and author 
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ARENA 

Most of us take it for granted that there are three dimensions, 
perhaps four if we count time. But for over 200 years, 
mathematicians and scientists have proposed horther dimensions, In 
some standard versions of contemporary physics eleven dimensions 
are now proposed. But might the notion of additional dimensions 
be an empty idea that derails physics? Richard Feynman argued 
that proponents of extra dimensions cook up explanations" for 
what we can't observe. And CERN researchers admit that no 
empirical evidence for extra dimensions has ever been, and more 
importantly perhaps could ever be, discovered. 

Should we reject talk of higher dimensions as fantasy, good for 
sci-fi movies but not for theories of the unverse? Would we be 
benter to see extra dimensions as a mathematical tool rather than 
a description of reality? Or might multiple dimensions in lac 
describe the essential character of the world? 

Nobel prize-winner Roger Penrose, philosopher ol quantum 
mechanics Av±shalom Elitzur, and theoretical physicist Marika 
Taylor, debate the possibility of multiple dimensions, 

DEBATE 

[78] 2:30 pm INTERNATIONAL 

The New Overlords 
Ali Allawi, Claire Provost. Roger Hearing 
hosts. 
Defenders of the fee market argue that competition dives down 
piices and benefits all China is the poster child for this case with 
nearly a billion lled out of poverty since 1990,But competition and 
tree markets can also lead to dangerous monopolies, and higher 
prices. Entrepreneurial gurus kke Peter Thiel advise f you're starting 
a company, aim lor monopoly'. Critics argue that unconstrained 
capitalism allows companies to cement initial advantage by buying 
competitors, and using scale to dominate the market. They claim the 
wold's largest companies have gained success not by competition 
but by acting lke feudal overlords, 

Should we conclude that free market capitalism inexorably leads to 
monopoly if it is not constrained? Do we urgently need to break up 
or rest control from the corporate giants that dominate the markets? 
Or can we relax, confident that in time capitalism and morel lances 
will replace the current overlords with new ones? 

Former Deputy Finance Minister for Iraq Ali Allawi, and 
open Democracy's Head of Global Investigations Claire Provo), 
debate fee markets and feudal overlords 

In Partnership with Audio Note 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
STAGE 

J 
[79] 2.30 pm 
Brentlee 

3 00 PM 

TALK 

[80] 3.00 pm 
Telling the Story of War 
Dina Matar, Uriel Abulof 

THE RING 

Fruth it is sometimes said is the first casualty of war. And the terrible 
events in Gaza are seemingly no exception. But what should our 
strategy be when seeking to understand what is happening on 
the ground? ls there a simple fact of the matter which we can 
uncover? Join Director of Palestine studies at SOAS and author 
of What it Means te be Palestinian, Dina Matar. And Professor ol 
Political Science at Tel Aviv University, author of The Mortality and 
Morality of Nations, and expert on philosophy and meaning in 
war, Uriel Abulof, to examine whether and hew we can overcome 
the limitations of truth in times of war, 

"Matar offers an absorbing perspective. = John D. H. Downing 

HAT SESSIONS 

[81] 3:00 pm THE HAT 
How To Reclaim Our Humanity From Tech 
Martha Fiennes 
We thought technology was going to open up new possibilities 
for human expression. Giving us access to new information, new 
inspiration, and tools and techniques for creation, Join flm director, 
writer, and producer, Martha Fiennes, as she argues technology 
has all too often closed , not opened, our minds. 'Technology has 
built new mental prisons around education, media, healthcare, 
and everywhere else. Hear how she uses technology to break 
free in her work, and why we need to control tech, not let it control 
us. Interviewed by Richard Davey. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[82] 3.00 pm 
Jon Sanders 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[83] 3.30 pr 
Liv Dawn 

STAGE 

Children's Programme 
[84] 3.30 pm MINDCRAFT 

Atomic Adventures with Professor Astra Cat [See p.60] 

INNER CIRCLE 

[85] 3:45 pm From£26 INNER CIRCLE 
Wine Tasting and Philosophy with 
Barry C. Smith 
Join philosopher and author of Guestiors of Taste Bary C. Smith for 
a uniquely philosophical wine·lashing session. Explore the power 
of the senses and discover the ones you never thought you had. 

4 O0 PM 

DEBATE 

[86] 4.00 pm ARENA 

Having it All 
Lynne Segal, Vicky Pryce, Aaron Bastani. 
Niki Seth-Smith hosts. 
We think women can have it all: a career and contributing to the 
economy along with children and the rewords of raising a family. 
But critics argue there is a danger that this is impossible in the 
current social framework. Lifetime earnings for grgduate women 
are ill only slightly more than half that of men in both the US and 
UK. While globally women carry out 75% of domestic labour 
and over a quarter of women are unable to have a career due to 
family commitments, 

To address these issues do we need to make it possible for women 
to have equivalent lifetime earnings to men while also having and 
rearing families? Do we need a mechanism lo enable payment for all 
currently unpaid work? Or is this a fanciful pipe dream and 'having 
it all' an illusion, and we all must make a choice in the way we 
balance the satisfactions and rewards of career and personal lle? 

Distinguished feminist academic Lynne Segal, radical journalist 
Aaron Baslani, and chief economic advisor Vicky Pryce, debate 
having it all. 

DEBATE 

[87] 4.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

The Politics of Beauty 
Jessica DefFino, Simon May, Justine Kolata, 
Janne Teller 
'Beauty is in the eye of the beholder' is the way Margarel 
Hungerford relamed an old saying about beauty in the mid 
19ih century. And most of us endorse her phrase. But critics 
point to the danger that the idea that beauty is subjective has 
the potential to validate prejudice and immunises our taste and 
choices hrom criticism. Not only does subjectivity mean there is no 
reason to prefer Tolstoy to Tkdok, Picasso to Pornhub, but it also 
means cultural stereotypes are made acceptable, for example, 
that certain body types and nationalities are desirable. 

Do we need to abandon the idea that beauty is in the eye of 
the beholder and see it instead as linked to justice and human 
flourishing? Should we be more self-critical of certain aesthetic 
judgements? Or is it essential to retain beauty as subjective to 
avoid the tyranny of an 'objectively' correct aesthetics? 

Guardian columnist Jessica Defino, philosopher Simon May, 
award-winning novelist Janne Teller, and author of The Beautiful 
Soul Justine Kolata, ask if beauty is subjective. 
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4 00 PM 

TALK 

[88] 4:00 pm 

The Tech Crisis 
John Ralston Saul 

THE RING 

We are en'awing intg an increasingly dlf\colt period for freedom 
ol expression because the technologies we hoped would support 
freedom tum out to pose a threat to it. Join the political philosopher 
Tie magazine labelled a 'prophet' of anti+globalism, John Ralien 
Saul, as he argues that globalist ideology harms freedom of speech, 

"Informative, engaging and bitingly critical.= The Guardian 

In Partnership with Audio Note 

IN CONVERSATION 
A series of events bringing thinkers together to share and explore 
key topics of the moment. 

[89] 4:00 pm 

The Truth of 'True Crime' 
Margie Ratliff and Camilla Hall 

THE HAT 

The genre of 'true crime' has an implausible tile. Alter all, whose 
truth are we telling, haw do we find this truth and isn't the real 
'truth' to create a success for thewiten r decor? Jen larhy 
victim of 'The Staircase', Margie Ratliff, and documentary director, 
Camilla Hall, as they explore the psychological impact of being 
he subject of a crime, then later a IV sensation, and how ts frei 
away lo enjoy rue crime without compromising the humanity, 
or the dignity of its subjects. 

"Sensational, game-changing."= The Guardian 

i:1·111·11 
[90] 4:00 pm 

Al & You 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

Aficial intelligence is evolving a± a staggering pace, but how 
much do we actually understand it? This documentary reveals 
how Al is rapidly transforming the human experience, exploring 
the positive developments in health, education and climate action, 
as well as its dangers 
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Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[91] 4:00 pm 
Alex Seel 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[92] 4:.30 pm 
Robert Whyte 

BLUE MOON 

STAGE 

INNER CIRCLE 
Come taste the fruit al Herefordshire's fivest cidenies and hear 
the philosophy and science behind its success around the world. 

[93] 4:45 pm fom£26 INNER CIRCLE 
The Philosophy of Cider with Jane Peyton 
Join Britain's first Beer Sommelier and author of the Philosophy 
of Beer, Cocktails, and Gin, Jane Peyton, as she explores the 
philosophy of the Welsh Marches' favourite festival dink - cider, 

5 00 PM 

TALK 

[94] 5:.00 pm 

Consciousness Pre-Dates Life 
Stuart Hameroff 

THE RING 

Many scientists, operating with a materialist wold view, argue thal 
consciousness emerges out of inanimate molecules. In contrast, 
Roger Penrose's longtime collaborator, Stunt Hameroll, puts 
forward the controversial case that consciousness precedes lle 
and that we hove evidence for this from a recent NASA experiment, 

"Hamerolf's theories are getting support from unlikely places. 
» Discover Magazine 

Children's Programme 
[9.5] 5.00 pm MINDCRAFT 

Setting Sail with Theseus with Annie Webster [See p.60] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[96] 5:.00 pm 
Nigel Davies 

BLUE MOON 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[97] 5:.30 pm - 7.30 pm 

Women vs the Free Market 
Vicky Pryce 

ACADEMY TENT 

Gender inequality shouldn't be a part ef the fee market. Alter 
all, surely the best person gets the job and is rewarded for their 
wok. But hem the gendered threat of robot labour to the lack ol 
women in economics itell, Vicky Pryce, Chief Economic Adviset 
at the Centre for Economics and Business Research, uncovers 
the deeper side to this story. Without bold decisive action ha 
radically changes contemporary capitalism, we will not achieve 
the equality that we desire. 

See page S8 for Part One and Two, 

THE LIFE AND PHILOSOPHY SERIES 
The world's leading thinkers look back and explore what led 
them to their philosophy and what they have learnt for lle. 

[98] 5:30 pm 

The Life and Philosophy of 
Berard-Henri Livy 
Bernard-Henri Livy 

ARENA 

Bernerd-Henri Livy s one of the most esteemed, prolific and 
influential writers in Europe and perhaps the mos! famous loving 
French philosopher. He came lo prominence as one of the leaders 
of the "New Philosophers" movement in the late seventies and 
was critical of many of the fashionable views in France ot the 
time, including Marxism, existentialism, and post-structuralism, 
Levy hos been a stalwart defender of human rights his entire 
he, even when it was inconvenient and dangerous. His recent 
doc:memories filmed on the franne in Uleaine one a exception 
Join Levy as he unpacks the lle and the philosophy behind his 
activism that has made him into one of the world's most admired 
and fascinating public intellectuals. 

"Accorded the kind of adulation in France that mos# countries 
reserve lortheirockstars.Te Guardian 
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DEBATE 

[99] 5:.30 pm 

Singles, Sex and Society 
Yasmin Benoit, Harry Benson, 
Aline Laurent-Mayard. Gines Taylor hosts. 

We assume hat one of the primary aims in lhe s to fined a lhelamg 
partner. A story embedded in our nevel, films ad culure. But 
fundamental and largely unrecognised change is taking place. 
The number of singles has sen sevenfold in the las! fihy years 
and now accounts for more then 40% of the population with 
a majority of those choosing to be single. Some argue this is a 
dangerous trend that is influencing the global fall in birth rate 
and potentially threatens society os a whole. They argue the 
ubiquity of sex toys, ued in the US and UK by 70% of women, 
and pornography, used by 90% of men, have made sex with a 
partner less important, 

Should we act to contain the growth in the numbers choosing Io 
be single? Do we need to encourage long-term partnership by 
making sex less available without a partner? Or is this demographic 
shift to be wholeheartedly welcomed as a sign ol improving 
personal lives, and a limiting of excessive population growth? 

Award-winning activist Yasmin Benoit, Research Director ol 
the Marriage Foundation Harry Benson, and podcaster Aline 
Laurent- Mayard, debate the rive ol singled om, 

LIVE MUSIC 

[100] 5.30 pm 

INTERNATIONAL 

THE HAT 

Milkweed: Myths and Legends of Wales 
Their new album, which blends traditional folk with a trip»hop 
infused sound, was named by the Guardian as loll album ol 
the month. Unsurprising that "slacker-rad" folk duo Millwee d 
have developed a cul following off the back of their rare live 
performances. 

"A mesmerising distant cousin of Anne Briggs and Rade Peat. 
The Guardian 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[101] 5:30 pm 
Peiriant 

STAGE 

TALK 

[102] 6.00 pm 

Politics, Culture and The Good Life 
Thangam Debbonaire 

INES 
[103] 6:.00 pm 

THE RING 

We know the magic of creativity and culture, and yet both 
personally and as a society, they are often a low priority. Join 
rising star of the Labour Party, and Shadow Secretary of Sate 
for Culture, Media and Sport, Thangam Debbonaire, as she 
argues that creativity and culture are essential to who we are 
and our society. 

"Determined to sway minds.= The Guardian 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

The Pill Revolution 
Why is there such limited research into the contraceptive pill? WI»y 
are women ollered so lmtle choice? Whet can be done to improve 
women's healthcare? Davina McCall tackles the troubling truth 
behind the pill, busting myths, taboos and lake news 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[104] 6.00 pm 
Lilian Grace 

BLUE MOON 

6.30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[10.5] 6:.30 pm 

Junior Brother 

THE HAT 

Chosen as one f RTE's Rising Irish Stars and The lrish 'Tinnes' 
breakthrough acts, County Kerry singer-songwriter Junior 
Brother is redefining lrish foll music, He's been nominated 
for RTE Radio I's Best Folk Album and Choice Music Prize's 
Album of the Year. 

"Makes mincemeat out of every other structured Irish songwriter 
you can think of. = The Irish Tires 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[106] 6.30 pm 
Truth paste 

STAGE 

Children's Program re 
[107] 6.30 pm 

·i PotteryExtrovogon:r.o 
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MIND CRAFT 

(See p.60] 

DEBATE 

[108] 6:45 pm ARENA 

Something for Nothing 
Paul Bloom, Dan Ariely, Nancy Sherman. 
Myriam Francois hosts. 

'Rewards are the means of all government' proclaimed US 
President John Adams. A principle we have adopted in many 
areas of our lives, from children's gold stars and prizes to 
incentives of work, and religious toles of paradise to come. uf 
evidence now suggests there are risks to this approach. Studies 
show rewards can damage wellbeing fostering dependence 
and undermining our own sense of control. And neuroscientists 
have shown those more prone to seeking reward have 9 7O 
higher risk of addiction, with addictive behaviour now present 
in almost half of the U.S. population. 

Should we seek to wean ourselves off reward and instead 
learn to experience the present or its own sake? Should we 
adopt 9 Stoic framework where action and virtue are seen as 
their own ends? Oris the current culture of reward in personal 
and professional lile not only hugely beneficial but a much 
more effective means of social intervention than the punishment 
regimes of the pat? 

Best-selling psychologist Paul Bloom, world-leading behavioural 
economist Dan Ariely , end Stoic expert Nancy Sherman debate 
the risks of rewards, 
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7 00 PM 

TALK 

[109] 7:00pm 

The Ugly Truth Behind Beauty 
Jessica De Fino 

THE RING 

The beauty industry is valued at over $260 Billion globally. Buf 
what is this industry's cost to humanity and society? Join journalist 
and Guardian columnist, Jessica Defino, as she explores the 
philosophy of beauty, and argues the industry exploits both women 
and men alike, and calls for us to abandon beauty products. 

"Define basically gives the middle figar to the entire beauty 
industry.= HulfPosk 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[110] 7.00 pm 
Smith & Johnson 

BLUE MOON 

730PM 

8.00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

(112] 8:00pm 

Mandrake Handshake 

THE HAT 

Multi- dimensional nine·piece spectaculars Mandrake 
Handshake perform a music they call 'Flowe+kraut': a 
hedonistic, brain-frying least of Krautrock, art-pop and 
psychedelia. Filling stages from Shambala to Wilderness, 
they're reshaping the LUK indie scene one entrancing show al 
a time! 

"Glorious. = Clash Magazine 

COMEDY 

[113] 8.00 pm 

Micky Overman 

STAGE 

In 'Hold On' comedian Micky Overman finds her lile going 
the direction she's always wanted So why is she finding than 
so hard? Join her for a work-in-progress show about change, 
coping mechanisms and Ozzy Osbourne. She has written for 
and acted in sketches for ITV2, Channel 4, and BBC3, and 
her social media content has received over 4O million views 
online. 

"A pin-sharp torrent ol precision gags and delightfully silly 
one-liners. Tke Observer 

LIVE MUSIC 

[111] 7.30 pm 

Tara Clerkin Trio 

One of the most innovative groups currently performing in the UK, 
the Tora Clerkin 'Trio have received great acclaim from the likes 
of The Wire, The Quietus and Pitchfork. Alter hearing their unique 
and mesmerising sound, which blends acid jazz, electronic and 
off-kilter psych-pop, itis easy to see why. They host a regular NTS 
radio show, are favourites of Gilles Peterson, and have played 
festivals from ReWire to End of the Road. 

"There is a lot of excitement swirling around the Tora Clerking 
right now."= Loud and Quiel • 

INTERNATIONAL 

8.00 PM 

ELIE] 
[114] 8.00 pm 

Hurdle 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

This award -winning documentary reveals an inspiring and intimate 
story ol Palestinian youth living in the Occupied Territories. The 
new generation practices parkour and pholography as a means 
to resist and overcome personal and political obstacles. 

BANQUET 

[115] 8:00 pm fo» £Sa WATERFRONT 

Long Table Banquet - Saturday 
Join fellow festival-goers at our Long Table Banquets overlooking 
the river at the Waterfront. Expect a lavish four+course meal, 
and excellent company. Book early to avoid disappointment » 
numbers are limited. 
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Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[116] 8.00 pm 
The Marcellas 

BLUE MOON 

830PM 

COMEDY 

[117] 8.30 pm 

Lou Sanders 

ARENA 

Jut like Tom Cruise does all his own stunts, au Sanders is 
going to do all her own jokes. Join Lou to have a bit of a 
laugh, which is still not illegal last time she checked! As seen 
on Taskmaster and Live at the Apollo. 

"Keeps the laughs coming with such gleeful self-assurance. 
The Tenex 

9 .00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[118] 9.00 pm 

Ebi Soda 

INTERNATIONAL 

Staunch anti-traditionalists, Ebi Soda thrive on the idea of 
contradiction, seeming more inspired by the atmosphere inside 
a rove than the sounds heard inside a jazz club, 

"Scorching a new jazz path,= Clash Music 

900PM 

COMEDY 

[119] 9.00 pm THE RING 

Sara Barron 
Sara Barron = as seen on Live at the Apollo, Would I tie to You, 
and Frankie Boyle's New World Order = talks through a passion 
for eavesdropping, a hatred of the countryside, and one awful 
thing that she did to her mom, 

"A wickedly funny shawl"= Scotsman 

ISIEI 
[120] 9:00 pm 

Conflict 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

This award-winning film takes the audience behind the lens of the 
world's leading conflict phof@pgrophens Across diverse, interwoven 
stories we follow the photographers' attempts to make the world 
a better place by bearing witness. 

9-00 PM 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

[121] 9:00 pm to late 

Club MirrorBall 
DJ's Stacey and Esyllt 
DI's Stacey and Esylit have gained legendary status separately 
starting parties all over South Wales and across the UK, bu 
the time has come for them to combine forces as they bring 
you Club Mirrorball. Expect Dolly Parton next to Prince, Grace 
Jones sitting comfortably between Ariana and Bowie, all being 
observed by Haim and Koren O as Debbie Harry spikes the 
punch bowl. Combining the intimate vibes of a house panky 
and the euphoria of club dancefloor, their tune selections span 
decades and genres, with the attitude "anything goes, as long 
as it's good! - we can't wait! 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[1 22] 9.00 pm 
Bowen 

BLUE MOON 
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9-30 PM 10 00 PM 

g LIVE MUSIC 
CO 

[124] 10.00 pm 

Sea Power 

ARENA 

Mercury nominated Sea Power have been lauded by everyone 
rom Lou Reed and David Bowie. Sea Fower have ployed atop 
the Great Wall of China and at the CERN atam-research labs, 
and their penchant for spectacular live locations takes them 
to the Wye Valley this May. I's no surprise that the intensity 
and invention of the band's shows have earned them Time Ou 
magazine's Live Band Ol The Year award, 

"On the cusp of becoming an institution." = Louder Than Wan 

[127] 10.00 pm to 1:00 am 
Fire and Folk 

LIVE MUSIC 

[123] 9.30 pm 

Crazy P Soundsystem 

THE HAT 

Wah one of the best live dance music haws cr he ph&net©azy 
P have been leaving their mark on the landscape of British dance 
music fer the last IS years. They have risen to cult status with their 
iresistible fusion of house, disco and hunk fusion, winning ilunes 
Bet Dance Album af the Year. 

"Second to none. = DI Mag 
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[125] 10.00 pm 

Patrick Spicer 

STAGE 

Chortle Beu Newcomer Nominee Paick Spicer brings perfectly 
constructed stand-up to HowThe\igh#Gets/n. Asking the BG q's 
mg was Jesus a people please:? What is a fa? Does the third 
question in a list have to be the best one or can you sort ol jus 
al ell? As seen on BBC2, Channel 4, and BBC iPlay er. 60l+ 
followers online with over 15 million views. 

"An engaging and natural storyteller.."= Th Slhnry 

10 30 PM 

II2IEE3 
[126] 10.00 pm 

Oman from Above 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

Oman is the oldest independent state in the Arab world and 
has a rich and unique history. Discover the beauty and culture 
ol this fascinating courhry with this stunning aerial journey that 
visits over SO sites. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
Join fellow festival goers in song, around the warmth of the 
wsod fro, and ency watching the ight fall afer a day full of 
ideas. Hosted by indie folk duo Revue and fiends, with music by 
performers hem the Blue Moon lineup plus some special gues!s. 

BOHEMIA 

COMEDY 

[128] 10.30 pm 

Lachlan Werner 

THE RING 

The harilying hour from the award-winning prince ol puppets 
(achy is apparently a virgin. Brew is a small, squishy witch, 
ad she has decided t sacrifice him. Te help with his self» 
esteem. Together, they'll bring your worst nightmares to life 
in a ceremony ol paranormal tricks and treats....Directed by 
Laurie Luxe, 

"Hilarious. Edraordinary. A healthy dose of the unhinged. 
'The Guardian 

11.00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[129] 11:00 pm 

The Destroyers 

THE HAT 

Unapologetically complex and joyful, 'The Destroyers have been 
collid ing world music for nearly 20 years. Their behemothic sound 
is a chaotic cacophony of klezmer, Balkan and British fell. Their 
explosive and virtuosi¢ show opened the 2022 Birmingha 
Commonwealth Games and has to be seen to be believed. 

"Seductively dangerous and unique.= Clash Magazine 

II,AI] 
[130] 11:00 pm 

Keeping Music Alive 
Zohra', Alganistans's first, award-winning female orchestra, 
wowed audiences across the world. Now, they lace greal 
danger as the Talban returns. The girhy sill in the country go 
into hiding, while these who fed are mounting an international 
rescue campaign. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[131] 11:00 pr 
The Micro plastics 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

BLUE MOON 

11.30 PM 

$ LIVE MUSIC 

3 [132] 11:30 pm ARENA 
2 

The Orb 

Titans of electronic music The Orb virtually invented ambient 
house, topping the album charts. Their signature track Limle Fouhy 
Clouds" is ranked among NME's Greatest Songs of All Tie. 'With 
Alex Paterson setting the controls for the perfect dance groove or 
exploring previously unknown vistas, The Orb have gone from 
visionary mischief-makers in 1 988's acid house revolution to one 
of the most revered electronic music acts alve, 

"The Orb keep alive the spirit of rave." > Financial Times 

CABARET 

[133] 11130 pm 

"Incomparable.= Broadway World 

STAGE 

Posey Mehta 
Trained clown Posey Mehta is "endlessly creative and subversive 
(Fringe Biscuit}. After their rave-reviewed 2022 debut Fringe 
debut , Posey comes to HowThe\ighiGetsln in the guise of Mitzi 
Fitz, an underground favourite ol London's queer cabaret scene. 
in her 442 years in showbiz, Mitzi Fitz has seen and done it all, 
Tonight, she 'll bare all, in more ways than one... Expect practical 
lips on breaking into the industry, and uncomfortably explicit 
descriptions of her ex-husband Larry's genitalia, 

1 2.00 AM 

3 : i] ml [ .·)} 

4 
MIDNIGHT MAYHEM 
Midnight Mayhem sees philosophers and comedians join forces in 
our late night intellectual showdown with a twist. A carnival\esqu@ 
procession kicks oft the show, before audience members pick 
a side, and make their voice heard alongside speakers and 
comedians from our star-studded programme, 

[134] 12.00 om THE RING 

Humanity vs The Machines 
The Machines are rising up. Do you side with them? Or are you 
on the side of Humanity? Pick your side and put on your spa rring 
gloves for debauc hery and debate. Anyone can step into the ring! 
Tonight, which side are you on#... Humanity or The Machines? 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[13.5] 12.00 an 
The Hanging Bandits 

BLUE MOON 
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Sa tu rday 25° May EXPERIENCES 

SPA & WELLNESS 

scape the hustle and relax for a moment at the serene Auron 
Spa including Meditation, Massage and Yoga for oll ages. 

900 am BOHEMIA 

Spa events are booked and paid for separately online or in 
person, 

RIDES 

11:00 om 

Vintage Rides 

RIVERSIDE 

Our vintage rides aren't only for children. Take in the wonderful 
views of the Black Mountains from the Feris Wheel. We're sue 
Wittgenstein would approve. 

FAYRE 

• 
9-00pm to late 

Fire & Folk 

3 
FIRE & FOLK 

BOHEMIA: FIRE 

Wth music by some wonderfully talented acoustic performers 
and friends along with some very special guests. Join fellow 
lesivalgaers round the Ight ad warmth of the wood fie and 
enjoy watching night fall after a day full of ideas, 

INNER CIRCLE 

Join our inspiring speakers for a delicious lunch or a cider tasting 
philosophy session. 

[65] 1:00 pm Fon £22 
HowTheLightGetsln Lunch 
swith Sell Aaronson 
Join world-leading computer scientist, Scott Aaronson, as he 
expounds on how the Al age will be forever changed by the 
introduction ol quantum computing. 

INNER CIRCLE 

[93] 4:45 pm from£26 INNER CIRCLE 
The Philosophy of Cider 
with Jane Peyton 
Join Britain's firs? Beer Sommelier and author af the Philosophy 
of Beer, Cocktails, and Gin, Jane Peyton, as she explores the 
philosophy of the Welsh Marches' favourite festival dink » cider, 

FRONT ROOM & RIVERSIDE DISCO 

1:00 pm to late 

The People's Front Room 

9:00 pm to late 

Riverside Disco 

FRONT ROOM 

A team of wonderfully talented musicians create a truly unique 
vibe as they extemporise classic tracks of every genre along 
with their own wicked tunes. Ihroughtout the day and to clove 
of play in the evening. 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

Opening up ontg the river bark, you can dance inside the tent or 
under the sors to the hottest DIs. Find the secret entrance -there's 
a cale area open all day hidden inside and the big tunes slor 
from 9pm and don't stop until the early hours. 
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Pop5'itture 
througha 

different lens 
Landing in your inbox every Friday, the Guide newsletter 
will bring you the latest in TV, film, music, podcasts, books 
and more. 

From what's happening in Westeros to who's blowing up 
Spotify be sure to join Gwilym Mumford fora weekly look 
at the best in pop culture. 
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All Art ao leas 

II Sign up for free at theguardian.com/theguide 
or scan the QR code . 
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Sunday 26° May IDEAS & CULTURE IDEAS & CULTURE Sunday 26' May 

9 00 AM 

INNER CIRCLE 
Slot your doywl shccbirsgictn en your favourite speakers 
Expect stimulating ideas along with fresh pasties and collee, 

[137]9:00 am from£20 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy breakfast with John Ralston Saul 
Mot ay that a belief in unlettered reason improves our lives. Buf 
declining democracy and broken institutions have challenged this idea. 
Join political philosopher and the man Time called a 'prophet', John 
Rolston Saul as he argues that faith in reason has ruined the West, 

[138] 900 am Fon£20 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy breakfast with Chris Linton 
We think ol science as methodically building on the agreed and 
accurate theories of the past. Join renowned a#rophysicist Chris 
Lin let as he argues we should embrace radical thinking in science 
and makes the case that being open to new approaches changes 
the science that you can do, 

I 0:00 AM 

TALK 

[139] 10.00 am 

The Myth of Universal Values 
Tommy Curry 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[140] 10:00 am - 12:30 pm 

Quantum Biology 
Johnjoe McFadden 

• 

THE RING 

We tend to think that morality has nothing to do with our individual 
circumnances or desires. Ihat universal values apply to everyone 
equally. Join challenging and controversial philosopher Tommy 
Curry as he makes the case that universal values are a fantasy, 
a myth created by these with power. 

"Corry has taken a bullet for the brothers.= Ishmael Reed 

ACADEMY TENT 

More than 60 years ago the lather of quantum mechanics, Erwin 
Shredinger, insisted that aspects of biology must be based on 
quantum rather than classical laws. And as the attention el ? I st 
century biology is probing the dynamics ol ever-smaller sys/ems, 
ignoring quantum mechanics is becoming increasingly untenable. 
Join Johnie McFadden as he explores recent experiments indicating 
that life's most fundamental processes depend on the quantum 
undercurrent el realty. 

See page 58 for Pan One and Two 

10 30 AM 

DEBATE 

[141] 10.30 am 

Navigating the New World Order 
Armen Sarkissian, Bronwen Maddox, 
Christina Lamb. Hilary Lawson hosts. 

ARENA 

In the closing decades of the last century, many were critical 
ol American global dominance. But twenty years on America's 
relative decline has ushered in anew ipolar en hat ray 
contend is profoundly more dangerous. We have an unpredictable 
conflict in Europe larger than anything singe World War ll and 
international tension greater than at any point since the height ol 
the Cold Wear. Meanwhile fom the Middle East to the South Chino 
Seo, a host of regional conflicts have the potential o spiral out of 
control, and the new world order looks increasingly precarious. 

Can we navigate to safety through international cooperation and 
treaties? Do we need to align in power blocks to provide overall 
defence, or is it soler to remain independent providing less of a 
threat to others? Or is the only solution for one nation or alliance 
lo once again become globally dominant? 

Former President of Armenia Armen Sarkissian, Chief Executive 
ol Chatham House Bronwen Maddox, and leading war 
correspondent Christina Lamb, debate whether the global 
dominance ol one geo-political bloc is safer lor world order. 

DEBATE 

[142] 10.30 am INTERNATIONAL 

Truth, Theory and Ultimate Reality 
Lisa Randall, Tim Maudlin, Abby Innes, 
Bernard Carr. Bjorn Ekeberg hosts. 

Human understanding has enabled us to achieve many things once 
though! impossible, and we assume our theories ore successful 
because they uncover the true character of reality. But critics 
argue there is a danger this is an illusion. Theories they contend 
are effective because they provide a lramewcrk to make sense 
of the world but they do not describe reality, nor do we have a 
credible account of how any theory could in principle describe 
reality. The theories of science ore all open to revision because 
they are models rather than descriptions of an ultimate reality. 

Should we give up the notion that our theories are true descriptions 
of the world@? Should we assume hat thee are an indefinite number 
of alternative accounts that might prove more effective? Or is truth 
a necessary goal of our accounts of the world without which we 
would be impossibly lost in a welter of competing narratives? 

Leading theoretical physicist Lisa Randall, cuing-edge philosopher 
of physics Tie Maudlin, insightful interdisciplinary thinker Alby 
Innes, and dork-mater physicist Berard Carr, lock horns over 
whether theories are true or just our bes# guesses 

1 0-30 AM 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series al events that offer visions el the future. 

[143] 10.30 am 

The Future of Particle Physics 
Harry Cliff 
The more we understand the world, the more it seems to unravel into 
longer and more complex mysteries that may well be unsolvable. 
Join Cambridge particle physicist and CERN hadron collide 
researcher, Harry Cliff, to explore the fascinating anomalies 
and oddities that confound scientists. From energy inexplicably 
emanating from Antarctica to dilemmas over the expansion ol the 
universe, Chlf tokes you through the many mysteries ol physics and 
argues that there is limit te what science can and will uncover. 

"Lays out the gaps and anomalies at the edge of modern science, 
which may make the best theories of today look as quaint as tho e 
of long 0go. »New York Times 

11 00 AM 

TALK 

[144] 11:00 am 

The Devil In All Of Us 
Paul Bloom 

THE HAT 

THE RING 

Many have had the experience of an urge to do scnething 
wrong just for the hell of it. From walking o grass we're told 
to keep oft, to fantos'es sf violence towards someone we find 
a minor annoyance. Join Yale psychologist Paul Bloom os he 
invites us to see the clever, creative and beautiful side of out 
impulses toward evil. 

Poul Bloom has a gilt for spotting paradoxes in human nature. 
= Steven Pinker 

11 00 AM 

Children's Programme 
[145] 11:00 am 
Aesop's Animal Adventures with,,, 

MIN DCRAFT 

(See p.60] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[146] 11:00 am 
Dangerous Flamingo 

B(UE MOON 

DEBATE 

[147] 11:30 am 

'a±22%.. 
Joanna Kavenna. Myriam Francois hosts. 

The world of realty has is limits; the world of imagination is boundless' 
proclaimed Rousseau. We are inclined lo agree, but doing so risks 
making the world appear more understandable and knowable than 
perhaps it is. mnagination operates within the ideas and concepts 
available to os. Once we thought it unimaginable that a thing wos in 
two places at once, yet this is just such a realty described by quantum 
mechanics. While some male the case that imoginoon is no! even 
sufcient t fully empathise with another, instead we need to have 
hod similar experiences 

Do we need to accept that imagination is heited and so also is our 
understanding ol the world and the lives of other? Are scientist and 
novelists proleundly constrained in their ability to uncover reality or 
describe the world ol those with radically dllerent experiences? Or is 
this to severely hobble our capacity to make sense of the world and 
was Rousseau right that the power of the imagination is unlimited 

Film-maker and Director Martha Fiennes, developmental 
psychopathologist Simon Baron-Cohen, and award-winning 
novelist Joanna Kavenna, debate whether the imagination is hmiled. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[148] 11.30 am 

THE HAT 

12 00 PM 

DEBATE 

[149] 12.00 pm 

::wt" 
Chris Lintott. Bjarn Ekeberg hosts. 

ARENA 

It was a profound shift to our understanding of the cosmos when 
25 years 0go astronomers identified that the univ@ne is not orly 
expanding but accelerating away from us. A new force was 
needed to account for this and dark energy wos the solution. 
But critics claim there is a risk that dark energy is nothing more 
than an empty hypothesis, since two decades on we 9ll have no 
explanation tor it and no independent confimmaion of its existence. 
Yet it supposedly makes up 68% of the universe. 

Do we need to get rid of dark energy in favour of an alternative, 
such as changing Einstein's theory of relativity, or modifying gravity? 
ls the standard cosmological model of the Big Bang and cosmic 
inflation itself at stake and might the universe be very ddlerent than 
we currently suppose? Or is the dark energy hypothesis the bes! 
hope we have for making sense of the deep myseries ol cosmology 

Leading physicist Claudia de Rham, award-winning astronomer 
Priya Nalarojan, and renowned Oxford astrophysicist Chris tintot, 
lock hams over dark energy. 

DEBATE 

[150] 12.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Better Left Unsaid 
Theodore Dalrymple, Simon Wessely, 
Vanessa King. Roger Hearing hosts. 

'Unexpressed emotions never de... but are buried alive and come 
forh later in uglier ways' claimed Sigmund Freud. 'Today we've 
gone a step further with the assumption that expressing feelings is 
important for menlel well-being. We praise the shoring ol mental 
health struggles, encourage men to expres their emotional rouble s, 
and uphold journaling as a valuable daily routine. But there's a 
problem. A recent study by Cambridge scientists showed that people 

g trained to suppress negative thought, rather then unpch hen,fe 
g better and improved their wellbeing. Those with mental health issues 
E beefmed the most. Meanwhile with millions seeking therapy, ove: 

halt say they receive lttle or no benefit 

Might we all, and therapists in particular, be moking o fundamental 
mistake in thinking the expression of emotions is always beneficial 
Can we improve wellbeing and address the mental health crisis 
with the suppression of negative though#y and feelings? Or would 
this re-embed the sigma surrounding mental health and revere 
hard-won progress? 

Colural critic Theodore Dalrymple, psychiatrist Simon Wesely, 
and positive psychology specialist Vanessa King deboe whether 
Freud was dangerously wrong 

TALK 

[151] 12.00 pm 

The New Surveillance Culture 
Judith Donath 

THE RING 

We invent technology to make ile easier. But has new echlogy 
led to a surveillance culture? Join Harvard computer scientist and 
author, Judith Donath, as she argues that wh ile many technologies 
promote themselves on the basis ol rust lle Airbnb and Uber, they in 
act do the opposite and replace trust with surveillance and control. 
"Donath succeeds in painting an unusually deep and personal 
portrait of the universe of social med ia. = John Meade 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[152] 12.00 pm 
Bruno Atkinson Solis 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[153] 12.30 pm STAGE 
BBC Music Introducing Hereford & Worcester 

Children's Programme 
[154] 12:30 pm 
Peery Extravaganza 

MINDCRAFT 
(See p.60] 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series of events that offer visions of the fhotore. 

[155] 1:00 pm 

The Future Of Politics 
John Bercow 

THE RING 

The longes@-sering pecker of the House of Commons since the 
Second World War, John Bercow was once seen as on the nigh! 
of the Tory party, later becoming a member of the Tory shadow 
cabinet, He moved to the lelt throughout his political career 
subsequently becoming a them in the side of the Conservative 
Johnson government, Join him as he outlines his vision for the 
future and why Britain desperately needs change. 

"Charming, attractively self-deprecating, and he addresses the 
head-on charges against him.= Prospect 

STAGE 
BBC Music Introducing Hereford 8 Worcester 

iai :::.: howthelightgetsin.org a 
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1 00 PM 

HAT SESSIONS 

[156] 1:00 pm 
What is Meaningful Work? 
Avery Anapol, Isabel Berwick, Caleb Althorpe, 
Nilufar Ahmed, Aaron Bastani 

THE HAT 

People in the wokdorce want their jobs to give them purpose and 
meaning. But in a wold of remote working and deillosionment with 
capitalism, is there even such a thing cs 'meaningful wok'? And in the 
world of digital transformation, can there be meaning in life without it? 
Join Avery Anopolfom The Conversation, FT podcaster Isabel Berwick, 
political philosopher Caleb Alhorpe, psychologist and psychotherapist 
Nlulu Ahmed, and commentator Aaron Basloni, as they try to dscover 
what meaningful wok is, and debate whether if's worth pursuing. 
Event Curated by The Conversation 

INNER CIRCLE 

[157] 1:00 pm Fon£22 INNER CIRCLE 
HowThelightGetsln Lunch with 
Avshalom Elitzur 
Radical physicist and philosopher, Av±shalom Elitzur, argues 
that physics defies common sense Join him to discover what 
new paths can be forged when our best theories of science ore 
shown to be full of holes, 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[158] 1:00 pm 
Kate McDouall 

BLUE MOON 

• 

DEBATE 

[159]1:15pm ARENA 
After Postmodernism 
Robin van den Akker, Abby Innes, 
Hilary Lawson. Sophie Scott-Brown hosts. 
Hugely influential in the latter decades of the 20ih century, 
posmoderism transformed many academic disciplines and culture of 
large. Associated with an attack on objective truth and the uniqueness 
of meaning, it called into question the whole edifice of kuowledge 
which Western culture had previously glorified. But it left many lost 
and in the wake of a polarising post-truth world there is a widespread 
recognition that we need to move on. Feminist and post-colonial 
critics though claim there is a danger that instead we isk electing 
to the questionable certainties of the past. Alongside defenders of 
objective truth ke Richard Dawkins and Noam Chomsky, figures 
lke Jordan Peterson argue for a relum to moral certainties and belief 
in the existence of God. 

Are there viable alternatives to postmodernism that are not simply 
a return te belef in universal troth? Are melamodernism or mode] 
theoretic realism possible ways forward? Or is the chaos initiated by 
postmodemism so profound that the only credible approach is to return 
to the Enlightenment notion that we can arrive at the objective truth? 

Philosopher and author ol 'Closure' Hilary Lawson, meta modernist 
Robin Van den Akker, and L.SE political economist Abby Innes, debate 
what hes beyond postmodernist, 

DEBATE 

[160] 1:15 pm INTERNATIONAL 
Violence, Vengeance, and Virtue 
Peter Singer, Bronwen Maddox, llan Pappe. 
Mary Ann Sieghart hosts. 
From Robin Hood to Che Guevara, the oppressed hold the moral high 
ground. The exploited worker, the dominated minority, the enslaved 
people, are seen as rightly aching lo better their circumstances. Some 
even maintain the oppressed can never at immorally . But there is a nsh 
this undermines the central moral notion that principles should apply 
to everyone independent of their circumstances. It also encourages 
portraying oneself as a victim, Moreover, critics argue that oppressed 
vs oppressor morality hinders our ability to solve problems that defy 
simple categorisation into good and bad. 
Should we conclude that morality has nothing to do with oppression? 
Are violence and vengeance no more acceptable on the part ol 
the victim than the aggressor? Or is morality inextricably linked to 
the circumstances of the actors whether in Gazo, apartheid South 
Alica, or the Twin Towers attack, or the events of everyday lle 
and relationships? 

Influential ph lasspher of ethics Peer Singer, Chatham House Director 
Browen Maddox, ond radical Israeli historian llan Poppe debate 
morality, the oppressors and the oppressed. 

INNER CIRCLE 

[161] 1:15 pm fro£22 INNER CIRCLE 
HowThelightGetsln Lunch with Ben Ware 
From nuclear armogeddon to global pandemics, we lace ar 
uncertain future. And many say we should be scared. Join 
philosopher of extinction, Ben Ware, to explore how we face 
an apocalyptic future without flinching 

1 30 PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[162] 130pm STAGE 
BBC Music Introducing Hereford & Worcester 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[163] 1:30 pm - 4:00 pm 

The Mysteries of Black Holes 
Priya Natarajan 
Block holes held a privileged place within the popular imagination, 
We all know what they are, but there is still much we don'f 
understand. How do they form? What happens when things fell 
in? And what's inside a black hole? Join recent winner of the Liberty 
Science Center 'Genius Award' and Chair of Astronomy at Yale, 
Priya Natarajan, as she explores her recent discoveries about lew 
black holes grow, form, and evolve, and hew we can measure one 
of the most mysterious phenomena in the universe.. 

See page 58 for Part One and hwo 

ACADEMY TENT 

2 00 PM 

TALK 

[164] 200 pm THE RING 
Genes Are Not the Blueprint for Life 
Denis Noble 
Popularised by Dawkins, we think genes are the blueprint for 
he. But might this commonly.held view of biology and evolution 
be mistaken? Join renowned Oxford biologist, Denis Noble, as 
he proposes the radical new theory that organisms control their 
genomes rather than the other way around. 

"Unusually among practising scientists, he is an accomplished 
philosopher."= Sir Anthony Kerry 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series of events that offer visions of the future, 

[165] 2.00 pm THE HAT 
Conflict - and its Future 
General David Petraeus, US Army (Ret.), 
Michael Clarke hosts. 
President Bush's choice to lead the Surge in Iraq and US Central 
Command, President Obama's choice to lead NATO forces in 
Alghanistan and later to be Director of the CIA, General Petra@us 
has been at the forefront of international affairs for many decades 
and with strong views on recent US foreign policy. In a world 
more precarious than ever, join him to hear his assessment of 
how to respond to the challenges of contemporary global affairs 
and gain insight into how his own lie experiences influenced his 
philosophy on leadership and outlook on the world. 

"General Petraeus is among the very best military leadens of 
his generation."= John Kerry, former US Secretary of Sate 

p 
v o ls 
gs 

j 'I y ", », 
Children's Programme 
[166] 2.00 pm 
Keep it Up! Juggling and Diablo.. 

i·i·INJ·if 
[1 67] 2.00 pm 

MINDCRAFT 
(See p.60] 

CINEMA 
Living for Art 
In this award-wining film, artist Sookoo Ang explores the 
real lives and struggles of contemporary artists from Paris and 
Berlin to Japan and New York. Featuring candid conversations 
and cutting-@dge artworks, the filer questions the systems tha 
govern artists' careers and livelihoods. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[168] 2.00 pm 
Gareth Rees 

BLUE MOON 

ii enaee 
MAI At aro leas 
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2 30 PM 

.<. .• 
DEBATE 

[169] 2:30 pm ARENA 

T THE 
CON 
VER 

SAT 
ION 

Get news 
that's free, 
independent 
& based on 
evidence. 
Join I billion global 
readers and brush 
up on society's 
biggest debates, 
written by experts. 

Overcoming Evolution 
Daniel Dennett, Subrena E. Smith, 
Simon Baron-Cohen. Giines Taylor hosts. 
As with the animal kingdom, we see human behaviour as the 
product of elemental drives to survive and reproduce. Evolution@ny 
psychology has taken this a stage further with claims that 'killing is 
fundamentally in our nature' and seeing violence, social hierarchy, 
and sexual promiscuity as a product ol evolutionary drives. Bu 
might this be a misleading and dangerous approach? Murder 
rotes have fallen seventy·fold since the Middle Ages, while across 
the globe birth rates are a fraction of what they were a hundred 
years ago, Fathers are actively involved in child care and we've 
radically changed our outlook on social issues ke gender identity, 
wggesbing ideas and culture drive behaviour rather than evolution. 
Should we conclude that evoluti onary psychology is blind alley with 
no predictive power? Are we capable of overcoming behavioural 
trait and therefore wholly responsible for our actions? Or is evolution 
an inescapable force and behavioural change a result of altered 
circumstances while our core nature remains identical? 

Renowned philosopher Daniel Dennett, critic of evolutionary 
psychology Subrena E. Smith, and clinical psychologist Simon 
Baron-Cohen, debate the signifcance of evolutionary psychology. 

DEBATE 

[170] 2.30 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Land, Ownership and Hypocrisy 
Tommy Curry, Peter Singer, Janne Teller, 
Dale Turner. Barry C. Smith hosts. 
Since Magna Carlo, we assume individuals have a right to the 
property or land that they own. If nations, like Ukraine, are invaded 
we champion their right to retrieve their land. But there is a risk these 
principles which we think universal are only applied to the strong. 
95% of the native population in North Aei was wiped cut by 
European invasion Just two hundred years ogo the first removal al 
Native Americans took place and since then 99% of their land has 
been taken and is now deemed to be 'owned' by others. The small 
number of Native Americans remaining suffer severe inequalities 
in health, wealth and education. Little has been done o redress 
the situation and almost no one is proposing returning the land. 

Should we accept that principles of rights to ownership apply orly 
to the strong? ls the widely held belief in ialienable rights in fact 
hypocritical and only applied when convenient or desirable? Or is 
our attachment to universal right s genuine and should we be returning 
a major port of the land in North America to its original inhabitants? 

Renowned philosopher Peter Singer, professor of indigenous 
polical thought Dale Torner, author Joanne Teller, and professor 
of race Tommy Curry, debate land and ownership, 

Subscribe to our daily newsletter at 
theconversation.com/uk/newsletters 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[171]230pm STAGE 
BBC Music Introducing Hereford & Worcester 

3 .00 PM 

TALK 

[172] 3:00 pm THE RING 
The Quantum Computing Hoax 
Scott Aaronson 
Ghuantum computing has urned into a phrase that the tech industry 
will sprinkle on almost anything to help raise funds and generate 
sales. As a result, there is a tsunami of hype about what quantum 
computers are going to revolutionise. Join leading quantum 
computing specialist Scott Aaronson as he challenges the hype 
and tells us what is really going on. 

"A world-class scienig."= Timothy Nguyen 

THE LIFE AND PHILOSOPHY SERIES 
The world's leading thinkers look back and explore what led 
them to their philosophy and what they have learnt from life, 

[173] 3:00 pm 

The Life and Philosophy of Paterson Joseph 
Paterson Joseph. Jenny Kleeman hosts. 
The ability to inhabit a character, especially one underapprecialed 
and consigned to the annuls of history, is bath fiendishly dificul and 
personally revealing. Join Wonka, Peep Show and Shakespearean 
actor, Paterson Joseph, as he reveals the key experiences that led 
him to his personal philosophy and outlook on life. Asked wha 
he would lke to be remembered for, he replied that he wished to 
illuminate the lives of black Britons before his parents' Wind rush 
generation. Come and discover what looking back Paterson 
Joseph believes he has learnt lam le. Jenny Kleeman interviews. 

"Joseph is an interesting mix of equanimity and eruptive fury. 
.The Telegraph 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[174] 3.00 pm 
Alan Maskell 

THE HAT 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[175] 3.30 pm 
Alex Seel and Jon Sanders 

STAGE 

Children's Programme 
[176]3:30 pm MINDCRAFT 

Journey to the World of Alien Hats with... (See p.60] 

INNER CIRCLE 

[177] 3:45 pm From£22 INNER CIRCLE 
Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy with 
Robin van den Akker 
In many disciplines posmodernism is no longer fashionable. Few 
want to abandon meaning and truth altogether. Yet the challenges 
postmodernism raised to objective truth remain unanswered, 
Join leading melomoderit Robin van den Akker to explore a 
radical new alternative. 

DEBATE 

[178] 4:00 pm 

Turtles All The Way Down 
Donald Hoffman, Hilary Lawson, 
Priya Natarajan. Jack Symes hosts. 

ARENA 

Most of us assume reality is made up of physical matter. In line 
with this scientists have built ever larger machines to identify the 
ultimate particles. Instead of getting closer to the mostelemercy 
bits in the universe, the particle zoo has got ever more complex 
and seemingly less like material stuff at all, Is there a danger tho 
the very idea of an ultimate foundation to reality is a profound 
mistake? Some have proposed that instead of material the ultimate 
foundation is to be found in consciousness, information, or even 
mathematics. But such proposals are no closer to identifying 
ultimate elements than particle physicists, 

Should we give up the attempt to uncover an ultimate foundation 
to the universe? ls our inability to find an ultimate foundation 
a limitation of language, or ol our capacity to make sense ol 
the world, or is it to do with the nature of reality itself? Or is if 
just possible that if we hold in there, one day we will crack the 
ultimate puzzle? 

Cognitive psychologist Donald Hofman, philosopher and critic 
of realism Hilary Lawson, and leading physicist Priya Natarajan, 
lock horns over the foundations ol reality. 

DEBATE 

[179] 4.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Optimising Ourselves 
James Riley, Nancy Sherman, Jessica Defino. 
Jenny Kleeman hosts. 

Once a West Coast phenomenon, self-improvement is big. 
Advocates of self-improvement strategies with journals, ice·baths, 
cold showers, and meditation have millions of followers. And it's 
a huge business too: the global personal development industry is 
estimated at $44 billion last year. But recent evidence indicates 
self-improvement can be a risk to our health. Studies show self 
criticism contributes to depression, anxiety, and substance abuse. 
This con even turn fatal: 56% of those who committed suicide 
exhibited a 'perceived external pressure to be perfect'. It is nof 
even clear that self-improvement is really possible, after all who 
is the self carrying out the improvement? 

Should we conclude that the self- optimisation industry is peddling 
an illusion? ls a locus on pulling ourselves up by our own bootstrap 
not only misguided but a means to squeeze joy out of our lives? 
Or is self-improvement a way to provide meaning and direction 
and find a profoundly better way of living? 

Guardian columnist Jessica Defino, Cambridge fln and lterotvre 
critic James Riley, and professor of philosophy Nancy Sherman, 
ak if self- optimisation is achievable, 

howthelightgetsin.org l 
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4 00 PM 

TALK 

[180] 4:00 pm 

The Case for Conscious Al 
Joscha Bach 

THE RING 

Mast are scep:ical that an.cial intelligence will one day become 
conscious. But might this scepticism be misguided? Join leading 
Al researcher, Joscha Bach, as he argues that we can create 
artificial consciousness if we open ourselves up to the possibility 
of cyber-animism, the idea that consciousness and spirit is akin to 
a software agent that naturally emerges in a biological organism. 

"One of the most brilliant, and fascinating minds in the world. 
·Lex Fridman 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series ol events that offer visions of the future, 

[181] 4.00 pm 

The Global Climate Future 
Tim Palmer, Kerry McCarthy. 
Mary Ann Sieghart hosts. 

THE HAT 

Renewable energy is growing across the world. China is becoming 
a leader, doubling solar energy in the last year alone. The UK has 
seen a rise from IO to 40% over the last ten years. But we are far 
from being out of the danger zone. Global temperature shows no 
sign of slowing. 2023 showed a jump in global average temperature 
making it easily the hottest year in the recent climate record. 

What is the future? Are we already too late? How should we 
handle the climate change that is locked in? Wll the radically 
dlerent impact of climate change across the globe lead to conflef 
between notions? And is it going to be necessary to make more 
radical interventions to reduce CO? emissions or are the changes 
aloat sufficient to avert catastrophe? 

Shadow Minister for Climate Change, Kerry McCarthy, and 
renowned climate scientist Tim Paliner, debate the global climate 
hotore, 

II;LIE] 
[182] 4:00 pm 

The Last Seed 

I 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

Discover: Alica's fight for seed sovereignly and its ramifications 
for global agriculture and nutrition.from farm to laboratory, this 
science-iiven fIm uncovers the sunning landscapes of Alica 
and the hidden history of industrial fanning. 

INNER CIRCLE 
Come make your day a little sweeter with a healthy dose ol 
philosophy and chocolate. 

[183] 4:00 pm from£22 INNER CIRCLE 

The Philosophy of Chocolate with Sam Bilton 
Join Food Historian and author of Philosophy of Chocolate, Sam 
Bilton, and explore our complex relationship with this versatile 
confection, which is made from the humble beans of the tropical 
cacao tree. 

4 00 PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[184] 4.00 pm 
Fiddlebop 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[185] 4:30 pm 
Danny Bradley 

5 00 PM 

TALK 

[186] 5:.00 pm 

STAGE 

THE RING 

Mental Health Is Not a Medical Condition 
Simon Wessely 
We are undoubtedly living through a mental health crisis. But might 
we be drastically overestimating the amount ol people who need 
medical intervention? Join leading psychologist Simon Wesely as 
he argues that physicians and psychiatrists are severely inflating 
the diagnosis of mental health conditions and why this poses a 
grave risk to society. 

"One of the most respected psychiatrists working in Britain today. 
The Times 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[187] 5:00 pm - 7.30 pm 

The Future is Metamodern 
Robin van den Akker 

ACADEMY TENT 

Modernism failed, and critics argue that postmodernism has 
led us down a path of confusion, nihilism and despair. Buf 
metamodernism promises a hopeful synthesis of the two. Join 
continental philosopher, Robin van den Akker, as he describes 
the melomodernist movement, and explores one of the newest 
frontiers in philosophy and culture, salvaging the best of modernism 
and postmmodernism to colt a positive vision for a way forward. 

See page 58 for Pan One and Two, 

) 

5 00 PM 

Children's Programme 
[188] 5.00 pm 

5 
Y 

MINDCRAFT 

Philosophy of the Senses with Barry C, Smith (See p.60] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[189] 5.00 pm 
Revue 

BLUE MOON 

5 30 PM 

g DEBATE 

[190] 5:.30 pm ARENA 

Darwin vs Consciousness 
Stuart Hameroff, Antonella Tramacere, 
Denis Noble. Gines Taylor hosts. 

We see orwin's theory of evolution as central to our understanding 
ol the animate world Ar the same time as Descartes iderhed, 
we can doubt almost everything but we can't doubt the fact o 
experience. Yet there is a danger these two central beliefs are 
irreconcilable. From the point ol view of evolution, everything 
biological has a function in sustaining the species, but researchers 
claim no function can be found for conscious experience. And 
if there is no survival benefit to experience why has it evolved? 

Should we accept that the theory of evolution and the reality ol 
consciousness are incompatible? Do we need to radically alter 
our understanding ol one, or the other, or both? Or is the core 
issue that we have no credible theory of consciousness and without 
it we are not going to be able to make experience compatible 
with science at all? 

Oxford biologist Denis Noble, consciousness theorist Stuart 
Hameroll, and philosopher of cognition Antonella Tramacere, 
ak if evolution and consciousness are incompatible. 

5 30 PM 

DEBATE 

[191]5:30 pm INTERNATIONAL 
The Equality Dream 
John Bercow, Lisa Cameron, Vicky Pryce, 
Tommy Curry. Isabel Hilton hosts. 

Ever since the French revolution, equality has the been the battle 
cry of those who think themselves progressive. Today on matters ol 
gender and income most want a more equal world and think more 
should be done to deliver it. But there is a risk that no one really 
knows what kind of equal world they want, and some critics argue 
focussing on equality is self defeating. We don'tlor example want 
equality with the lives of others we see as undesirable. And since 
the 1970's while there have been significant advances in women's 
rights studies show women's happiness to have decreased. While 
in the workforce despite the widespread introduction of dversify 
initiatives, 62% of workers said the programs aren't effective and 
half say the programs failed them personally, 

Does the demand or equality risk forcing everyone to adopt the 
some life goals of those driven by money and power? Instead 
of equality should we locus on the rights and wellbeing of all 
individuals? Or is the call for equality a key and essential political 
goal that we cannot afford to abandon or water down? 

Former Speaker of the House of Commons John Bercow, philo sophe r 
of race Tommy Curry, economist Vicky Pryce, and Conservative MP 
Lisa Cameron, debate what we want hrom equality. 

5 30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[192] 5:.30 pm 

Cantorion y Gelli 

THE HAT 

Ease into the evening with a performance by outstanding local 
Welsh-language choir Cantorion y Gelli. Led by Gemma Duggan, 
the powerful choristers secured second place in their cal@gory 
of the National Eisteddfod last year. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[193] 5.30 pm 
Dragons fly 

TALK 

(194] 6:00pm 

Beyond the Reality Illusion 
Hilary Lawson 

STAGE 

6 00 PM 

THE RING 

We assume our theories describe reality and uncover the truth, for 
otherwise the success of science appears a miracle. Join leading 
critic of philosophical realism, philosopher Hilary Lawson, as 
he argues this is a profound and damaging mistake and put 
forward a radical alternative that enables us to make sense ol 
the mystery that is reality. 

"Lawson shows himself to be a latter day 'metophysician' on 
the grand scale.. a quite astonishing achievement, = Alan 
Mon'efore, University of Oxford 

[195] 6.00 pm 
Breaking the Taboo 
Narrated by Morgan Freeman, this documentary uncovers the UN 
sanctioned war on drugs, charting its origins and its devsoling 
impact from the USA to Colombia and Russia. Featuring presidents 
Clinton and Carter, the film exposes the biggest failure of global 
policy in the last SO years. 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

6 .00 PM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[196] 6:.00 pm 
Peiriant 

BLUE MOON 

LIVE MUSIC 

[197] 6:30 pm 

The Lovely Good 

THE HAT 

Formed at Trinity College Dublin, multi-instrumental Irish folk 
band The Lovely Good have already made a splash on London's 
new music scene. They combine contemplative moments with 
cathartic swells of sound. 

"Bringing to peter disparate sonic influences to form something 
strikingly new." > 'Trinity FEM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[198] 6.30 pm 
The Hanging Bandits 

STAGE 

Children's Programme 
[199] 6.30 pm MINDCRAFT 

Spellbound: The Magic Workshop Experience [Seep.60] 

DEBATE 

[200] 6:45 pm 
Happily Ever After 
Jenny Kleeman, Simon May, Myriam Francois. 

S Barry C. Smith hosts. r 

ARENA 

Most see romantic love as the essential basis for marriage and 
long-term partnerships. Yet this is a relatively new phenomenon 
originating in the mid to late 18th century. There is a danger this 
romantic ideal hides the reality that love is often not enough to 
sustain longterm commitment and carries with it risks to our own 
well-being. A 2014 psychiatric study found those in love were 
more likely to experience depression and anxiety, While a recent 
BBC study found those who emphasised love were more likely to 
have shorter relationships and exit them cruelly. 

Should we give up the idea that romance is the key lo long-term 
relationships and instead see it, as it was once seen, as a threat to 
those relationships? Would we be better to locus on compotability, 
economics and children? Or should we see romantic love nof 
only as the most vivid and exciting experience in our lives buf 
also the most important? 

Philosopher of emotion Simon May, journalist and broadcaster 
Jenny Kleeman, and filmmaker and activist Myriam Francois, 
debate our attachment to romantic love. 
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7 00 PM 

TALK 

[201] 7.00 pm THE RING 

Capitalism and the End of Innovation 
Ali Allawi 
Global eapitolsm hes defined the past century and has reshaped 
our lives with the development of influential technological 
innovations. But is there a danger that the system has now begun 
to undermine innovation? Join former Finance Minister ol Iraq, Ai 
Allawi, as he argues the global economic framework has begun 
prevent development, 

"One of lroq's most respected Shia politicians of the post-Saddar 
era."= The lndependent 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[202] 7.00 pm 
Johanna Warren 

BLUE MOON 

8.00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[204] 8.00 pm 

Paige Bea 

THE HAT 

Trained opera singer turned alt-pop prodigy Paige Bea has made 
a huge splash on the UK music scene Influenced by artists such 
as FKA 'Twigs, James Blake and Sampha, Paige has commanded 
the attention of BBC Radio I {Future Artists) and Spotily (Fresh 
Finds), and put her on the main sage cf El Dorado lost year. 

Daddy beautiful. nothing shot of a marvel.> 'The Line of Best Fil 

COMEDY 

[20.5] 8.00 pm 

Amy Gledhill 

STAGE 

Dave's Edinburgh Comedy Award nominee, National Conedy 
Award nominee and one third of cult double act The Delightful 
Sausage = Amy Gledhill returns with a brand new show about 
self-confidence, romance and bin bags. As seen on Would I Lie 
Te You? and Never Mind The Buzz€ol,, 

"Remember Gledhill's name, because it's about lo be everywhere. 
The Independent 

8 .00 PM 

$ ¥ ( 

WHEN 
TITANS » •  .{y 

III1I3 
[206] 8.00 pm 

When Titans Clash: De-Risking Decoded 
The Wet is currently striving to de-risk its economies ho exposure 
to Chino, meaning China's economy is losing billions in foreign 
investment. This award winning series returns to investigate the 
shifting tides of this new economic world order, with exclusive 
access inside the USA, India and China, 

INNER CIRCLE 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

Join a freewheeling roundtable discussion kicked off by the world's 
leading thinkers on the biggest ideas. Enjoy a glass of wine and 
tasty nibbles in an intimate candlelit space. 

[207] 8.00 pm Fon £.30 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy Salon: The Return of War 
Christina Lamb, Aaron Bastani, Ali Allawi 
The deam of optimists was that progress would gradually phove 
out war utwih necent developments, should we mow see conflict 
as the new normal? Join journalist Christina Lamb, commentator 
Aaron Bastani and former Iraq- finance minister Al Allawi, o 
explore the return col war , 

7.30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[203] 7:30 pr 

Ailsa Tully 

INTERNATIONAL 

wah support he B8C Rado I's How Stephens, BBC Introducing 
and Amazing Rod o, singer-songwriter Aila Tully has created an 
ethereal world rected in folk, tinged with inlie, and grounded by 
lo-f foll erk.ns Her lyrics ate unflinchingly honest, rousing 
and poetic as she explores her experiences as a woman, 

"A lour-tack jour ey brimming with wonder and true leuty. 
Gigwise 

• 
[208] 8:00 pm fo» £Sa WATERFRONT 

long Table Banquet - Sunday 
Our exclusive Long Table Banquets oller you the unmissable 
opportunity to tuck into a lavish four»course meal with le-minded 
festival goers. Expect delicious food, award-winning wine and 
stimulating conversation in the Waterfront, overlooking the River 
Wye. Book early to avoid disappointment -numbers are shitty 
limited. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

~ g 

8.30 PM 

COMEDY 

[210] 8:30 pm 

Shaparak Khorsandi 

Kkorandi's comedy is as intelligent as it is hilarious. 
.The Guardian 

ARENA 

Shaparak Khorsandi is a regular on popular 'TV shows including 
Live at the Apollo and Moel the Week. Her unique blend of 
cultural insight and uproarious humour has eared her critical 
acclaim and a devoted lonbase. 

INNER CIRCLE 

[211] 8:.30 pr Fon £30 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy Salon: The Nature of 
Consciousness 
Stuart Hameroff, Subrena E. Smith, 
Justine Kolata 

Does the mind really reside in the brain? What is the connection 
between perception and the world? Join consciousness expel 
Stuart Hameroll, radical philosopher Subrena E. Smith and 
philosophical salon host Justine Kolata, as they debate the nature 
of consciousness. 

9-00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[212] 9:00 pm 

AK Patterson 

INTERNATIONAL 

Following tour wib Ah -), performances at the Royal Albert Hall 
and collaboration with Mercury·nominated producer Charlie 
Andrew on her debut EP, AK Panerson brings her havntinghy 
soul ful voice to How lhelighGeflr. Hen iclsoryellrg »spanning 
loneliness and heartbreak to her prison experience -has eared 
her many fans including Guy Garvey {Elbow}. 

'The best new music I've heard' = Guy Garve 

} coMrpY 

3 (213] 9.00 pm 

} site Navabi 
3 

Tke actual future of comedy. = LMAO naise 

THE RING 

Leila Navabi is a breakthrough comedian, writer and actress 
lam South Wales. Star of BBC's Vandullz and the BBC New 
Comedy Awards 2022, Leila has written for Bad Education and 
Never Mind The Buzzcocks, and can be heard in Channel 4's 
Don't Hug Me I'm Scared. 

900 PM 

• a 
(
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DOK BOX 

[214] 9.00 pm ART & CINEMA TENT 

Ximei: Fighting China's AIDS Scandal 
Discover the story of Ximei, a Chinese woman fighting for fellow 
AIDS patients who became infected with HIV luring China's 
"Black Blood Economy", when the government encouraged 
millions of farmers to sell their blood. 

RIVERSIDE DISCO 

[215] 9.00 pm to late RIVERSIDE DISCO 

Reach Up Disco Wonderland 
Andy Smith, Nick Halkes, Max Galactic 
Over recent years their Reach Up Disco Wonderland brand 
featured for 3 summers on the bounce in Ibiza at the invitation 
of Carl Cox and saw their party sorting mix of disco and house 
travelling to Berlin, Lisbon and beyond. Whilt Andy has mixed 
wo Reach Up compilations for BBE with a third on the way, Niel 
has remixed Kylie, Mel C, Degrees ol Motion and more. Joined 
by Howl helightGetln resident Ma Galactic » what a finish to 
this year's festival, good times guaranteed! 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 

[209] 8:.00 pm 
Milkweed 

BLUE MOON [216] 9.00 pm 
Bob Gallie 

BLUE MOON 
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9-30 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[217] 9.30 pm THE HAT 

Mr Bruce 

Former lrontman of The Correspondents and one of Britain's 
most in-demand festival acts, Mr Bruce creates a unique and 
unparalleled Ive experience. lyrically candid yet flamboyant! 
in delivery, the bendy-bodied performer's solo show is nothing 
short ol spectacular, 

"Music grooves lke a bastard.= Tom Robinson (BBC 6 Music] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[221] 10.00 pm 
Slippery Slope Trio 

• 

: 
3 

10 00 PM 

lOOOPM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[218] 10:00 pm 

Afriquoi 

"Widly euphoric, ridiculously danceable.= Uncut 

ARENA 

A festival sensation, Alriquoi are bringing their uplilting fusion 
ol African music and live electronics to our stage for a night ol 
euphoric cross-cultural celebration. Fusing Congolese guitar, 
Gambian kora virtuosity, and UK electronic sensibility, this live 
Ahican dance music troupe creoe an upllting dancefloot 

COMEDY 

[219] 10.00 pm 

Priya Hall 

STAGE 

Priya Hall's signature style has been described as hilarious#y 
oversharing." Priya wrote and starred in the BBC 2 Wales sitcom 
Beens ad Amit and was o semifinalist in the BBC New Comedy 
Awards 2021. She is a series regular on Sunday Moring Wah 
Joanna Page (BBC Radio Wales} where she reports on the 
weekly news stories, 

"Hall is a masterful storyteller.= Broadway Baby 

1 0:00 PM 

} IoIRISI 
[220] 10.00 pm 

Accidental Anarchist 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

The remarkable story of how Carne Ross, once a leading 
JK diplomat, became an anarchist. Rebelling against the 
establishment, he discovers a new form of politics, so relevant 
for these turbulent times. Executive produced by Alex Gibney. 

BLUE MOON 

1030PM 

COMEDY 

(222] l 0:30 pm 

Ania Magliano 

THE RING 

It's that time of year! Ania has some things lo say and she would 
like you to listen please. Ania's previous show was nominated 
for Best Comedy Show at the Edinburgh Fringe 202.3. She has 
opened for Ed Gamble, Marc Maron and Catherine Cohen, and 
she also writes with comedian, journalist and viral sensation Amela 
Dimoldenberg on Chicken Shop Date and Amelia's Cooking 
Show. Her choices on Ol# Menu were widely regarded as one 
of the worst menus of all tire. 

"A gilt for observational comedy and weaving beautifully crafted 
routines out of the everyday." > The Telegraph 

g, 
2 

1 

11.00 PM 

[223] 11.00 pm 

Raz & Afla 

Raz & Afla is the child of chart-topping, muli-platinum producer 
Raz Olher and Ghanaian master musician Alla Sackey. Between 
them, they've collaborated with everyone from Gilles Peterson and 
Lemar to Ayanna Water-Johnson and Ginger Baker. Together, the 
duo create a captivating fusion of Alrican rhythms and electronic 
beats, igniting dance floors across major festivals, 

"Electrifying!"= Wonderland Magazine 

THE HAT 

EL,SIEJ 
[224] 11:00 pm 

F", Berlin 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

This taboo·busting series throws open the doors el Berke's famously 
progressive sex scene where everything is possible and no one 
is judged; so long as the other person = or people = are into it. 
Discover the radical power of sell-acceplance. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[225] 11.00 pm 
Jakey Boy Hughes 

BLUE MOON 

1130PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[226] 11:30 pm 

James Holden 
British echno sorcerer and psychedelic shaman James Holden has 
grown to be one of the most revered electronic music producers 
in thee UK. His trancelike, upbeat performances, often featuring 
instrumentalists on stage, sell-out venues and meet rove reviews. 

"Astonishing.= 'The Guardian 

CABARET 

[227] 11:30 pm 

Amrou Al-Kadhi 

ARENA 

STAGE 

In this blisteringly funny performance, Glamorou explores religion, 
sexuality and identity, with love songs and a moinarel-sized wig. 
Amrou Al-Kadhi was selected as a Screen International star ol 
Tomorrow is the author of Life As A Unicore, and has a TED 
talk called 'What quantum physics taught me about my queer 
Islamic identity'. They're the most intelligent cabaret out there. 

"Amrou's story is at times painful, at times hilarious, but always 
completely resonant. = Emily V. Gordon & Kumail Nanjiani 

1 2.00 AM 

MIDNIGHT MAYHEM 
Midnight Mayhem sees philosophers and comedians join forces in 
our late night intellectual showdown with a twist. A carnival esqve 
procession kicks off the show, before audience members pick 
a side, and make their voice heard alongside speakers and 
comedians hrom our star-studded programme. 

[228] 12:00 am 

Shakespeare vs Beyonce 

THE RING 

All the world's a loge... and Beyonciiscr it Pick your side 
for a night of debauchery and debate. Anyone can step into the 
ring! Tonight, whose side are yu on?. Shakespeare vs Beyonce. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[229] 12.00 om 
Silky Disturbance 

BLUE MOON 
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SPA & WELLNESS 

imper.» 
Escape the huule and relax for a moment at the serene Aurun 
Spa including Meditation, Massage and Yoga for all oges 

9:00 om BOHEMIA 

Spa events are booked and paid for separately online or in 
person, 

FAYRE 

10.00 om 

FAYRE 

FAYRE 

The marker is foll of suprises. Artisan food producers, vintage 
clothes, cocktails and sequins, as well as some truly original 
workshops. 

I 
• 

RIDES 

11.00 am RIVERSIDE 

Vintage Rides 

Our vintage rides aren't only lor children. Take in the wonderful 
views of the Black Mountains rom the Feris Wheel. We're sure 
Wittgenstein would approve. 

1.00 pm - late 

The People's Front Room 

A team of wonderfully talented musicians create a truly unique 
vibe as they extemporise classic tracks of every genre along 
with their own wicked tunes. Through#out the day and to close 
of play in the evening. 

UAL! 

£
k 

. 
e 

A 
'' t' " 

9 .00 pm to late 

Riverside Disco 

Opening up onto the river bark, you can dance inside the tent or 
under the stars to the hottest DIs, Fined the secret entrance -there's 
a cale area open all day hidden inside and the big tunes start 
from 9pm and don't stop until the early hours., 

FIRE & FOLK 

9:00 pm lo late 

Fire & Folk 

FRONT ROOM 

BOHEMIA: FIRE 

Wth music by some wonderfully talented acoustic performers 
and friends along with some very special guests, Join fellow 
festival goers round the light and warmth of the wood fre and 
enjoy watching night fall after a day foll of ileas 

INNER CIRCLE 

INNER CIRCLE 

[177] 3:45 pm from£22 INNER CIRCLE 
Prosecco, Cake and Philosophy 
with Robin an den Alker 

liven up your alternoon with a glass ol prosecco, cake and 
conversation with some of the world's great thinkers. 

[183] 4:00 pm fem £22 
The Philosophy of Chocolate 
with Sam Bilton 

Come make your day a little sweeter with a healthy dove ol 
philosophy and chocolate, 

INNER CIRCLE 

··-1··, me 

\ 

Really important ... 
Lots of policy ideas for 
government ... These 

opportunities are rare 
and they're becoming 

even rarer. 
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Monday 27° M ay IDEAS & CULTURE IDEAS & CULTURE Monday 27° May 

9-90 AM 

INNER CIRCLE 
Start your day with a shot of inspiration hrorr your favourite speakers, 
Expect stimulating ideas along with fresh pastries and coffee, 

[231] 9.00 am From £18 INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy Breakfast with Guy Standing 
How we use our time delines our success and who we are, 
But throughout history, some argue our time has always been 
controlled by the powerful. Pioneering economist Guy Standing 
explains how to reclaim our time, 

[232] 9.00 am /om £I8 

TALK 

[233] 10.00 am 

INNER CIRCLE 

Philosophy Breakfast with Shannon Vallor 
The future of technology is not set. We could be in for utopia or 
disaster. One major problem is we have no ethics of tech. Leading 
philosopher of tech and Al, Shannon Voller, discusses her work 
on techno-moral virtue. 

I000AM 

THE RING 

Philosophy at the End of the World 
Ben Ware 
Humanity laces extinction-level threats in the near future; including 
the prospect of nuclear armageddon, the threat from climate 
change, and possibly even out-of-control Al. Join leading 
continental philosopher Ben Ware as he argues that we should 
deal with our collective demise by treating it as a starting poinl 
for a new civilisation, 

"One of the sharpest minds in contemporary philosophy. 
= Dany Nobus 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[234] 10:00 am- 12:30 pm ACADEMY TENT 
Philosophy and the Limits of Science 
Bernard Corr 

Stephen Hawking once proclaimed that 'philosophy is dead' 
But critics argue much of modern theoretical physics is inherently 
philosophical as it emphasises theory over evidence. Join Bernard 
Carr, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, to fake a jounrey 
into the philosophy behind scimntfic ivanees, and discover how 
science is opening up the role of consciousness in contemporary 
theories of physics. 

See page 58 for Per One ad Iwe, 

IIEIIIEDI 
[2.3.5] 10.00 am CINE MA 

• lan Hislop's Fake News (film) 
an Hislop mines 200 years of history to identify who 
motivates fake new; 

1 0.30 AM 

.. .·•·:, a [-,3733f 
s" ;r' 5ff,%' "& ·. ,·' ' . ·~·- a4MA ,3 s#' 'kl 
DEBATE 

[236] 10.30 am ARENA 

Humanity and the Gods of Nature 
Peter Singer, Slavoj Zizek, Nancy Sherman. 
Jack Symes hosts. 

From the time of Socrates we have seen morally as diven by human 
desires and goals. But many now argue that this human locus is 
misguided and leaves the natural world in peril. By prioritising human 
well-being they contend, we have ransacked the earth, eradicated 
and misused other spec es, ad taken insufficient care of our home, 
the Earth. We are even planning to do the same to other eoby 
planets It is not sufficient for us to protect nature for our benefit, 
instead they argue nature needs to be preserved lor its own sake. 

Do we need to re-think moahty s find a new framework that no 
longer places humans at the centre? If so, how are we to assess 
the well-being ol nature independently of our human perspective? 
Or is the notion that we can escape human goals and desires itell 
deluded, rising a return to an age where humans are sacrificed 
to the gods of the natural world? 

fvebrad philosopher Slave] Eek, trowed ethicist Peter Singer, 
and Georgetown professor of philosophy Narcy Sherman, question 
human centred morality, 

DEBATE 

[237] 10:30 am 

The Agents of Life INTERNATIONAL 
Johnjoe McFadden, Frances Ashcroft, 
Denis Noble. Shini Somara hosts. 

From cats to caterpillars, hedgehogs to humans, we divide the 
world of living things into distinct and separate organisms. Bu 
while central to our perception of the world and evolution, these 
distinctions now look dangerously simplistic. Studies show tha 
the boundaries between one creature and the next are not clear, 
Forests of 'distinct' trees are often connected by networks of fungi 
which, hike a great nervous system, are essential to their survival, 
And almost all large creatures co--exist with great swarms of bacteria 
that are essential to their very lle functier 

Should we move away from an organism centred biology, and 
recognise the interconnected character of he? Should we reject the 
idea that a living thing constitutes a distinct and stable entity? CO 
are discrete units of lile essential to our understanding of the world? 

Acclaimed biologist Johnjce McFadden, pioneering geneticist 
Frances Ashcroft, and world-renowned biologist Denis Noble, 
debate he and its environment, 

1 0.30 AM 

IN CONVERSATION 
~ A series of even ts bringing thinkers logethe1 to shore and e~plore 
key topics of the moment, 

{ (238] 10.30 am 
$ Brave Old World 
} Aaron Bastani, Oli Dugmore ; 
i 

Demographic change is the hidden crisis of our time. The world's 
population is ageing. In Japan, nearly 30% are over 65, and if 
is predicted the number over 60 will globally double by 2050, 
Join co-founder of Novara Media Aaron Bastani, and head 
of news for Politics)OE Oli Dugmore, to explore the crisis and 
its profound consequences. The event will be a live Politics/OE 
podcost recording. 

"Baston+'s genius is to see the future with crisp clarity. ·Paul Mason 

Event Curated by Politics/OE 

11 00 AM 

TALK 

[239] 11:00 am 

Al is a Mirror on Humanity 
Shannon Vallar 

Profound and entertaining. = Martin Rees 

THE HAT 

THE RING 

Many contemporary physicists argue that spac eime is fundamental 
and that consciousness is an emergent phenomenon. But mipgh 
this mainstream picture be mistaken? Join NASA scientist and 
philosopher Susan Schneider as she argues that consciousness 
gives rise to spacetime, 

5 
+ ;;; 

11 00 AM 

Children's Programme 
[240] 11:00 am MINDCRAFT 

Follow the Leader with Matilda Atkins [See p.6O] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[241] 11:15 am 
Dragons fly 

THE FUTURE SERIES 
A series of events that oller visions al the future. 

BLUE MOON 

•
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11 30 AM 

[242] 11.30 am 

The Future of Totalitarianism 
Rowan Williams, Lyndsey Stonebridge 

THE HAT 

The international rules-based order is in decline. Power and 
military might rule the day. Join former Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Rowan Williams, and award-winning author and political rights 
specialist, Lyndsey Stonebridge as they argue the insights and 
contradictions of Hannah Arendt's philosophy are now more 
prescient than ever. Despite the shifting faces of modern evil, the 
ways philosophers interpreted the horrors of the 20th century are 
more relevant than ever to our modern world, 

"Expertly analysed and beautifully written, Stone bridge on Anered 
is a rare gem." = Shami Chakabarti, House of Lords 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[243] 11:30 am 
Sophia Yau-Weeks 

STAGE 

IIAJEEJ 
[244] 11:45 am 

Power Scramble 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

From mobile phones and wind turbines to weaponry and electric 
cars, 'rare earths' are essential forproducing the technologies 
that shape our lives today.[ravel across Asia and Oceania to 
uncover how the growing demand for them is set to impact our 
everyday lives, 

12 00 PM 

DEBATE 

[245] 12.00 pm ARENA 

Sex, Language and Gender 
Fellipe do Vale, Gines Taylor, Aline 
Laurent-Mayard. Sophie Scott-Brown hosts. 
Until a decade or so ago it was widely assumed there were two 
sexes and two genders. Now it is held by many that the sexes 
are not wo but a spectrum and there are an indefinite umber 
ol genders. Hot and sometimes vicious debate has ensued. Buf 
there is a danger that we are conlusing a debate about language 
with reality. Language provides the framework through which 
we make sense of the world rather than how it is in itself. 'The 
umber of sexes is not therefore going to be definitively identified 
as a matter af fact in a lab, but is a product of haw we define 
and use the word 'sex', 

Should we recognise that there is no right answer to the number 
of sexes or genders? Should we see the number of sexes and 
genders as a political and practical choice obout the outcome we 
desire rather than a factual description of the world? Or is this to 
obscure the everyday evidence that there is a fact of the matter? 

Gender theorist Fellipe do Vale, award-winning molecular 
biologist Guney Taylor, and journalist author and poicaster 
Aline Laurent- Mayard debate sex and gender. 

DEBATE 

[246] 12.00 pm INTERNATIONAL 

The Values and Prejudices of Science 
Ben Ware, Tim Palmer, Marika Taylor. 
Hilary Lawson hosts. 

From the origins of the universe to the functioning of the brain, 
we see science as a quest for the underlying truth of things. The 
worldviews and personal opinions of the scientists are though! 
to be irrelevant. But might this be a dangerous mistake? Critics 
argue the personal experience and outlook of the scientist isakey 
element that cannot be eradicated. Einstein's criticism ol quantum 
mechanics for example was ultimately based on his personal view 
that 'God does not play dice with the world'. While accounts of 
the brain reflect the historical time and perspectives ol the scientists 
involved = once the brain was seen as a telephone exchange, 
now it is commonly described as a computer. 

Should we conclude that all scientific theories are influenced by 
the personal outlook of the scientist, and the particular worldvievw 
they hold? As a result, do we need to ensure that scientists hold 
a wide range of dllerent outlooks and have varied personal 
backgrounds? Or is such an approach fundamentally misguided, 
and instead science should always eek to eradicate the personal 
and focus on the brilliance of the theory alone? 

Philosopher of extinction Ben Ware, mathematics and climate 
physicist Tm Palmer, and professor of theoretical physics Marika 
Taylor, debate science and objectivity. 

12 00 PM 

TALK 

[247] 12.00 pm THE RING 
Consciousness Gives Rise To Spacetime 
Susan Schneider 
We think that spacetime is fundamental and that consciousness is 
on emergent phenomenon. But might the mainstream picture be 
mistaken? Join NASA scientist and philosopher Susan Schneider 
as she argues that consciousness gives rise Io spacelime. 

Wll fascinate anyone who enjoys thinking 'outside of the box.' 
Martin Rees 

Children's Programme 
[248] 12.00 pm 

Who Am l with Matilda Atkins 

MINDCRAFT 

[See p.60] 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[249] 12:15 pm 
Lady Nade 

BLUE MOON 

THE LIFE AND PHILOSOPHY SERIES 
The world's leading thinkers look back and explore what led 
them to their philosophy and what they have leart from lle, 

(250] 12.30 pm THE HAT 

The Life and Philosophy of Peter Singer 
Peter Singer 
Peter Singer is one of the world's leading philosophers, renowned 
for his challenging and often controversial views. From animal ethics 
lo effective alruism, Singer has shoped the philosophical landscape. 
Join this event to uncover the key events in his life that led to his 
ideas, and hear him answer his critics and defend the convictions 
that have made him the force that he is today. 

"The Dangerous Philosopher. > The New Yorke 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[251] 12.30 pm 
EDDY 

STAGE 

TALK 

[252] 1:00 pm 
The Art of Getting Lost 
Joanna avenna 
In the age of Google Mops, we hardly ever get lost. But migh! 
we be missing out on a key part of what makes lile special? Join 
novelist and philospher Jo Kavenna as she shows us how Io 
reclaim the art ol getting lost, and argues nothing truly special 
happens along the beaten path, 

"Wonderful, impossible, dynamic.= Observe 

THE RING 

tat .:x howthelightgetsin.org • 



Monday 27 ° M ay IDEAS & CULTURE IDEAS & CULTURE Monday 27° My 

Children's Programme 
[253] 1:00 pm 
D reaming with Buerflies with.,, 

MINDCRAFT 

(See p 60) 

INNER CIRCLE 
Tuck into a delicious lunch with our inspiring speakers over a 
gloss of award-winning wine, 

[254] 1:00 pm fom£22 INNER CIRCLE 
HowThelight@etsln Lunch with 
Martha Fiennes 
Al is now pushing at new frontiers, changing what we believe 
about at and creativity. Join celebrated artist Martha Fiennes to 
join the conversation about whether Al can ever truly be creative. 

DEBATE 

(255] 1:15 pm ARENA 

Controlling the Tech Titans 
Susan Schneider, Kenneth Cukier, Joscha Bach, 
Shannon Vallor. Roger Hearing hosts. 

Big Tech was once the envy al the world, transforming the way we 
live, work and think. But critics claim attempts to monitor Big Tech 
have failed and point to the serious threat that regulators don'f 
understand what they are egulang A recent high-profile member 
of the US Congress argued lawmakers don't even understand 
whet Alis, left alone how to oversee it. As evidence al the felure, 
41 US Sates are wing Meta for deliberately designing features 
to add ct children, while Big Tech's vast financial clout, funding 
university research and government salaries vitiates oversight, 

Do Weter governments need to follow the Chinese example 
and build their own expertise and tech pla#orms to electively 
regulate Big Tech? Should we seek to regain control by breaking 
up the Big tech gans? Or is the valve of innovation sufficient to 
overcome fears of the growing political and cultural power ol 
the technology behemoths? 

Philosopher Susan Schneider, Economist journalist and editor 
Kenneth Cukier, Al researcher Joscha Bach, and data ethicist 
Shannon Voller, ask if big tech can be controlled. 

• 

DEBATE 

(256] 1:15 pm 

A World Without Values 
Tommy Curry, Eva lllouz, 
Robin van den Akker. Isabel Hilton hosts. 

Once values such as justice and equality were agreed upor by 
all Now they are identified by some as vehicles to entrench o 
overturn power. On the left, 'justice' as a means to sustain and 
impose privilege, 'truth' as an attempt to claim enduring authority. 
On the ighh'diversity' and 'equally' as means to undermine 
the status quo in favour of a new elite. The danger is apparent 
to many. Without agreed values, society is increasingly divided. 
Debate is limited by tribal associations that make discussion 
hard if not impossible. 

Do we need to re-engage with those whose values and beliefs 
we reject, while accepting that our own values are not universal? 
Should we seek to construct a new enlightenment to provide an 
agreed basis for progress that could apply to all? Or do we 
just need to reinforce the hberal democratic values of our past 

Leading philosopher of race Tommy Curry, metamoderist Robin 
van den Akker, and sociologist Eva lleuz, go in search of values 
that we can all endorse. 

INNER CIRCLE 

[257] 1:15 pm from£22 INNER CIRCLE 
HowThelightGetsln Lunch with Harry Cliff 
Scientists are uncovering a catalogue of weird phenomena. 
Unlavow forces ore tugging on matter and defying our established 
theories. Join radical physicist Harry Cliff to explore the mysteries 
ol he universe. 

[258] 1:15 pm 
Danny Bradley 

INTERNATIONAL 

HAT SESSIONS 

[259] 1:30 pm 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[260] 1:30 pm 
Slippery Slope Trio 

IAI ACADEMY COURSE 

[261] 1:30 pm-4:00 pm ACADEMY TENT 
The Philosophy of Dehumanisation 
David Livingstone Smith 

Fro the Rwandan genocide to Nazi concentration comps, atrocities 
often manifest when the oppressors see their victims as less than 
human. Join philosopher of psychology, David Livingstone Sal, 
os he explores the psychology at the heart of cruelty, how our 
minds make us vulnerable to dehumanising rhelonc, and how we 
can insulate ourselves against hole, 

See page 58 fer Pert One an@ Iwo 

ILLIES 
[262] 1:30 pm CINEMA 
Breaking Brethren: Escaping 
a Fundamentalist Sect 
Inside story of a secretive religious sect. 

BLUE MOON 

THE HAT 

Destiny: Are we really in control? 
Nadia Idle, Jeremy Gilbert and Keir Milburn 
In the wake of the pandemic and the midst ol the cost of living 
and climate crises, if's easy fer inlvidual te feel helpless. But can 
we ever have control over our destinies, or do social conditions 
always control our lives? Join ACFM pokcast hosts Nada dle, 
Jeremy Gillet and Keir Milburn for a lively discussion on the social, 
histoical, structu ral , and psychological, forces that shape us and our 
fates. The event will be a live ACFM {Novara} podcast recording 

In Partnership with Novara Media and ACFM 

TALK 

[263] 2.00 pm 

STAGE 

THE RING 

What Einstein Got Wrong About Time 
Avshalom Elitzur 
Conventional wisdom holds that mime flows. But contemporary 
physics casts doubt on this common-sense view. According to 
Finstein, we live in a 'block universe', where the future is el, 
the past continues to exist, and there is no passage of time. Join 
controversial physicist Avsholom Eli#zur as he argues thot Einstein 
was wrong and oltes a radical new theory ol time, 

"A household name among physicists,> 'The EISM 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[264] 2:15 pm 
Chris Bradshaw 

BLUE MOON 

DEBATE 

[265] 2.30 pm ARENA 

Thinking Set Free 
Subrena E. Smith, Paul Bloom, Stuart Hameroff, 
Johnjoe McFadden hosts. 

We take it for granted that thinking helps us to understand the 
world and make good decisions. And to think is to reason. But there 
iso nsk this is net the whole story Studies into flow states where 
individuals are single mindedly focussed on a single task, withou 
self reflect on or reasoning, have identified that less deliberation 
rather than more leads to better performance. A McKiney s@dy 
ol top executives hound them ta be five times mote productive an 
better decision makers when in such slates. While researchers 
have also shown that scientists rely as much on 'tacit skills' and 
experience as on logical thought, 

Should we abandon our locus on reasoning as the best means to 
determine action? Should we give priority to practical experience 
over theory, and body over mind? Or at a time when public 
debate is ever more divisive, is it essential we double down on 
rational thought to rule out mistaken and dangerous proposals? 

Quantum consciousness theorist Stuart Hameroll, evolutionary 
psychology critic Subrena E. Smith, and best-selling author and 
psychologist Paul Bloom, explore the nature of thought. 

DEBATE 

[266] 2.30 pm INTERNATIONAL 

Nightmare in Suburbia 
Sophie Scott-Brown, Des Fitzgerald, 
Hannah Rich. Mary Ann Sieghart hosts. 

The classic picture of success for much of the lost century has been o 
detached suburban house, '2.4 kid, and a shiny car. But is there a 
danger this dream of domestic bliss is out ol touch with the realities 
of human psychology, economics and our evolutionary root? For 
much of human history, we lived in extended groups of 20 or more. 
In a family of four, if one relationship fail, the whole unit is at risk. 
Unsurprising perhaps that I in S adults now say they always or 
olen feel lonely. With challenges in child and elderly care and a 
global housing crisis projected o affect 1.6 billion people by 202.5, 
critics argue the isolated nuclear household has to go. 

ls it time to abandon the 'picket hence dream' as an unneural, and 
unsustainable way of living? Should we seek to adopt a radical 
new model of the home which embraces co-living and shared 
domestic labour Or is this an elitist pipedeom that ignores the 
realties of everyday he and the pleasure individuals ond families 
get hrom living in their own home? 

Best-selling author Des Fitzgerald, anarchist Sophie Scott- Brown, 
and historian and activi st Hannah Rich, al if it is time te abandon 
the suburban dream, 

In Partnership with Theos 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[267] 2:30 pm 
Deborah Rose 

' f } 
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TALK 

[268] 3:00 pm 

Israel's Democracy Crisis 
Eva lllouz 

THE RING 

The conflier in the Milile East has shaken the world. Br there has 
been ltle focus on Israel's own internal democratic crisis, and hew 
this is affecting the conflict. Join renowned sociologist Eva lllovz 
as she reveals the hidden internal drama behind the crisis and 
olfers an unexpected solution to the trauma of the Middle East. 

"Ilouz could very well be the twenty-first century's next grec! 
public intellectual.> Guernica 

IN CONVERSATION 
A series of events bringing thinkers together to share and explore 
key topics of the moment, 

[269] 3:00 pm 

The Reality of Women at War 
Christina Lamb, Isabel Hilton 

THE HAT 

War is often thought to be predominantly mole. But in reality, 
women and conflict are inseparable. Rape is "the cheapes 
weopon known to man', wrote Christina Lamb in her bock Our 
Bodes, Their Battlefield. Amidst a career taking her hrom warzoe 
to warzone, join joumalist, Lamb, as she discusses the role sexual 
violence plays in modern war. interviewed by label Hilton. 
"Lamb.. does society a service by forcing us to look. 
• New York Tmes 

ISIS1SE] 
STAGE 

[270] 3:15 pm 
Will's Book 

ART & CINEMA TENT 

400 years 0go, two actors preserved Shakespeare'segocy by 
compiling his works into the Finst Folio, saving plays like Macbeth 
and Twelfth Night from obscu rity. Led by scholars, this docuentry 
explores the greatest rescue in cultural history. 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[271] 3:15 pm 
Fund le warp 

BLUE MOON 

Music & Acoustic Sessions 
[272] 3:.30 pm 
Lady Nade 

STAGE 

4-00 PM 

LIVE MUSIC 

[273] 4:00 pm 

Blaenavon Male Voice Choir 

ARENA 

There's a time for tradition. Each year the wonderfully mogicol 
Blenavon Male Voice Choir have closed the Howl helighGets/n 
festival, and there's never a dry eye =or spare inch = in the house. 
Founded over a century ago in 1910, the premier Welsh choir 
is sill going strong, and has toured across the world. Prepare 
to be moved. 

"Shaw stopping. = LA Times 
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Monday 27° May l EXPERIENCES 

• y 

aIIPI IIII! 
Escape the hustle and relax for a moment at the serene Aurum 
Spa including Meditation, Massage and Yoga for all ages. 

9.15 am - 4.45 pm 

Spa events are booked and paid lor separately online or in 
person, 

FAYRE 

10.15 am - 4.45 pm 

FAYRE 

FAYRE 

The market is full of suprises. Artisan food producers, vintage 
clothes, cocktails and sequins, as well as some truly original 
workshops, 

Vintage Rides 
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Al 

RIVERSIDE 

Our vintage rides aren't only for children. Take in the wonderful 
views of the Black Mountains from the Ferris Wheel. We're sure 
Wittgenstein would approve. 

CHILDREN'S PROGRAM MME 

WORKSHOP 

[240] 11.00 am 
Follow the Leader with Matilda Atkins 

WORK SHOP 

[248] 12.00 pm 
Who Am I with Matilda Atkins 

HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN LUNCH 

INNER CIRCLE 

[254] 1:00 pm from £?2 
HowThe lightGetsln Lunch 
with Martha Fie nnes 

[257] 1:15 pm from £22 
HowThetightGetsln Lunch 
with Harry Cf 

1.15 pm -4.45 pm 

The People's Front Room 

INNER CIRCLE 

INNER CIRCLE 

Tuck into a delicious lunch with our inspiring speakers over a 
gloss of award-winning wine, 

FRONT ROOM 

FRONT ROOM 

A team of wonderfully talented musicians create a truly unique 
vibe as they extemporise classic tracks of every genre along 
with their own wicked tunes. Throughout the day and to close 
of play in the evening. 
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EXPAND 
YOUR MIND 
at the IAI 
Academy 

SCIENTIFIC 
AMERICAN 

Scan to learn more 

ldeas are evolving. At the edge there is rarely 
consensus. That's why we've created a new platform 
for learning. 

-al 
Science in 
Your lnbox 
Sign up for our free 
daily newsletter [ a Today @ Science 

My .24 , oag. 'The tip of the togoe pheooo, @grist mt 
book+or is spread.g mod these studen ts ehgod their school's strf 
tie. Eloy! 

Adrea Gory\est, ("hNef ewett er Eder 

IAIACADEMY 4' I 
» 

The IAl Academy breaks with the convention that 
lectures should be devoid of opinion. Our courses invite 
world-leading thinkers to present a case and a point of 
view rather than package opinion as knowledge. 

IAI Academy courses offer fully-invigilated assessment, 
with credits earned towards an IAl Academy Award 

Sign up today at 

I 
ST! 
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{"9] changing how 
IClAll mne won.a thinks Scientific American is a registered trademark of Springer Nature America, Inc. 





' SUNDAY 

LAI Academy 
Saturday 26° May 2024 

O-o. [Bes 

Hes successfully completed 
on Ad@y ourse a 
Hew'lheightaGerl 

For those whe wish to tae an assessment we after verfed 
cefentes sf aredane and credits owads an /Al Award a 
the end o! your session. Details can be found on the lAhAcdey 
website. But we welcome these who come for the ideas alone. 

Courses Timetable 
Welcome dinls / Course info 
Pant One 
Tea / Coffee Beal 
Port Two 

Optional Asvesnenn 

'20 minutes 

45 minutes 

'2O rirutes 
'30 minutes 
20 minutes 

For those who would hike to take the assessment, which incdudes 
your results and the certificate, fees ore only £ 2 

SATURDAY 

[48] 10:00 am- 12.30 pm 

The Politics of the Body 
Matthew Beaumont 
We normally think of our bodies aesthetically or biologically. 
But there is much to be learnt about the phenomenology and 
philosophy of cur physique, and how it interacts with, reflects, 
and is part of our experience of the world. Join Professor al 
English at UCL, Matthew Beaumont, as he guides us through 
the philosophy of Franz Fanon and WAlam Reich, and argues 
that our bodies impact the way we see the world, our social and 
political experience, and our selt-perception. 

Part 1- Freedom and the Body 
How our humanity is revealed through our&dy 

Part 2- Our Body as a Guide to Knowledge 
What Fanon, Reich and Walking can teach us abouf 
understanding the world. 

SATURDAY SATURDAY 

[71] 1:30 pm - 4:00 pm 

The Ethics of Human Extinction 
Emile P. Torres 
Ar the time of writing the doomsday clock -a metaphor lor how 
near we are to catastrophe -stands at 90 seconds to midnight, the 
closest it has ever been. The capacity for humanity to destroy itself 
is relatively new. For centuries Christianity emphasised survival and 
eternal salvation, leaving us ill-prepared for a posh-aopocolyptic 
wold. In its place, Emile P. Tones chars a history of apocalypse 
and proposes a radicahy new theoretical lender fer leafy 
to face the possibility of 'omnicide', the death of all honan lhe, 

Par 1- A Genealogy of Apocalypse 
How do we understand apocalypse from those whe have 
experienced it? 

Part 2- Ethics during the End of the World 
What obligations do we have as the world ends? 

[97] 5:30 pm - 8.00 pm 

Women vs the Free Market 
Vicky Pryce 
Gender inequality shouldn't be a port of the free market, Alter 
all, surely the best person gets the job and is rewoded for lei 
work. But from the gendered threat of robot labour to the lack o 
women in economics itself, Vicky Pryce, Chief Economic Adviser 
ot the Centre for Economics and Business Research, uncovers 
the deeper side to this story. Without bold decisive action that 
radically changes contemporary capitalism, we wil l not achieve 
the equality that we desire. 

Part }- Women in the Economy 
How are the economy and gender linked? 

Part 2. The Market's #Me'foe 
Wheat are the fundamental tenets of capitalism that need e 
change? 

[140] 10.00 am - 12:30 pm 
Quantum Biology 
Johnjoe McFadden 
More than 60 years ago the father ol quantum mechanics, Erwin 
Sehr&dinger, insisted that aspects of biology must be based on 
quantum rather than classical laws. And as the attention of 2 lt 
century biology is probing the dynamics of ever-smaller systems, 
ignoring qntn recbnicsis beccning ircecirghy untenable. 
Join Johnjoe McFadden as he explores recent experiments 
indicating that le's most fundamental processes depend on the 
quantum undercurrent ol realty. 

Pant 1- The Worry About The Very Small 
How did biology ignore the quantum picture 

Part 2- The Future is Quantum 
How will quantum biology give us more powerful ways o 
understand and intervene in the world? 

SUNDAY 

[163] 1:30 pm - 4.00 pm 

The Mysteries of Black Holes 
Priya Natarajan 
Black holes hold a privileged place within the popular imagination, 
We all know what they are, but there is sill much we don'f 
understand. How do they form? What happens when things fall 
in? And what's inside a black hole? Join recent winner el the 
liberty Science Center 'Genius Award' and Chair of Astronomy 
at Yale, Priya Natarojan, as she explores her recent discoveries 
about how black holes grow, form, and evolve, and hew we can 
measure one of the mos#myserious phenomena in the universe. 

Part 1- The Variety of Black Holes 
How are black holes distributed around the galaxy? Why do 
some slay in place while others wonder? 

Part 2- New Insights into Black Holes 
How does the new space telescope help us understand 
the the formation of the first black hales and he creation of 
upermassive black holes? 

SUNDAY 

[187] 5:00 pm - 7.30 pi 

The Future is Metamodern 
Robin van den Akker 
Modernism failed, and critics argue that poshmodernism has 
led us down a path of contusion, nihilism and despair. But 
metamodernism promises a hopeful synthesis of the two. Join 
continental philosopher, Robin van den Aker, as he describes the 
melamodern ist movemen t, and explores one ol the newest hrontier 
in philosophy and culture, salvaging the best of modernism and 
potmoderism to craft a positive vision for a way forward. 

Part I- Beyond Pestroderrity 
How has the stale of modernity failed? And where do we go 
from here? 

Par 2- Yearning for Utopia 
How can the spirit of melamoderism enrich our lives? 

MONDAY 

[234] 10.00 am - 12:30 pm 

Philosophy and the Limits of Science 
Bernard Carr 
Stephen Hawking once proclaimed that 'philosophy is dead '. 
But critics argue much of modern theoretical physics is inherently 
philosophical as it emphasises theory over evidence. Join Bernard 
Can, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, to take a jovrrey 
into the philosophy behind scientific advances, ad dscoverhaw 
science is opening up the role of consciousness in conterpcngry 
theories of physics, 

Part I- From Myths to the Mainstream 
How can scientific methods once seen as anathema become 
a useful part of mainstream physics? 

Part 2- Quantum Mechanics and Consciousness 
How integrating consciousness into our understanding ol 
physics can pave a pathway to a theory ot everything 

MONDAY 

[261] 1:30 pm - 4:.00 pr 

i The Philosophy of Dehumanisation 
David Livingstone Smith 
} From the Rwandan genocide to Nazi concentration camps, 
]' atrocities often manifest when the oppressors see their victims as 
£ less than human.Join philosopher of psychology, David Livingstone 

Smith, as he explores the psychology at the heart of cruelty, how 
our minds make us vulnerable to dehumanising rhetoric, and how 
we can insulate ourselves against hate, 

Part 1- Seeing Others As less Than Human 
How tyrants and populations came to see others as less than 
human, 

Part 2- Defending Ourselves Against 
Dehumanisation 
How can we protect ourselves against the psychological and 
rhetorical quirks that open the path to dehumanisation? 



Children & Young Adult Programme 
For budding space scientists, bookworms, fun-lovers, and thinkers alike, How/helightGetsln has plenty Mindcralt are fee to attend, with the exception of our special pottery workshops; tickets for these 
on oller to keep children and young adults of all ages busy in our Mindcrolt area. There's a whole sessions can be purchased via our website or at the Box Office 
programme of talks and events in the Mindcralt tent with experiences to pique the curiosity of 7-1 2 year 
olds. Elsewhere on the festival site, our sandpit will keep smaller ones entertained whilst in-betweens And lor sixth formers and pre+university students, there's a whole programme available at the IAl School, 
can get serious with giant games in the Hangout along with our famed vintage rides. All events in the 'Tickets though must be purchased separately and in advance. {p. 63), 

SUNDAY 26 

WORKSHOP 

[14.5] 11:00 am 

Aesop's Animal Adventures with 
Steven Campell-Harris 

SATURDAY 25 SATURDAY 25' 

WORKSHOP 

[53] 11:00 am 

Discover your superpower! 

WORKSHOP 

[95] 5.00 pm 

Setting Sail with Theseus with 
Annie Webster 

What could it mean to discover your purpose? In this interactive 
event, join philosophical educator Steven Campbell- Harris, delving 
into intriguing questions lke: What is your goal in lhe? Who gets 
to decide? And why do we have certain interests and hobbies? 
Together, we'll learn about how each of us have our own special 
purpose, and how our talents and passions make us different Iron 
others. Unleash your inner superhero as we dive into this amazing 
philosophical world. 

WORKSHOP 

[62] 12:30 pm 

Pottery Extravaganza 

Bare Glazed Porery Studio is a creative hub for budding artists, 
Join our portable pottery workshops for a lun and relaxing 
session of making. You will learn one of three dilferent hand 
building techniques: pinch pots, coiling or slab work and create 
o masterpiece that commemorates your wonderful festival 
experience. Thee workshops are structured around dlleren 
levels of ability, so whether you're a complete beginner or 
improver, all are welcome! 

Session 1: Pinched pot 
Session 2: Coiling 
Session 3: Slab building 

Closs duration: I.5 hours {Please arrive S mins before the 
class starts] 

Pricing: 
Adults (16+) £12 
Under 16% £IO {helpers of young children are free] 

Book early to avoid disappointment! 

What are the tiniest parts that make up the world? What do they 
look lke? And how do they behave? Join Professor Astra Cat and 
the gang on their thrilling adventure into the tiny world of atoms, 
Get ready to unleash your inner scientist, as the gang learns 
about energy, forces and the building blocks of you, me and the 
universe in this mind-blowing atomic escapade. 
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WORKSHOP 

[74] 2.00 pm 

Freedom Inside Out 

Calling all young thinkers! Imagine a man who wakes up ta fird 
he is in prison. He finis he has a cellmnae he likes, slenty of books, 
a television, and a kitchen. He realises that he is quite happy to 
be there and doesn't want to leave. However, if he did want to 
leave, he would be unable to. So, is the man free? Alongside Jo 
Webster, we'll explore how happiness can be found in the mos 
unexpected places! 

WORKSHOP 

[8.4] 3:30 pm 

Atomic Adventures with Professor Astra Cat 

Welcome aboard, explorers! Today, we're selling sail on an 
incredible voyage to explore the mysterious ship of Theseus. 
He's having some trouble with his ship » after every adventure, 
something breaks and he has to replace it! He can't remember 
where the old ship starts and the new ship ends. Is it even the some 
ship? Join Annie Webster on this magical adventure. 

WORKSHOP 

[107] 6:.30 pm 

Pottery Extravaganza 

Suitable for all ages 

See 12.30gm Saturday slot for details 

SUNDAY 26 

Join Steven Campell- Harris for a wonderful adventure, diving into 
Aesop's story The Frog and The Scorpion. Together, we'll reflect or 
blame and responsibility. What does it mean for something to be 
'in our nature'? Are we truly tree to choose our actions? Come find 
out what these questions mean, and how we might answer them, 
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WORKSHOP 

[154] 12.30 pm 

Pottery Extravaganza 
Suitable for all ages 

See 12.30pm Saturday slot for details 

WORKSHOP 

[166] 2.00 pm 

Keep it Up! Juggling and Diablo with 
Charlie Barnett 

Join the masterful Charlie Barnet and learn haw to diabolo » the 
game derived hrom the Chinese yo-yo! Come along and learn 
some of the huge variety of tricks that are possible such as the 
Whip Catch and the Sar Cradle, and watch some advanced 
ones yourself! 

WORKSHOP 

[176] 3.30 pm 

Journey to the World of Alien Hats with 
Jo Webster 

Colling all young adventurers! Prepare to embark on an 
extraordinary journey beyond the stars and into the realms of 
imagination. A dizzying journey through space and time awaits, 
os we explore when a chair is not a chair but... an alien's hat? 
Together with Jo Webster, we'll unravel the mysteries of the 
imagination and discover how ordinary objects transform into 
extraordinary treasures, 

WORKSHOP 

[188] .5:.00 pm 

Philosophy of the Senses with 
Barry C. Smith 

Why do we feel happy when we go outside? How does the 
blueness of the sky make us feel? In this interactive workshop, 
Director of The Centre for the Study of the Senses Barry Smith will 
offer a range of sensory experiences lo explore how our senses 
and our emotions are intimately intertwined. Expect to see the 
world differently by the tire you leave. 

WORKSHOP 

[199] 6.30 pm 

Spellbound: The Magic Workshop 
Experience with Tom Barnett 

Unleash the mystic within you at our enchanting Magic Workshop, 
led by the extraordinary Tom Barnett. Conjure spells, learn the 
secrets of illusions, and immerse yourself in the world of wander 
and enchantment. Let your dreams take flight and your spirit 
ignite, because magic is real and it's waiting for you to discover! 
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WORKSHOP 

[240] 11:00 am 

Follow the Leader with Mati lda Atkins 

Rules are tedious, but know we have to follow them. Come join 
this fun session with Matilda Atkins to question why we tell the truth 
or knock on closed doors before entering and what their purpose 
is. Together, we'll dream up what the perfect rules might be. Let's 
find out together how rules and freedom go hand in hand, and f 
rules can actually make us more free. 

WORKSHOP 

[248] 12.00 pm 

Who Am I with Matilda Atkins 

Have you ever wondered if you're still the same person you 
were before, and it you'll be the same in the future? What makes 
you uniquely you? ls it your body, your though#s, or maybe even 
something hike your spirit? Join Matilda Atkins to answer these big 
questions and explore the puzzles in ourselves. 

WORKSHOP 

(253] 1 :00 pm 

Dreaming with Butte rflies with 
Annie Webster 

Welcome to a whimsical journey through the enchanting world 
ol the Butterfly Dream! Chuang Izu, a philosopher from ancient 
Chino, once woke from a dream where he was a butterfly Was 
it only a dream, or did he transform into a butterfly? Just because 
it was a dream, does it mean that it wasn't real? Prepare to be 
swept away by this talk with Annie Webster. 



SATURDAY 25 MAY 

THANGAM DEBBON AIRE 

OPEN GALLERY EI&EEJ -+ owruswrssrsi 
Open Gallery presents 'Danger, Desire and Destiny' a video painting series commissioned 
exclusively for HowThelightGetsln = Hay 2024, Exhibited in the Art & Cinema tent 
during the mornings and early afternoons of the festival weekend. Open Gallery has 
pioneered the medium of video painting since its inception in 2001. 

l Danger, Desire and Destiny features work by international artists lke Gabrielle Le Bayon 
ol France as well as many UK-based artists who use the medium of video painting to create 
o series of dea-hke images Iese video paintings allow the viewer to find in the multi 
layered texture of the image a myriad of unexpected detail and wonder. They challenge 
our standard assumption that images must depict some known object or event, and in its 
place uncover a rich and unknown world that typically rem gins hidden, 

To fully appreciate this, the work is ideally viewed over a period of weeks and months; 
however, the installation on view made it possible to drop in on the work over the course ol 
the weekend to approximate a huller experience. Over time the seemingly simplicity of the 
subject matter is replaced by the uncovering ol its unlimited potential, 

Open Gallery looks forward to welcoming you to this unique viewing encounter. 

Friday. '3pm-7 pm 
Saturday and Sunday, 9am-I pm 

open gallery 

i 

The het new documentary streaming provider, DOK BOX, brings the world's best documentaries 
to Howlhelight@etslHay 2024, Ronning in the afternoon and evenings in the Ar t & Cinema 
Tent, the DOK8OX programme brings ogether a host of award-winning films fre the world's 
leading producers and directors. 

Highlights from the programme include: 

Burnout; The Truth About Work Al & You 
Technology was supposed to free up our Developments in artificial intelligence are 
time. But we are busier than ever. Why do accelerating at an astonishing pace. In thi 
we wok, and why do we wok more than ever? documentary, Anne»Marie Tomehak examines 
This flee explores how overwork is killing us, how this rapidly evolving technology i 
destroying the planet, and reveals what we transforming the human experience. 
can do about it, 

Fidoy, H pm [27] 

Breaking the Taboo 
Narrated by Morgan Freeman, this 
documentary uncovers the LU'N sanctioned war 
on drugs, charting it origins and its devastating 
impact from the USA to Colombia and Russia. 
The fl exposes the biggest failure al global 
policy in the last SO years 

Sunday, 6pm [195] 

Saturday 4pm [90] 

Power Scramble 
An international race is on, Wh Chino 
dominating the market for many resources, 
tensions are rising as other nations shrive to 
catch up. Find out why Chin is so dominant 
and why the fight for resources is only [us 
getting started. 

Monday, 1 1:45am [244] 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN FESTIVAL GOERS: 

Sign up during How'ThetighiGetil Hay 2024 Festival and get 3 months FREE 
subscription to DOK BOX. 

Start your 90 free trial today by scanning the QR code, and get access to the 
world's best documentaries, all in one place. 

[RR I!)· ' .. 
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Who,•,;,l;k•••boomomb~ol 
parliament? What is democracy? 
And why should we even vole 
at all? Join key member of the 
Shadow Cabinet Thangar 
Debbonaire for a captivating 
journey, explaining how she 

became a politician and how society improves through 
piecemeal steps. 

SATURDAY 25 MAY 

TOMMY CURRY 

Although some might think of 
philosophy as rooted solely in 
ancient wisdom, it has always 
been deeply contemporary. Join 
radical philosopher professor 
Tommy J. Curry to find out why 
asking philosophical questions is 

more important than ever, and how they can help us tackle 
the societal issues we see in our world today. 

SATURDAY 25 MAY 

SHANNON VALLOR 

~

Al;,,.,of,Ho,;,;,g;,d,.a,., 
transforming how we work, live, 
and think. But with these new 
changes come new questions 
and challenges. Join leading Al 
philosophy professor Shannon 
Vallar as she debunks common 

myths and misconceptions about Al and how to distinguish 
between truth and feon 

SUNDAY 26 MAY 

PETER SINGER 

Aw' 
applied ethics, animal rights and effective altruism, as he 
answers your questions on what ethics is, why it's sill important 
and why it should matter to you, 

SUNDAY 26 MAY 

GUNES TAYLOR a 
of sex, the latest in CRISPR technologies, and our increasingly 
important connection to the natural world, find out how biology 
can answer your biggest questions, 

SUNDAY 26 MAY 

GUY STANDING 

@ 

ls it ethical to eat meat? Does 
what we consider right and 
wrong change over time? If so, 
what moral principles should 
guide us now? Join world-leading 
philosopher Peter Singer, known 
lor his groundbreaking work in 

Whether you dream of decoding 
DNA or ore simply curious obouf 
the wonders of the natural world, 
join award-winning researcher 
GUney Faylor to explore the 
biggest questions in the life 
sciences today. From the future 

The baby boomer generations' 
wealth often rose with house 
prices, but this generation is being 
priced out of the market. I# you 
are curious about a future where 
everyone has access to financial 
security, join pioneering prolessor 

Guy Standing hor an empowering folk on universal basic 
income, and how it could reshape the ways we think abouf 
work, education, and social welfare. 

DAY1 

9.4.5 AM 

10.00 AM 

10:45 AM 

11:30 AM 

12:30 PM 

14: 00 PM 

15.30 PM 

Introduction 

Thangham Debbonaire Talk 

Breakfast/real 

Tommy Curry Talk 

Headline Debate & Lunel 

Skenter Veller 

Dicuion B real 

University Admissions Tutor 

Welcome Dinner with Quiz and Prizes! 

DAY 2 

10;00 AM 

10:45 AM 

11:30 AM 

12-30 PM 

14;00 PM 

1e 4.5 PM 

15:30 PM 

Introduction 

Peter Singer tall 

Breakfast/Break 

GUney Taylor 'Tall 

Headline Debate & Lunel 

Guy Standing Talk 

Discussion Break 

Headline Debates 

tat :3 
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Discover 
the IAI and 

a new world of 
big thinking 

e So II ~ t Give your students the competitive edge with 
a subscription to IAl.tv 
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i Access to 3000+ debates, talks and articles 
from the world's leading thinkers 

ke ® Exclusive learning materials and 
assessments to suit different abilities 
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• Discount for University Partners 

Contact education@artandideas.org 
to request a tailored quote 

iai.tv / subscribe 

Catch the 
debates 
and talks 
you've missed 
on iai.tv 
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LONDON ]HAY ] GLOBAL 
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Tommy Curry [139] [170] [191] [256] 
Tommy Curry is a trailblazing philosopher of race at Edinburgh 
University where he hold a Personal Chair in Alric ana Philosophy 
and Block Male studies, 
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Theodore Dalrymple [15O] 
Theodore Dalrymple is an author and conservative cultural critic. 
He has written many notable books, including Our Culture: 
What's Left of ht, 

SPEAKERS 

Scott Aaronson [10] [65] [172] 
Scott Aaronson is a quantum complexity theorist and the 
Schlumberger Centennial Chair of Computer Science at The 
University of Texas at Austin. He is currently on leave to work 
at Open/Al, 

Uriel Abulof [80] 
Uriel Abulof is an Associate Professor at Tel-Aviv University's 
School of Political Science, Government and International Al#airs, 

Nilufar Ahmed [156] 
Nilofar Ahmed is a Senior Lecturer in Social Sciences at the 
University of Bristol, as well as a Chartered Psychologist 

Ali Allawi [78] [201] [207] 
Ali Allawi is an Iraqi politician and scholar. Over the hf twerty 
years, Allawi has held some of the most important positions in 
the lraqi government, 

Caleb Althorpe [156] 
Caleb Althorpe is a Research Fellow in the Department of 
Philosophy at Trinity College Dublin. He researches contemporary 
political theory and political philosophy. 

Avery Anapol [156] 
Avery Anopol is Commissioning Editor fer the Politics and Saiey 
column at The Conversation. She has written extensively an 
language, politics, and power 

Dan Ariely [108] 
Dan Ariely is a behavioural economist and author. He is Professor 
ol Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke University. 

Frances Aschcroft [237] 
Frances Ashcroft is an award-winning British geneticist and 
researcher. She is known for her pioneering research on ion 
channels, 

Matilda Atkins [240] [248] 
Matilda Atkins is a philosophy teacher for the Philosophy 
Foundation, 

I 
Joscha Bach [10] [180] [255] 
Joscha Bach is a computer scientist and renowned Al researcher, 
He currently serves on Al Foundation's Advisory Council. 

Charlie Barnett [166] 
Charlie Barnett is a senior producer, head of speaker booking, 
and contributing editor at the Institute of Art and Ideas, as well 
as a Diablo expert 

Tom Barnett [199] 
Tom Barett is a magician who specialises in sleight of hand. He 
can also solve a Rubik's Cube in under 20 seconds, 

Simon Baron-Cohen [147] [169] 
Simon Baron-Cohen is a clinical psychologist, He is Professor af 
Developmental Psychopathology at University of Cambridge and 
Director of the university's Autism Research Centre, 

Aaron Bastani [86] [156] [172] [207] [238] 
Aaron Bastani is the co-founder al Novara Media. He is the author 
ol Fully Automated luxury Communism and has an upcoming 
book on the ageing crisis. 

Matthew Beaumont [48] [68] 
Matthew Beaumont is a Prolessor of English Literature at University 
College London and Co-Director of UCL's Urban Lab. 

Yasmin Benoit [99] 
Yasmin Benoit is a British model, award-winning asexual activist, 
and writer. Yasmin has won on Attitude Pride Aword lor her 
activism, 

Harry Benson [99] 
Hanry Benson is Research Director at the Marriage Foundation. He 
has writen several bas on the benefits of marriage and family. 

John Bercow [155][191] 
John Bercow is the former Speaker of the House of Commons, 
former Chancellor of the University of Essex and currently o 
Professor at Royal Holloway. 

Isabel Berwick [156] 
Isabel Berwick is the host of the FT's Working It podcast, She 
is also the editorial lead for the FT Women in Business Forum, 

Som Bilton [183] 
Sam Bilton is a food historian, author, and presenter of the 
Comfortably Hungry podcast. She is also a co-hot of the A i 
for Apple podcast. 

Paul Bloom [50] [108] [144] [265] 
Poul Bloom is a psychologist, He is Professor Emeritus of Psychology 
and Cognitive Science at Yale University and Professor of 
Psychology at the University of Toronto, 

Lisa Cameron [191] 
Lisa Cameron is a Scottish politician and Conservative MP. She 
is a former consultant clinical psychologist, 

Steven Campbell-Harris [53] [145] 
Steven Campbell-Hanis is a philosophy specialist and teacher 
trainer at the Philosophy Foundation. He founded the London 
Academy of Excellence. 

Bernard Carr [142] [234] 
Bernard Carr is Emeritus Prolessor of Mathematics and Astronomy 
at Queen Mary, University of London. 

Amy Chua [7] [49] 
Amy Chua gained global fame as 'Tiger Mom' author. She is 
a former law associate and award-winning academic, and a 
renowned commentator on everything from politics, to parenting, 

Michael Clarke [165] 
Michael Clarke is a visiting professor at King's College London and 
at the University of Exeter. He is also Sky News Military Analyst, 

Harry Cliff [58] [143] [257] 
Harry Cliff is a particle physicist at the University of Cambridge 
and works on CERN's Large Hadron Collider, 

Kenneth Cukier [255] 
Kenneth Cukier is Senior Editor for Digital Products at the Economist, 
a New York Tes best-selling author, and the host of the hvgeby 
popular weekly podcast Babbage. 
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Claudia de Rham [19] [47] [58] [149] 
Claudia de Rhan is a Professor of Theoretical Physics at imperial 
College London. She is the author The Beauty of Falling which 
will be published later this year. 

Thangham Debbonaire [68] [102] 
Thangam Debbonaire is a Labour MP fer Bristol West and 
currently Shadow Secretary el Sate for Culture, Media and Sport, 

Jessica DeFino [87] [109] [179] 
Jessica Defino is a prominent reporter and beauty culture critic 
shedding light on the dark side of the beauty industry. She writes 
the Guardian's beauty advice column, Ask Ugly. 

Daniel Dennett [169] 
Daniel Dennett is a renowned philosopher and cognitive scientist, 
A vocal atheist and secularist, Dennett is relented to as one of the 
"Faur Horsemen al New Atheism", 

Meghnad Desai [67] 
Meghnad Desai is an award-winning economist and former 
Labour Party politician. He was awarded the Padma Bhushan, 
the third highest civilian award in India in 2008, 

Fellipe do Vale [50] [245] 
Fellipe do Vale is a Professor of ethics and theology. He works 
at the intersection of gender theory and theology. 

Judith Donath [57] [151] 
Judith Donath works at the intersection of urban design, 
evolutionary biology and cognitive science. She is currently an 
advisor at Harvard's Berkman Klein Centre, 

Oli Dugmore [238] 
Oli Dugmore is Politics/OE's Head of News & Politics. He has 
reported from the Middle East, America, and Europe. 

Bjorn Ekeberg [19] [58] [142] [149] 
Bjorn Ekeberg is a philosopher ol science and author of Metaphysical 
Experiments Physics and the Invention of the Universe. 

Avshalom Elitzur [77] [157] [263] 
Av±shalom Elitzur is an Israeli physicist and philosopher, bes 
known for his contributions to quantum mechanics, His theory 
was subsequently endorsed by Roger Penrose. 

Martha Fiennes [57] [8 1] [147] [254] 
Martha Fiennes is an award-winning flm director, writer and 
producer. She is best known for her flens Onegin and Chromo phobia 

Des Fitzgerald [266] 
Des Fitzgerald is a Professor of Medical Humanities and Social 
Sciences at University College Cork. His new book is The City 
of Today is a Dying Thing. 

Myriam Francois [46] [68] [108] [147] [200] 
Myriam Francois is a broadcaster, filmmaker and journalist 
She is the founder of production company MPWR productions, 
and recently released her documentary, Finding Alaa, to critical 
acclaim, 

Flo Gallop [64] 
Flo Gallop is a pop artist who has been named "one to watch" 
by BBC Radio 1 & 88C Introducing. Her 2023 single 'Window 
Shopping' turned heads with its taboo topic. 

Jeremy Gilbert [259] 
Jeremy Gilbert is a professor of Cultural and Political theory af 
the University ol East London. He is the editor of New Formations 
and hot of three podcas#s including ACFM, 

Camilla Hall [89] 
Camilla Hall is an award-winning documentary lm Director and 
Executive Producer. She focuses sn films that explore mew ideas 
and the human experience 

Stuart Hameroff [94] [190] [211] [265] 
Stuart Hamerof is a Professor at the University of Arizona known 
for his controversial claim that consciousness originates Iron 
quantum stales in neural microtubules 

Roger Hearing [78] [150] [255] 
Roger Hearing is a journalist and broadcaster. Over a 35-year 
career with the BBC and Bloomberg, he has covered wars, 
elections, coups and revolutions across the globe. 

Isabel Hilton [191] [256] [269] 
label Hilton is a renowned specialist on China, Founder and senior 
advisor of chinadialogue.net, she is an international reporter lo 
the BBC and Sunday Times, 

Donald Hoffman [178] 
Donald David Hoffman is an American cognitive psychologist and 
popular science author. He is a prolessor in the Department of 
Cognitive Sciences at the University of California, Irvine. 

Nadia Idle [259] 
Nadia Idle is a le-long activist, intellectual, and dreamer from 
London and Cairo. She is one-third of the ACFM podcast. 

Eva lllouz [256] [268] 
Eva lllouz is a renowned sociologist and in 2022 was ranked 8th 
most influential sociologist in the world She is Director of Studies 
at the School of Advanced Studies in Paris. 

Abby Innes [142] [159] 
Abby Innes is an Associate Professor in Political Economy at the 
(SE focusing on the UK state and empiricism. She is the teaching 
chair of the European Institute. 

fl ~ 

Paterson Joseph [173] 
Paterson Joseph is an actor known for roles in Peep Show and 
Wonka, and theatre career with Royal Shakespeare Company. 
He is Chancellor of Oxford Brookes University. 

Joanna Kavenna [15] [55] [73] [147] [252] 
Joanna Kavenna is an author and winner of the Orange First Novel 
Prize. Kavenno's works include Zed, The ice Museum and Inglorious. 

Vanessa King [150] 
Vanessa King is a board member and the lead positive psychology 
expert for Action for Happiness and author of Ten Keys to 
Happier Living 

Jenny Kleeman [72] [173] [179] [200] 
Jenny Kleeman is a technology journalist, broadcaster and 
author. She regularly appears in The Guardian, The Sunday 
Times, and The New Statesmen. 

Justine Kolata [22] [87] [211] 
Justine Kolata is a writer and founder al The Public Sphere Salons 
dedicated to reviving salon culture and intellectual debate. 

Christina Lamb [141] [207] [269] 
Christina Lamb is the Chief Foreign Correspondent for The Tunes 
and Sunday Times, a bestselling author and honourary fellow of 
University College Oxford. 

Aline Laurent- Mayard [99] [245] 
Aline Laurent- Mayard is a journalist, author, and podcaer. hey 
have published two books about gender in pop culture and are 
theho1toflhehilp0dcostfreefrom~e1ir11. I 
HiloryLowson[73J(J59j[l7SJ(l94j I 
Hilary Lawson is a philosopher known lor his theory 'Closure', 
a post-analytic return to metaphysics, and an outspoken critic ol 
philosophical realism. He is Editorial Director of the Al, 

John Lennox [1O] [18] 
John Lennox is a speaker on the interlace ol science, philosophy 
and religion, He is also Emeritus Professor of Mathematics al 
Oxford University. 

Bernard-Henri Livy [98] 
Berard-Henri Livy has far forty yeas been a major figure in French 
philosophical and political lile. He was one of the leaders of the 
"Nouveaux Ph losophes" and is a polfc and highly influential author. 

tar :::; howthelightgetsin.org • 
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Chris Lintott [138] [149] 
Chris Lintot is the Professor of Astrophysics at the University ol 
Oxford and is the Professor of Astronomy at Gresham College. 
He is alo Presenter of the B8C's Sky at Night 

David Livingstone Smith [261] 
David Livingstone Smith is an American Professor of Philosophy 
specializing in self-deception and dehumanization. 

Bronwen Maddox [141] [160] 
Bronwen Maddox is the Director and Chief Executive of Chatham 
House. She writes frequent oped columns for the Financial Times 
and broadcasts widely. 

Joo Magueijo [13] [19] 
Joo Magueijo is a cosmologist and Professor in Theoretical 
Physics at Imperial College London, 

Winston Marshall [5O] 
Winston Marshall is the former lead guitarist of the folk rock 
band Muhared A Sony He is now a infgenhal substacker and 
cultural commentator 

Dina Matar [80] 
Dina Matar is the Chair el The Centre for Palestine Studies a 
$OAS She has written extensively an communication practices 
in the Middle East, 

Tim Maudlin [19] [73] [142] 
Tien Maudlin is Professor of Philosophy at New York University and 
Founder and Director of the John Bell Institute for the Foundations 
of Physics. 

i 

Simon May [87] [200] 
Simon May is a Visiting Professor of Philosophy at King's College 
London. His interests hie in ethics and the philosophy of emotion 
and love 

Kerry McCarthy [181] 
Kerry McCarthy is a Labour MP fer Bristol East and the Shadow 
Minister for Climate Change. 

Johnjoe McFadden [140] [237] [265] 
Johnjoe McFadden is a multidisciplinary scientist and prolessot 
at the University of Surrey, whose work has spanned molecular 
genetics and disease. 

Keir Milburn [259] 
Keir Milburn is a lecturer in Political Economy and Organisation 
at the University of Leicester and co-host of the ACFM podcast 

Rana Mitter [9] [1.5] [50] [67] 
Rana Mitter is Professor of U.S.-Asia Relations at the Harvard 
Kennedy Schoel. He is oho a broadcaster and presenter ol Free 
Thinking, and a member of the IAl Advisory Board, 

Priyamvada Natarajan [5] [149] [163] [178] 
Priya Natorojan is a Professor of Astronomy and Physics at Yale 
University. She won the 2022 'Genius Award' from the Liberty 
Science Centre. 

Denis Noble [69] [164] [190] [237] 
Denis Noble is a physiologist and biologist. He is Professor 
Emeritus and co-Director of Computational Physiology at Oxford 
University. 

Ruth Padel [1.5] [68] 
Roth Padel is a multi award-winning poet, novelist and non 
fiction writer. She was also Professor of Poetry at King's 
College London. 

Tin Palmer [181] [246] 
Tm Palmer is a Research Professor in Climate Physics at the 
University of Oxford. He works on the complex problems ol 
uncertainty in our climate and weather, 

llan Pappii [160] 
llan Poppe is an /uael historian, political scientist and former 
politician who is highly critical of Israeli policy towords Palestinians 
He is the director of the European Centre for Palestine Studies 
at the University of Exeter. 

Roger Penrose [77] 
Roger Penrose is a world-renowned mathematician, mathematic al 
physicist, philosopher of science and Nobel Laureate in Physics. 

David Petraeus [165] 
General David Petraeus is the former Director of the CIA and 
was oppointed by Presidents Obama and Bush erin litany 
posts. Time described him in 2011 as 'King David, the nation's 
most famous general' 

Jane Peyton [93] 
Jane Peyton is an alcohole drinks expert. She is the flounder ol 
the School of Booze and has won several awards lor her werl 
on drinks education. 

Claire Provost [78] 
Claire Provost is an investigative journalist and co-founder 
and co-dtector of the non-profit lstitute for Journalism and 
Social Change. 

Vicky Pryce [86] [97] [191] 
Vicky Pryce is an economist and the Chief Economic Advisor and 
Board Member at the Centre lor Economics and Business Research, 

S.Y. Quraishi [49] [67] 
SY. Quraishi is an Indian civil servant who served as the Chef 
Election Commissioner of India. He is currently an Honorary 
Professor at the University ol Delhi, 

John Ralston Saul [15] [57] [88] [137] 
John Ralston Saul is an esoyisl, novelist and a champion ol 
freedom ol expression. He has written extensively on culture, 
politics and philosophy. 

Lisa Randall [142] 
Lisa Randall is a world leading expert on particle physics and 
cosmology. She is the author ol +Higgs Discovery: The Power of 
Empty Space. 

Margie Ratliff [89] 
Margie Ralf s an Amencan fl producer She is curter}y 
srtirg a non-profit organisation, Documentary Pane\pants 
Empowerment Alliance. 

Hannah Rich [266] 
Hannah Rich is a Senior Researcher at THEOS, a leading t#irk 
tank focused on the role ol religion in society. 

James Riley [179] 
James Riley is a Fellow in English Literature at Girton College, 
Cambridge. He writes on moder and contemporary literature 
and culture. 

Catherine Rowett [SO] 
Catherine Rowett served as the Green Party MEP and is Professor 
of Philosophy ot the University of East Anglia. 

Armen Sarkissian [52] [141] 
Armen Sarkissian is the former President of Armenia. He is ale 
a physicist, businessman, and computer scientist, 

Susan Schneider [55] [247] [255] 
Susan Schneider is a Professor of Philosophy. Her work has 
been widely discussed in media including The New York Times, 
Science, Big Think, and Discover. 

Sophie Scott-Brown [49] [159] [245] [266] 
Sophie Scott-Brown is an honorary research fellow in the history 
faculty at the University of St. Andrews, 

Lynne Segal [86] 
Lynne Segal is Professor of Psychology and Gender Studies 
ot Birkbeck College. She is an academic and activist, and o 
champion of communal living. 

Niki Seth- Smith [57] [86] 
Niki Seth-Smith is an editor at the New Humanist, journalist and 
a fiction writer Her wok has appeared in The London Magazine, 
Vice, and open Democracy. 

Nancy Sherman [59] [108] [179] [236] 
Nancy Sherman is a Professor al Philosophy at Georgetown 
University who has conducted research in general ethics, morol 
psychology and Soiciun. 

Mary Ann Sieghart [160] [266] 
Mary Ann Sieghart is a journalist, broadcaster, visiting proles±or 
and author. A former Times columnist, her recent book 'The 
Authority Gap' has become a best seller. 

Peter Singer [160] [170] [236] [250] 
Peter Singer is hipghly influential Australian moral philosopher, 
and author. He is perhaps best known lor his bock, Animal 
Liberation. 

Subrena E. Smith [169] [21 1] [265] 
Subera E. Seth is a critic of evolutionary psychology. She is an 
Acite Prolessr of Philosophy at the University ol New Hampshire . 

Barry C. Smith [51] [85] [170] [188] [200] 
Barry C. Smith is Director of the Institute of Philosophy at London 
University. He also co-directs the Centre for the Study of the 
Senses, and is a member of the \Al Advisory board. 

Shini Somara [10] [58] [237] 
Shini Samara is on award-winning media broodcoler and British 
mechanical engineer. She has made multiple TV appearances 
as well as TEDX. 

Guy Standing [63] [231] 
Guy Sanding is an economist and Professorial Research Associate 
at $OAS University of London and co-founder of Basic ncome 
Earth Network, 

Lyndsey Stonebridge [242] 
Lyndsey Stonebridge is a Professor of Humanities and Human 
Rights. Her acclaimed new book, We Are Free To Change the 
Weld, explores Hannah Arendt's thought. 

Kate Sullivan de Estrada [67] 

Kate Sullivan de Estrada is Director of Oxford's Contemporary 
South Asian Studies Programme. 

Jack Symes [55] [87] [178] [236] 
Jack Symes is writer and researcher at Durham University. He is 
the producer of The Ponpsycast Philosophy Podcast. 

Frank Tallis [22] [55] 
Fenk Tallis is a multi-award winning clinical psychologist and 
author. His work has been adapted by the BBC in the hit show, 
Vienna Blood. 

Guney Taylor [77] [99] [169] [190] [24.5] 
Guey Taylor is a molecular biologist ad training fellow at the 
Francis Crick Institute, o London-based biomedical research 
centre I 2018, Guney won the Crick Pubhie Engagement Prize. 

Steve Taylor [55] 
Steve Taylor is a Senior Lecturer in Psychology at Leeds Becke 
University. He is a best-selling author and regularly appears on 
Radio 4, BBC Breakfast and Talk Radio. 

Marika Taylor [10] [77] [246] 
Manka Taylor is a Professor al Theoretical Physics and Head of 
the College of Engineering and Physical Sciences at the University 
of Birmingham, 

Janne Teller [22] [87] [170] 
onne Teller is a writer of novels, essays, and short stories. Teller's work 
explor es existential theme s and ethical questions of le and civilization. 

Emile P. Torres [71] 
Emile P. 'Torres is a philosopher and historian whose research 
focuses on existential threats to civilization and humanity. 

Antonella Tramacere [190] 
Antonella Tromacere is o researcher at the Deportment of Linguistic 
and Cultural Evolution of the Mox Planck for the Science of 
Human History in Jena, 

Dale Turner [170] 
Dale Turner is a Professor of Political Theory at the University of 
Toronto. He specialises in indigenous political thought and the 
philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein. 

Shannon Vallor [232] [239] [255] 
Shannon Vallar is the Baillie Gilford Chair in the Ethics of Data 
and Artificial Intelligence at the Edinburgh futures Institute, where 
she is also a Prolessor of Philosophy. Her research explores how 
Al reshapes our lives, 

Robin van den Akker [159] [177][187] [256] 
Robin van den Akker is a Senior Lecturer in the Philosophy ol 
Culture at Erasmus University College Rotterdam and a celebrated 
scholar of melamdernism. 

Dominic Walliman [45] [84] 
Dominic Walliman is a Youluber and an award-winning science 
writer, He writes he Professor Astra Cat science books and runs 
the Youlube channel Domain of Science. 

Ben Ware [161] [233] [246] 
Ben Ware is a philosopher and co-Director of the Centre for 
Philosophy and Visual Arts at Kings College London. He is an 
expert on Wittgenstein, 

Annie Webster [95] [245] 
Annie Webster is a teacher for the Philosophy Foundation. She 
is a freelance writer and teacher, 

Simon Wesely [150] [186] 
Simon Wesely is a renowned psychiatrist and epidemiologist. He 
is Professor of Psychological Medicine at King's College London. 

Rowan Williams [242] 
Rowan Williams, the 1O4th Archbishop of Canterbury, is alo 
a widely acclaimed theologian and writer, He is an Honorary 
Professor at the University of Cambridge. 

Slavoj Zizek [236] 
Slovoj Zdesk has been descnbed as 'the mast dangerous philosopher: 
of our time' He is a prolhic writer and hugely influential with mote 
than SO books to his name . He specialises in continental philosophy, 
Hegel and Marxism, 
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PERFORMERS 

Alriquoi [218] 
fusing Congolese guitar, Gambian karo virtuosity, and UK 
electronic sensibility, festival sensation Ali@quo n&Wildly 
euphoric, ridiculously danceable" [Uncut), 

Aila Tully [203] 
Aila Tully has created on ethereal world rooted in foll, tinged 
with indie, with support from BBC Radio I's Huw Stephens and 
BBC Introducing. 

AK Patterson [2 12] 
Following a tour with Al-J and performances at the Royal Alben 
Hall singer-songwriter AK Patterson's posses hauntingly soulful 
voice and powerfully emotive sorigs. 

Alex Kealy [26] 
Object of Mark Kerode's envy, Alex Kealy is a writer for Mock 
the Week and The News uiz. A truly unmissable act, 

Alex Seel and Jon Sanders [82] [175] 
Local folk guitar stalwarts Alex Seel and Jon Sanders team up 
tor a one-off performance in the Stage. 

Amber Topaz [4O] 
Award-winning international cabaret sensation Amber Topaz 
hilariously morphs her way through musical milestones, to highlight 
the absurdity of human behaviour 

Amrou Al-Kadhi [227] 
Amrou Al-Kadhi, ala kown as Glamrou, is a British-laqi writer, 
drag performer, and filmmaier whose work primarily focuses 
on queer identity. 

Amy Gledhill [20.5] 
Notional Comedy Award nominee Amy Gledhill is known fen 
her unique mix of everyday observations and off-beat tangents. 
Join her for a show sure to drum up a buzz, 

Ania Magliano [222] 
Ania Magliano's sharp, wry writing combined with her warm 
conversational performance style make her a 'glittering new 
tolent' [the i Poper) of the UK comedy scene. 

IR 
Ayanna Witter-Johnson [25] 
Soulful singer and cellst Ayanna Wimer-lohnson is musical proof 
that classical and alternative R&B music can and should coexist, 
"The artist of our time." [The Guardian] 

Blaenavon Male Voice Choir [273] 
Founded over a century ago in 1910, the premier Welsh choir, 
Blaenavon Mole Voice Choir, is still going strong, and hos toured 
across the world. Prepare to be moved 

Brentlee [79] 
Local singer-songwriter Bentlee blends Americana and blues 
folk. With one guitar, one pedal and a soulful voice, he casts 
an entrancing spell 

Burt Williamson [32] 
Wh multiple critically acclaimed runs at Edinburgh Fringe, Bun 
Williamson will bring joy to your evening. Join Willamson as he 
presents punchlines with charm and wit, 

Cantorion y Gelli [192] 
Cantorion y Gelli is an outstanding local Welsh-language choir, 
led by Gemma Duggan. They secured second place in their 
category of the National Eisteddfod last year. 

Crazy P [123] 
Crazy P have been leaving their monk on the landscape of British 
dance music for the lost 1S years, winning ilunes Best Dance 
Album of the Year. 

Dangerous Flamingo [146] 
yWah strong vocal harmonies and foot-tapping rhythms, Dangerous 
Flamingo have forged a West Wales Americana sound, 

Danielle Lewis [11] 
Welsh dream-pop artist Danielle Lewis sings in both Welsh and 
tnglsh with a mesmerising, ethereal voice. Her debut album was 
shortlisted for the 2022 Welsh Music Prize, 

Danny Bradley [185] [258] 
Award-winning virtuoso guitarist and songwriter ony Badley 
has opened for Martin Carthy, 

Deborah Rose [267] 
Deborah Rose is a Welsh songwriter whose voice is described by 
legend Judy Callins as "one of the finest l've heard. 

Dragon:fly 193] [241] 
Foll-trance festival favourites raga nsfly draw on musical rad tiors 
from Brittany to the Middle East, 

Ebi Soda [118] 
Brighton's Ebi Seda are one of the most distinctive voices in the 
burgeoning UK jazz scene. Their playful, funk-leaning sound has 
seen them rack up radio plays and devoted fans, 

EDDY [251] 
Hailing from a small town with big dreams, EDDY is an indie 
pop musician copfivging audiences with her ethereal melodies 
and heartfelt lyrics, 

Ella Clayton [3] [66] 
Singer-songwriter Ella Clayton has evoked comparisons to Bon 
Iver and Adrienne Lenker and has seen recent success performing 
at latitude alongside three sellout shows, 

Eve Appleton Band [14] 
Green Man Rising 2023's champions Eve Appleton Band fuse 
echoes of 60s Folk Revival, Americana, and Alternative Folk 

Fiddle bop [184] 
Fiddle Bop play "Gypsy jazz re-imagined" on violin, Spanish guitar, 
keyboard, and hetless boss, and with four voices in harmony. 

Fran Lusty [61] 
Inspired by Damien Rice and Virginia Woolf, indie-folk singer 
songwriter Fran Lusty is rapidly gaining traction, including a debut 
spin on BBC Introducing. 

Fran Minney [4] 
Fran Minney's dreamy elecironica has produced widespread 
support with live performances on BBC Yorkshire and over I 
million streams on her single 'Normal' 

Gareth Rees [56] [168] 
Gareth Rees hails from a small village in the Brecon Beacons. 
He channels his connection to the land into his arrangements of 
Welsh traditional melodies for solo guitar, 

Hercules and Love Affair [38] 
Hercules and Love Affair are dance music legends and their 
chart hitting songs saw them awarded 2022 Album of the Year 
by The Arts Desk. 

James Holden [226] 
James Holden is one of the most revered electronic music producers 
in the UK. His trancelke, upbeat performances, sell out venues 
yr] meet rove reviews, 

Johanna Warren [70] [202] 
Johanna Warren hos released seven acclaimed solo albums, 
lent her voice to Netflx's The Midnight Gospel and composed 
music for The Bacchae. 

John Tothill [3.5] 
Winner of the 2Northdown new act award, John Tothill is equal 
parts bon vivant, social commentator, and gossip spreader: 
"What a treat!" [The Guardian] 

Junior Brother [105] 
Choen as one of RTE's Rising lish Stats and The Irish Times' 
breakthrough acts, County Kerry singer-songwriter Junior Brother 
is redefining Irish folk music 

Katie Green [24] 
The 2020 Funny Women Finalist, Katie Green is an exciting new 
comic ad the podcast host of The Green Card. 

Lachlan Werner [128] 
Named "funniest new ventriloquist on the block" by The Telegraph, 
[achlan Werner is an award-winning comedian whose debul 
solo was a sell-out hit, 

Lady Nade [249] [272] 
Awarded 'Song of the Year' at UK Americana, songstress Lady 
Node stands as one of the UK's most distinctive voices, 

Leila Navabi [213] 
Star of BBC's Vondullz and the BBC New Comedy Award 2022, 
South Wales comedian leilo Navabi grew up learning to utilise 
her 'minority identity' for evil and mischief. 

Liv Dawn [83] 
A finalist at BBC Radio Scotland Singer-Songwriter of the Ye 
Award, foll-pop storyteller iv Dawn is one of the brightest talents 
in the Scottish New Music scene. 

Lou Sanders [117] 
The Tom Cruise of comedy performs all her own one-liners. Lou 
Sanders has appeared in Russell Howard's Good News, QI, 
ond To±kmasher, to name but a few! 

Mad Professor [36] 
legendary dub icon Mad Professor is a longstanding collaborator 
of the likes of Massive Attack, Grace Jones and is a key player 
in dub's digital transition. 

Mandrake Handshake [1 12] 
Nine-pioce Mandrake Handshake perform 'Flowerktaut': g 
hedonistic Krautrock, art-pop and psychedelia. They have 
performed across festivals from Shambola te Wilderness. 

Micky Overman [113] 
Micky Overman is an award-nominated comedian whose shew is 
set to explore change, coping mechanisms, and Ozzy Osborne. 

Milkweed [100] [209] 
Millweed have developed a cul following. Their new album, 
blends traditional foll with a trip-hop infused sound, was named 
by the Guardian as the folk album of the month, 

Mr Bruce [217] 
Former hrontman of The Correspondents, Mr Bruce has become 
one of Britain's most in demand festival acts with his electronic 
and energetic performance. 

Mr Tea & The Minions [31] 
Mr Tea and The Minions have played over a hundred UK 
festivals, including Glastonbury, Boomtown and WOMAD, with 
extravagantly colourful, theatrical performances. 

Paige Bea [204] 
Trained opera singer turned olt-pop prodigy Paige Bea has 
commanded the attention of BBC Radio I and Spotify and 
performed on the main stage of El Dorado losl year. 

Patrick Spicer [125] 
As seen on the BBC and Channel 4, Patrick Spicer is set to ask 
the big questions in his new show, such as was Jesus a people 
pleaser? Join him for some truly unholy comedy. 

Peiriant [101] [196] 
Peiriant are an experimental duo based in Wales, consisting ol 
Rose and Dan linn-Peard. They perform with guitar, violin and o 
selection of 'found' objects 

Posey Mehta [133] 
A favourite of London's queer cabaret scene, trained clown 
Posey Mehta is "incomparable" (Broadway World), and comes 
o How/helighi@etsln in the guise of Mitzi Fitz 

Priya Hall [219] 
Priya Hall is a comedian, writer, and «masterful storyteller 
[Broadway Baby), whose signature style is hilariously 
ovorshoring. [Bristol 24/7) 

Pushpin [20] 
Green Man Rising finalists Pushgin are among the most exciting 
bands on London's music scene. Apocalypse Music describes 
them as "brimming with energy". 

Raz & Alla [223] 
Roz & Afla is the child af char topping, mult-platinum producer 
Roz Olsher and Ghanaian master musician Alfa Sackey to fuse 
Alrican rhythms and electronic beats. 

Richard Dawson [30] 
With sell out shows at the Barbican and Berghair Northumbria 
contemporary songwriter and storyteller, Richard Dawson, is a 
key figure in the UK's folk revival 

Robert Whyte [92] 
One half of Boondogz, local stalwart Robert Whyte plays 
unpretentious, emotionally honest renditions of country and folk 
classics on guitar. 

Sara Barron [119] 
Critically acclaimed comedian Sara Barron talks through 
eavesdropping, hatred of the countryside, and one awful thing 
she said to her mum, 
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Sea Power [124] 
Rockband Sea Power have been lauded by Lou Reed and David 
Bowie. The band's shows have earned them Time Out magazine's 
live Band OF The Year award 

Shaparak Khorsandi [210] 
Shaparok Khorsandi is a regular on shows including live at the 
Apollo and Mock the Week. Join her as she effortlessly navigates 
the personal and the political. 

Sister Audrey [36] 
Sister Audrey is an established roots reggae favourite with 
International recognition supporting legendary reggae artists 
such as Lee Perry, Max Romeo and Macka B, 

Slippery Slope Trio [221] [260] 
Slippery Slope Trio bring together a guitar, fiddle and accordion 
to play stomping tunes, melancholy melodies and joyful jigs. 

Sophia Yau-Weeks [243] 
Singer-songwriter, Sophia Yau-/eels, was born and raised in 
Oakla nd, CA. Her latest release is three-song EP entitled Wehout You, 

Tara Clerkin Trio [111] 
One of the most innovative groups currently performing in the 
UK, the Tara Clerkin Trio hove received great acclaim from the 
lkes of Tho Wire, The Gui@ts and Pitchfork. 

The Destroyers [129] 
The Destroyers have been colliding world music for nearly 20 
years. Their behemothic sound is a chaotic cacophony of llezmer, 
Balkan and British folk, 

The Hanging Bandits [135] [198] 
Hertfordshire folk rock lour-piece The Hanging Bandits hit Youlube 
fame last year with their viral ode to Mick Lynch, 

The Hedgesong Collective [16] 
The Hedgesong Collective perform songs and lore about trees 
for the British Isles in order to foster deeper relationships with 
our more-thon-human kin, 

The Lovely Good [197] 
Formed at Trinity College Dublin, multi»instrumental Irish folk 
band The Lovely Good have already made a splash on London's 
new music scene, 

The Orb [132] 
From visionary mischief-makers in the acid house revolution in 
the 1980%, The Orb are now one of the most revered electronic 
music acts around. 

3 
3 Toni Sancho [8] 
g 

Trinidad-born London-baed Toni Sancho is capturing attention 
with her disarming honesty and «fabulous, unshowy voice»; she 
"One to Woch, [The Guardian) 

Truth paste[106] 
Flamboyant and multi-instrumental, a string of shows in Landon 
and Manchester have marked out Truthpaste as ones to watch, 
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IAITEAM HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN TEAM 

COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLICITY FESTIVAL SITE STEWARDS 

I 

l 

Charlotte Churcher Press & PR Manager; Georgina Feltham- Jamie Atherton Site Design and Management; Rob Bamby, 
White Marketing Executive; loana Pencea Senior Marketing Max Cheyney, Colin Cameron, Darren Elliot, Jezz Bailey, 
Executive; Millie Prince-Hodges Marketing & Press Executive; Monica Diaz, Joe Doyle, Ethan Little-Col, Sean Sampson, 
Adam Tait Marketing Lead; Jessa Thompson Performance Connor Williams Site Team 
Marketing Executive; Daniel Walker Content Executive 

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT 

Sara Bell Education Executive; Alessia Calarese Development 
Trainee; Elizabeth Oates Education and Developmen! 
Manager; Lily Porter Management Trainee; Rachel Williams 
Senior Development Executive 

MEDIA PRODUCTION 

Mickey Dimitrov Media Production Lead; 
Alyssa Erspamer Film Team; Lavinia Kadar Senior Film Crew; 
Louis Norris Senior Film Team; Mia Patrucchi Designer; Taylor 
Purcell Senior Film Team; Olivia Robinson Designer 

PRODUCTION 

Charlie Barnett Senior Producer; Harry Carlisle Politics 
Desk Lead; Simon Custer Philosophy Desk Lead; Omari 
Edwards Production Team; Nour Khairi Production Team 
and International Development Executive; Hilary Lawson 
Editorial Director; Saffron Morter-laing Production Trainee; 
Kristina Nazariyan Talent; Max Rogers Production Trainee; 
Beth Sullivan Green Room; Margherita Vol\pato Arts Desk 
Lead; Claudia Vulliamy Production Trainee; Ricky Williamson 
Festival Manager & £vents Production Lead 

FOOD & DRINK 

Kirsten Aitken Inner Circle; Charlotte-Lucy Bottrill Stacked; 
Colin Cameron Circle Bar & Site Team; Monica Diaz F&B 
Manager & Site Team; Dan Keen F&B Manager; Lauren 
Mulhearn Design & Pooka's Garden; Bob Stirling Circle 
Bar & Site Team; Paul Cameron Little Hal; Hannah Zaman 
Mindcraht; Evie Andrews Hendricks Bar; Pascale Loftus Pooka's 
Bar; Henry Yeomans Waterfront Bar; Amber Reeves Marble 
& Green; Laura Baker Merch Shop 

GLOBE TEAM 

Josy Dray Box Office Manager; Charlotte Herbert Box Olfice 
Team; Mandy Houghton Globe and Festival Manager; Lindo 
Kelly Hospitality Manager; Eloise Jefferson Loveday Box Office 
Team; John Morgan Publicity; Bill Parkes Sound Engineer; 
Mary Pardoe Box Ofice Team; Melly Vera Publicity 

KIT CHEN 

Wieslaw Janik Head Chef; Piotr Michalski Executive Chef; 
Sylwia Micha\ska Kitchen Assistant; Ashley Street Chef de 
Portie; James Street Chef de Portie; Kia Cross Chef de Partie; 
Danny Street Sous Chef; Dan Whitlock Head Chef Banquets 

Anna Campbell Accreditation; Jed Hartley Steward Caplain; 
Jasmine Payne Steward Captain; Nayaru Penrose Steward 
Captain; Sophie Phillips Head of Stewards; Vicki Stone Steward 
Captain & Traders Coordinator; Sophie Yardley Publicity 
Team Leader 

TECHNICAL & ACCOUNTS 

Oliver Bevan Financial Control Lead; Jazz Bhakar Finance 
Director; Alroy De Araujo Finance Executive; Lisa Duong Ticket 
Control Lead; Albina Erganokova Stock Control Manager; 
Beth Fitzpatrick Office and Talent Manager; Wooju Han Ticker 
Control Executive; Vijay Lalwani IT Executive; Ajay Patel Ticket 
Control Executive; Maria-Alexandra Rotar Finance Executive; 
Will Sower butts [T Guru 

ADVISORY BOARD: 

Simon Blackburn, Nancy Cartwright, Philip Collins, Kimberli 
Crenshaw, Hannah Dawson, Stanley Fish, Joanna Kavenna, 
Laura Mersini Houghton, Rana Mitter, Carlo Rovelli, Rober 
Rowland Smith, Barry C. Smith 

ART AND IDEAS TRUST 

Kathryn Bennett IAl Trust Lead; Anatole Kaletsky Trustee; 
Joanna Kavenna Trustee; David Lebor Trustee 

We would also like to thank everyone who has helped us with setting up the festival site; loaned us technical or catering equipment; helped us with publicity, stewarding and PR; helped with 
guest hospitality and transport; donated advertising space and practical assistance; and the many whose contribution and support, in work or in kind, have enabled How/helightGetsln to 
happen but print deadlines hove prevented us from no ming. • 
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"If you could have a dinner party with anyone (dead or alive} 

who would you choose?" 

$ Have breakfast, lunch, dinner, or an evening salon, 
with the world's leading thinkers. 
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Watch your emails for your exclusive 

subscriber discount coming soon... 

iii7 Not a subscriber yet? 

Get 3 months free with your festival ticket. 
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MOET & CHANDON 
CHAMPAGNE 

LIMITED PLACES AVAILABLE 

Book your ploce ot the box office 
or book online SCAN ME 
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SUPER EARLYBIRD TICKETS 
ON SALE FOR 24 HOURS ONLY 

Find us by the Waterfront 
AT HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN HAY 24 BOX OFFICE ONLY 

4PM SUNDAY 26°MAY 



Food & Drinks 
Whether you're after exotic world foods or a quick snack between sessions; a glass of Champagne or a slice of homemade cake, you'll find a whole range ol 
exceptional venues across the festival site, 

The Waterfront 

With stunning views of the River Wye, The Waterfront offers 
a delicious array of artisan food including gourmet burgers, 
fresh summer salads, fresh seafood, Persian street food, organic 
steaks and fresh ramen, curry and poke bowls. Alongside this 
you'll find local beers and ciders, perfectly chilled prosecco 
and a soundtrack of vintage soul. We're open for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner from 8am till I om, 

Inner Circle 

As the finest minds of our time gather for a drink and a meal, 
take your seat alongside them for a truly unique experience. 
Converse with leading politicians, challenge top columnists 
and explore the universe with particle physicists. Be part of 
the company, not merely an observer. You might not gel 
another chance, 
Experiences include Philosophy breakfasts, lunch and dinner as 
well as Champagne Afternoon Teas and the Philosophy Salon. 

Stacked 

You haven't tried a burger until you've tried Stacked! There 
are burgers to suit all tastes whether it's been made with 
1 00% organic beef, free range chicken or Wye Valley lamb. 
Whatever your pleasure, enjoy with a cold beer. Find Stacked 
at The Waterfront from 12 il midnight, 

Pookas Garden 

Come on down to Pookas Garden to enjoy a truly magical 
experience whilst soaking in the Welsh mythology of Hay 
on Wye, Located next to the beautiful River Wye... By day, 
relax, unwind and take in the riverside views with Greek streef 
food. As night falls, expect incredible hand crafted cocktails, 
chilled beers and dancing with the Pookas - mischievous 
creatures reaping havoc on The Wye Valley. 

Marble & Greer 

From fresh Summer salads to barbequed meats and artisan 
baked breads, Marble & Green boasts a delicious array 
of freshly prepared and sustainably sourced food. We use 
ingredients from the Brecon Beacons. Find us in The Waterfront 
-open for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner 8am - 12om 

Blue Moon Cafe 

Once ln A Blue Moon Cafe is a nomadic festival venue, chill 
oul and wellbeing space, with comfortable seating, low ables, 
cosy carpels and candle-lit lanterns lo make you feel right af 
home. They serve a diverse menu all day and late into the 
night, using delicious organic and locally grown ingredients, 
Step inside to discover plant-based adaptations of cuisine 
from around the world, indulgent cheese toasties, exquisite 
cakes and last but not least the famous choco-coconut chail 

The Circle Bar 

A HowThelight@etsln favourite, The Circle Bar is where 
everybody goes to wind down. You'll find some great local 
beers and ciders from Westons in Muchmarcle including the 
much acclaimed Rhubarb Cider and Butty Bach from Wye 
Valley. If that's not your thing, enjoy a perfectly chilled glass 
of Champagne. 
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Hendrick's Bar 

Straight from their Cabinet of Curiosities, freshen up and 
bloom like a flower for a taste of Hendrick's Flora Adora, the 
floral new limited release gin. If you prefer to stay classical, 
the Hendrick's ultimate G&T with cucumber is the perfect pick 
me up on a hot Summer day. 

Yushoku 

The name YUSHOKU means pleasure, happy, rejoice in 
Japanese and also used to invite people for dinner. 
For the menu, expect delicious, fresh ramen, curry and poke 
bowls, gyoza and dipping sauce plus fresh, organic Asian 
style salad. There are vegan options throughout. 

Open Sesame 

A new kind of kebab, fusing flavours from the Mid-East and 
beyond with the best local ingredients and fire cooking. 
Bringing super fresh flavours to the festival foodie. 

Thyme & Tide 

Also located in the Waterfront, Thyme & Tide celebrate the 
abundance of fresh seafood that is available off the coast of 
Cornwall. You can expect delicious crab, crayfish, kedgeree, 
whitebait and a great Sri Lankan fish curry. 

Origin Pizza 

We looove pizza, we eat, sleep and dream itl We spent a 
lot of time tasting to make sure we cook only the bes! pizzas 
using fresh ingredients. So, whether you're vegan, veggie, 
gluten tree, lactose intolerant or a meat lover, we got you. 

Big Malakas 

Big Malakas offer fresh Greek Gyros and Souvlaki amongst 
other tasty sides such as Halloumi fries, Greek Salad and 
Crispy Calamari. You can find them in Pooka's garden. 

Adrianos Gelatos 

Delicious artisan gelato & sorbef 

Chill Bill Frozen Yoghurt 

We sell homemade frozen yoghurt. All our yoghurt is served 
with a selection of fresh fruit, nuts, seeds, treats and sauce. 

Meats 

All of our meats are farm assured and free range. Our beef 
is from the native Ruby Red breed, sourced in Hereford. Pork 
is from West End Farm, Bishop Cannings. Our lamb is reared 
by Lizzy Withers of Claverham. 

Bread 

All of our breads, cakes and pastries are baked on site by 
our kitchen team each day. 
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MOET & CHANDON 

CHA 2AGNE 

LONG TABLE BANQUETS 

FRANCE917"3 

MOET & CHANDON 
CHAMPAGNE 

WHAT'S INCLUDED: 
• Perfectly chilled glass of Rhubarb Spritz 

• Four course banquet 

• Wine & water with dinner 

Book your place at the Box Office or Online at HOWTHELIGHTGETSIN.ORG 



Venue Guide 
The festival site opens onto a glorious stretch of the River Wye. Home to twelve stages including four debate and talk venues, eight live music stages and our new Mindcraft area for children 
and young adults and much more, 

THE PARK 

The Hot 
Our biggest party venue. Home to the Hat Sessions during 
the day -a range of inspiring talks, in depth interviews and 
interactive workshops. In the evening it plays host to wicked 
tunes and DJs to keep you dancing into the night. 

The International Tent 
In the International Tent you'll find the world's leading thinkers 
debate the biggest global issues each day. In the evening, the 
International transforms into a music venue with remarkable 
soloists and outstanding musicians, 

The Ring 
Meet the great thinkers and performers of our time in the 
Ring, an intimate venue hosting our programme of inspiring 
solo talks. In the evening you'll find cutting edge comedy 
and Midnight Mayhem. 

Riverside Disco 
Opening up onto the river bank, you can dance inside the tent 
or under the stars to the hottest DJs. Find the secret entrance 
there's a cafe area open all day hidden inside and the big 
tunes start from 9pm and don't stop until the early hours. 

The Waterfront 
With a spectacular view over the River, the Waterfront 
Restaurant is the place to go to feed your soul with a delicious 
array of freshly prepared artisan cuisine. Book your place at the 
spectacular four course Long Table Banquets, limited places, 
so book early! Waterfront is open from 9am ill 1 I pm daily. 

Vintage Rides 
Including a ferris wheel where you can catch spectacular 
views of the festival site Hay and the Black Mountains. 

YOUNG ADULTS AND CHILDREN 

Mindcraft Area 
A range of activities and a full programme for young adults 
and children. At the centre the Mindcraft tent hosts talks from 
leading thinkers, tech workshops and interactive philosophy. 
It's got something for everyone, 

Pop-ups 
There are pop-up activities running all day every day; create 
games using magical lanterns, leaf rubbings with the National 
• T-,,1, o mos1e,p;oc, o,I of sand or design animal masks, 

YOUNG ADULTS AND CHILDREN 

Hangout and Sandpit 
Near Mindcralt there's a play area for children of all 
ages with a sandpit by the river for the younger children 
and a hangout tent with table football and giant games 
for the in-betweens, 

IAI ACADEMY FIELD 

The IAI Arena 
The IAl Arena hosts the festival's biggest debates. Alter the 
day's philosophy sessions, the IAl Arena erupts with our Live 
music and performance programme -a wondrous collection 
of the UK's hattest bands and finest DJs. 

Academy Tent 
The lAl Academy gives you the chance to take courses led by 
the world's leading thinkers. For more information see p. 58 

DOKBOX Cinema Tent 
DOKBOX, the new documentary streaming service, brings its 
hottest films to Howl helight@etsln. Streaming in the Cinema 
tent in the afternoon and evening, the programme features 
award-winning, critically acclaimed films from some of the 
most innovative and creative producers from around the globe. 

BOHEMIA 

Blue Moon 
Featuring live music throughout the day with a cale space 
to relax. njoy the atmosphere away from the pace of the 
bigger venues, 

Spa & Wellbeing 
Escape the hustle and relax for a moment at the festival's serene 
Spa hosted by wellbeing specialists Aurum. Olferings include 
massage, facials, Reiki and yoga. You'll feel invigorated, if 
you want to, or blissful if that's more your need, enveloped 
in luxurious, organic scents, oils and balms enhancing all 
your senses. To book, visit our website. 

THE FAYRE 

The Stage - Festival bookshop 
You'll find the Waterstone's Festival Bookshop in the Stage 
tent open throughout the day. Talk to speakers here after 
each event and get signed copies of their books. A book 
signing timetable can be found in the venue. In addition 
there's a cote, a champagne bar and a comedy and music 
stage. Browse the books, find a sofa, order a gloss of wine 
and great conversation is sure to follow, 

The Market 
The market is full of surprises. Artisan food producers, vintage 
clothes, cocktails and sequins, as well as some truly original 
workshops. And try out the games! 

The People's Front Room 
A team of wonderfully talented musicians create a truly unique 
vibe as they extemporise classic tracks of every genre along 
with their own wicked tunes. Throughout the day and to close 
of play in the evening. 

YURT AND CAMPING FIELDS 

Yurt Field 
With all the luxuries of a hotel in a splendid countryside setting, 
the Yurt Field hosts camping like you never experienced 
before. Visit our website for details, 

Camping Field 
For those looking to pitch up and enjoy a traditional summer 
festival experience, look no further than the Camping field. 
There are also pre-pitched tents if you want to avoid fighting 
with the guy ropes, 

Box Office 
Gel the latest information and updates. Festival Tickets, Fasf 
Passes for upcoming events, and tickets for Exira Experiences 
such as Inner Circle events or Philosophy Salons can be 
purchased here. 
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Fire and Folk 
Acoustic musicians lead our nightly folk sessions round o 
fire. 9pm ill late, 
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Festival Tickets/ Info & . · · 

For latest prices and to book tickets visit the HowThelightGetsln website or visit the Festival Box Office 

TICKETS BOOKING INFO ACCOMMODATION & TRAVEL 

Festival Tickets 
From g178 
Festival tickets provide access to all events aside from 'Extra 
Experiences' and the IAl School. Valid fem 1pm on Friday 24th 
May to close of play cn Monday 27h May. 

The site opens at Ipm on Friday and at 8.30am on other days 

See website for latest prices and availability. 

Under 25% and Students: Up to 30% off Festival Tickets. 

Children under 12:Free. menuswill be available on our website. Tickets are available online 
Children must be accompanied by an adult ot all times and must or a±the Bax Olfice during the festival 
register in advance via the website, 

See programme pages for details of each event which can be 
Festival Day Tickets booked in advance. 

Friday hem £42 
Saturday from £ 84 
Sunday From £ 84 
Monday from $£42 

Volid hot each day of the festival ram first thing to sitime close 

Festival Flexi Tickets 
Drop into the festival and see a few event on dlferent days. The 
Festival Flexi Ticket gives you access to 4 ol our headline events 
(debates, talks, music, comedy, Hot@ocs, and \Al Academy sessions}. 
Combine with a Flexi Day Pass for the day/s you want to attend 
the festival, 

You do not need to specify your lour headline events in advance > 
decide on the day if you like. 

n addition to the headline events, the Flexi Day Pass gives you access 
to the festival site and a host of untickefed events that run throughout 
the day and evening. 
See our website ticket page for details and price 

Fast Passes 
Fat Pases provide last entry to an event and reserve a prime seat 
in the venue skipping all queues. Fast Passes lor each event are 
strictly limited. Ft Passes are only valid with a Festival Ticket, Day 
Ticket, or Flexi Ticket, 
To purchase Fast Passes visit the Programme Page of our website. 

• 

Book online: www.HowThelight@etsln.org 
Book in person: 
Throughout the festival the Box Olfices has the latest information on 
events, prices and any updates or special additions to the programme. 
Yau can get passes or tickets far any event at the Box Ofee The Box 
Olfics is open umtl midnight each day and um'l 4pm on Monday 

Extra Experiences 
Events involving food & drink, Inner Circle events, Pottery workshops 
and Wellbeing sessions are booked and paid for separately. Inner 
Circle events are a unique opportunity to dine ad discuss ideas with 
the world leaching thinkers you'll find in our programme. Sample 

Seating 
Seating is on a fins! come first served basis We cannot guarantee 
entry to an event if itis already hull. If there's something you re really 
keen to see, make sure you get there in good time or get a Fast Pass. 

We resverve the right to refuse entry to latecomers or restrict this to 
standing room only. 

Terms and Conditions 
All events and speaker performer detail ore correct at the here ol 
going Io press. We reserve the right to change the programme 
and artists if circumstances dictate, In the event el cancellations al 
Extra Experiences, tickets will be refunded. Fast pass tickets will be 
refunded if associated events are cancelled Otherwise tickets cannot 
be accepted for refund or resale. 

Access 
To book wheelchair access or our designated parking area for these 
who disabilities please get in touch via enquiries@artandide0s.org. 
The Festival Site has disabled access via the vehicle and service 
entrance and not via the main pedestrian entrance since this involves 
a long fight of steps The festival site has some gentle slopes and 
there is matted pathway across some of the site only, In the case al 
adverse weather we cannot guarantee the condition of the ground. 

W Gteat 
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yWth the majestic Black Mountains as a backdrop, our accommodation 
options provide a cosy haven and comfortable beds to retreat into, 
rest up and relax between the jam-packed days and mighty. Wah 
access to plenty ol luxury showers, toilets and a pamper parlour, 
glamping never felt so glamorous. 

To book visit: 
hitps: //hewthelightgetsin.org/festivals/hay/accommodation/ 
boutique-yurt 

Thinking of slaying longer? Our yurts are bookable for slays from 
28th May - Ist June. 

Getting to Hay 
The nearest railway station is Hereford, about twenty miles away. 
Our Travel Partner GWR runs trains to Hereford. Book your train 
travel now at GWR.com. 

Train times from key UK cities include: 
Birmingham New Street {I hr '30min) 
Bristol Tenple Meads {The 30 min] 
Carlill Central {Thi] 
London Paddington ('3 hrs) 
Manchester Picadilly (2his) 
Oxford (3hrs] 
Swansea (2hrs] 
Soffel [3hrs] 

The bus service from Hereford to Hay-on-Wye [TT4} is frequent with 
additional services for the period of the festival. Or share a foxi with 
another festival visitor! 

By Car 
May-on-Wye is situated between Brecon and Hereford, off the A345, 
Cross the bridge into Hay and tom left. Follow signs to the Festival 
Site. See map opposite. 

Camping & Parking 
Parking nd the Yunt and Camping Fields are immediately opposite 
the Festival Site. Enter by the East Gate when arriving by car. 

Taxis 
Al Cabs 07910 931 999 
A28 Taxis O1874 658 899 
Julie's Taxis 07899 846 592 

Wifi Access 
There are WiFi hotspots throughout the site (see map previous page}. 
Network name: HowlhelighiGetsln Free Wii 
Password: philosophy 
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"Europe's answer to TED" 
TOTAL POLITICS ***** THE INDEPENDENT 

"A storming success" 
THE NEW SCIENTIST 

□ □

Changing how 
the world thinks Festival Programme £7.00 
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HowTheL.ightGetsin 

CATCH THE DEBATES AND TALKS YOU'VE MISSED 

AND WATCH 3000+ HOURS OF DEBATES, COURSES AND NEWS ON IAI.TV 






